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Summary

Acquisition, Compression and Rendering of Depth and Texture for
Multi-View Video

Three-dimensional (3D) video and imaging technologies is an emerging
trend in the development of digital video systems, as we presently wit-
ness the appearance of 3D displays, coding systems, and 3D camera se-
tups. Three-dimensional multi-view video is typically obtained from a set of
synchronized cameras, which are capturing the same scene from different
viewpoints. This technique especially enables applications such as free-
viewpoint video or 3D-TV. Free-viewpoint video applications provide the
feature to interactively select and render a virtual viewpoint of the scene.
A 3D experience such as for example in 3D-TV is obtained if the data rep-
resentation and display enable to distinguish the relief of the scene, i.e.,
the depth within the scene. With 3D-TV, the depth of the scene can be
perceived using a multi-view display that renders simultaneously several
views of the same scene. To render these multiple views on a remote dis-
play, an efficient transmission, and thus compression of the multi-view
video is necessary. However, a major problem when dealing with multi-
view video is the intrinsically large amount of data to be compressed, de-
compressed and rendered. We aim at an efficient and flexible multi-view
video system, and explore three different aspects. First, we develop an al-
gorithm for acquiring a depth signal from a multi-view setup. Second, we
present efficient 3D rendering algorithms for a multi-view signal. Third,
we propose coding techniques for 3D multi-view signals, based on the use
of an explicit depth signal. This motivates that the thesis is divided in three
parts.

The first part (Chapter 3) addresses the problem of 3D multi-view video
acquisition. Multi-view video acquisition refers to the task of estimating
and recording a 3D geometric description of the scene. A 3D descrip-
tion of the scene can be represented by a so-called depth image, which can
be estimated by triangulation of the corresponding pixels in the multiple
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views. Initially, we focus on the problem of depth estimation using two
views, and present the basic geometric model that enables the triangula-
tion of corresponding pixels across the views. Next, we review two cal-
culation/optimization strategies for determining corresponding pixels: a
local and a one-dimensional optimization strategy. Second, to generalize
from the two-view case, we introduce a simple geometric model for esti-
mating the depth using multiple views simultaneously. Based on this ge-
ometric model, we propose a new multi-view depth-estimation technique,
employing a one-dimensional optimization strategy that (1) reduces the
noise level in the estimated depth images and (2) enforces consistent depth
images across the views.

The second part (Chapter 4) details the problem of multi-view image
rendering. Multi-view image rendering refers to the process of generating
synthetic images using multiple views. Two different rendering techniques
are initially explored: a 3D image warping and a mesh-based rendering
technique. Each of these methods has its limitations and suffers from ei-
ther high computational complexity or low image rendering quality. As a
consequence, we present two image-based rendering algorithms that im-
proves the balance on the aforementioned issues. First, we derive an al-
ternative formulation of the relief texture algorithm which was extented to
the geometry of multiple views. The proposed technique features two ad-
vantages: it avoids rendering artifacts (“holes”) in the synthetic image and
it is suitable for execution on a standard Graphics Processor Unit (GPU).
Second, we propose an inverse mapping rendering technique that allows a
simple and accurate re-sampling of synthetic pixels. Experimental compar-
isons with 3D image warping show an improvement of rendering quality
of 3.8 dB for the relief texture mapping and 3.0 dB for the inverse mapping
rendering technique.

The third part concentrates on the compression problem of multi-view
texture and depth video (Chapters 5–7). In Chapter 5, we extend the stan-
dard H.264/MPEG-4 AVC video compression algorithm for handling the
compression of multi-view video. As opposed to the Multi-view Video
Coding (MVC) standard that encodes only the multi-view texture data,
the proposed encoder peforms the compression of both the texture and
the depth multi-view sequences. The proposed extension is based on ex-
ploiting the correlation between the multiple camera views. To this end,
two different approaches for predictive coding of views have been inves-
tigated: a block-based disparity-compensated prediction technique and a
View Synthesis Prediction (VSP) scheme. Whereas VSP relies on an accu-
rate depth image, the block-based disparity-compensated prediction scheme
can be performed without any geometry information. Our encoder adap-
tively selects the most appropriate prediction scheme using a rate-distortion
criterion for an optimal prediction-mode selection. We present experimen-
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tal results for several texture and depth multi-view sequences, yielding
a quality improvement of up to 0.6 dB for the texture and 3.2 dB for the
depth, when compared to solely performing H.264/MPEG-4 AVC disparity-
compensated prediction. Additionally, we discuss the trade-off between
the random-access to a user-selected view and the coding efficiency. Ex-
perimental results illustrating and quantifying this trade-off are provided.
In Chapter 6, we focus on the compression of a depth signal. We present
a novel depth image coding algorithm which concentrates on the special
characteristics of depth images: smooth regions delineated by sharp edges.
The algorithm models these smooth regions using parameterized piecewise-
linear functions and sharp edges by a straight line, so that it is more effi-
cient than a conventional transform-based encoder. To optimize the quality
of the coding system for a given bit rate, a special global rate-distortion op-
timization balances the rate against the accuracy of the signal representa-
tion. For typical bit rates, i.e., between 0.01 and 0.25 bit/pixel, experiments
have revealed that the coder outperforms a standard JPEG-2000 encoder
by 0.6-3.0 dB. Preliminary results were published in the Proceedings of
26th Symposium on Information Theory in the Benelux. In Chapter 7, we
propose a novel joint depth-texture bit-allocation algorithm for the joint
compression of texture and depth images. The described algorithm com-
bines the depth and texture Rate-Distortion (R-D) curves, to obtain a sin-
gle R-D surface that allows the optimization of the joint bit-allocation in
relation to the obtained rendering quality. Experimental results show an
estimated gain of 1 dB compared to a compression performed without
joint bit-allocation optimization. Besides this, our joint R-D model can be
readily integrated into an multi-view H.264/MPEG-4 AVC coder because
it yields the optimal compression setting with a limited computation effort.
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Samenvatting

Acquisitie, compressie en rendering van multi-view diepte- en
textuurvideo

Driedimensionale video, televisie (3D-TV) en de bijbehorende beeldvor-
mingstechnieken staan in toenemende belangstelling bij de ontwikkeling
van digitale videosystemen. Dit wordt geı̈llustreerd door de opkomst van
3D schermen, coderingssystemen en 3D cameraopstellingen. Driedimensi-
onale video met verschillende aanzichten (multi-view video) wordt meestal
verkregen uit een set van gesynchroniseerde camera’s die dezelfde scene
opnemen vanuit verschillende kijkrichtingen. In het bijzonder maakt deze
techniek het mogelijk om als kijker zelf de kijkrichting te bepalen (free-
view). Deze nieuwe toepassing heeft als eigenschap het interactief kiezen
en genereren (renderen) van een virtueel kijkpunt naar de scene. Een 3D
ervaring zoals bijvoorbeeld in 3D-TV, wordt verkregen als de representa-
tie van de gegevens en het scherm het mogelijk maken om de diepte van
de scene waar te nemen. Met 3D-TV kan de diepte van de scene worden
waargenomen, terwijl het scherm tegelijkertijd verschillende kijkrichtin-
gen van dezelfde scene laat zien. Om deze veelvoudige kijkweergave op
een scherm op afstand te renderen, is een efficiënte overdracht en dus com-
pressie (codering) van het meervoudige multi-view videosignaal nodig.
Echter, bij multi-view video is er een grote intrinsieke hoeveelheid beeld-
data die ge(de-)codeerd en gereconstrueerd moet worden. In dit proef-
schrift wordt gestreefd naar een efficiënt en flexibel multi-view videosys-
teem, waarvan drie verschillende kernpunten worden behandeld. Ten eer-
ste ontwikkelen we een algoritme voor het acquireren van een dieptesig-
naal vanuit een multi-view cameraopstelling. Ten tweede presenteren we
efficiënte 3D renderingsalgoritmen voor een multi-view videosignaal. Ten
derde worden coderingstechnieken voor 3D multi-view videosignalen be-
sproken, die zijn gebaseerd op het gebruik van een expliciet dieptesignaal.
Hierdoor is het proefschrift opgedeeld in drie stukken.

Het eerste deel (Hoofdstuk 3) beschrijft het probleem van 3D multi-
view videoacquisitie. Multi-view videoacquisitie omvat het schatten en
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registreren van een 3D geometrische beschrijving van de scene. Een 3D be-
schrijving van de scene kan worden gerepresenteerd met behulp van een
zogenaamd dieptebeeld, dat kan worden berekend door een triangulatie
(het opdelen c.q. samenstellen in driehoeken) uit te voeren van de cor-
responderende pixels in de multi-view beelden. Aanvankelijk wordt het
schatten van het dieptesignaal gebaseerd op slechts twee kijkrichtingen,
en presenteren we het geometrisch basismodel dat de triangulatie van de
corresponderende pixels mogelijk maakt tussen de kijkrichtingen. Daarna
behandelen we twee reken-/optimalisatiestrategieën om corresponderen-
de pixels te bepalen: een lokale en een ééndimensionale optimalisatiestra-
tegie. Ten tweede, om het duo-view geval te generaliseren, wordt een sim-
pel geometrisch model geı̈ntroduceerd voor het schatten van diepte bij het
gebruik van multi-view video. Gebaseerd op dit geometrisch model, ge-
ven we een nieuwe multi-view techniek om diepte te schatten, waarbij ge-
bruik wordt gemaakt van een ééndimensionale optimalisatiestrategie die
(1) het ruisniveau in de geschatte dieptebeelden vermindert en (2) consis-
tente dieptebeelden afdwingt over de verschillende kijkrichtingen.

Het tweede deel (Hoofdstuk 4) van het proefschrift behandelt het pro-
bleem van multi-view beeldreconstructie of rendering. Multi-view rende-
ring genereert synthetische beelden die gebaseerd zijn op multi-view vi-
deo. Eerst zijn twee verschillende renderingstechnieken onderzocht: een
3D beeldvervormingsmethode en een renderingstechniek gebruik makend
van meshes. Elk van deze methoden heeft zijn beperkingen, zoals hoge re-
kencomplexiteit of lage beeldkwaliteit bij rendering. Om deze reden pre-
senteren we vervolgens twee beeldgebaseerde renderingsalgoritmen met
een verbeterde balans tussen complexiteit en kwaliteit. Eerst leiden we
een alternatieve formulering af voor het reliëf-textuur algoritme dat is uit-
gebreid tot de geometrie van multi-view video. Deze techniek heeft twee
voordelen: hij vermijdt renderingsartefacten (“gaten”) in het synthetische
beeld en hij is geschikt voor uitvoering op een standaard grafische compu-
ter (GPU). Vervolgens geven we een inverse mapping renderingstechniek
met een eenvoudige en precieze herbemonstering van synthetische pixels.
Experimentele vergelijkingen met de 3D beeldvervormingsmethode laten
een verbetering van de renderingskwaliteit zien van 3.8 dB voor de reliëf-
textuur mapping en 3.0 dB voor de inverse mapping renderingstechniek.

Het derde deel van de dissertatie concentreert zich op de compressie
van multi-view textuur- en dieptevideo (Hoofdstukken 5-7). In Hoofd-
stuk 5 wordt het H.264/MPEG-4 AVC standaardalgoritme voor videocom-
pressie uitgebreid met de codering van multi-view video. In tegenstelling
tot de Multi-view Video Coding (MVC) standaard van de MPEG groep
die alleen de multi-view textuurbeelden codeert, comprimeert de onder-
zochte encoder zowel multi-view textuur- als multi-view dieptevideo. De
uitbreiding van de standaard is gebaseerd op het gebruik van de correla-
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tie tussen de verschillende camera kijkrichtingen. Daartoe zijn twee ver-
schillende methoden voor predictiecodering van multi-view video onder-
zocht: een blokgebaseerde, voor dispariteit gecompenseerde, predictie-
techniek en een View Synthesis Prediction (VSP) schema. Waar VSP een
nauwkeurig dieptebeeld nodig heeft, kan het blokgebaseerde voor dispa-
riteit gecompenseerde predictieschema uitgevoerd worden zonder enige
geometrische informatie. De voorgestelde encoder selecteert adaptief het
meest geschikte voorspellingsschema, daarbij gebruik makend van een
bitsnelheid-distortie criterium voor een optimale selectie voor de predic-
tiemethode. De evaluatie van het adaptieve predictieschema geeft expe-
rimentele resultaten voor verschillende multi-view textuur- en dieptevi-
deo’s, welke een kwaliteitsverbetering tot 0.6 dB voor de textuur ople-
veren en 3.2 dB voor de dieptesequenties, vergeleken met het eenzijdig
uitvoeren van de H.264/MPEG-4 AVC predictie gebaseerd op dispariteit.
Daarnaast wordt aandacht besteed aan de afweging tussen een willekeu-
rig inspringen in en starten van een bepaalde kijkrichting, een door een ge-
bruiker gekozen aanzicht en de efficientie van de codering. Experimentele
resultaten die deze afweging illustreren en kwantificeren worden gepre-
senteerd. Hoofdstuk 6 is gewijd aan de compressie van een dieptesignaal
en bespreekt een nieuw coderingsalgoritme voor dieptebeelden dat ge-
bruik maakt van de speciale eigenschappen van dieptebeelden: gelijkmati-
ge beeldgebieden, afgebakend door scherpe randen. Het algoritme model-
leert deze gelijkmatige gebieden met geparametriseerde stuksgewijs line-
aire functies en de scherpe randen door rechte lijnstukken, zodat het effi-
ciënter is dan een conventionele transformatiegebaseerde encoder. Om de
kwaliteit van het coderingssysteem te optimaliseren voor een gegeven bit-
snelheid, brengt een speciale globale rate-distortie optimalisatie een even-
wicht tussen de bitsnelheid en de kwaliteit van de signaal reconstructie.
Voor typische bitsnelheden, zoals tussen 0.01 en 0.25 bits per pixel, hebben
experimenten aangetoond dat de nieuwe dieptecompressie een standaard
JPEG-2000 encoder met 0.6-3.0 dB overtreft. Hoofdstuk 7 behandelt een
nieuw gemeenschappelijk diepte-textuur bittoewijzingsalgoritme voor de
gezamenlijke compressie van textuur- en dieptebeelden. Het beschreven
algoritme combineert de afzonderlijke Rate-Distortie (R-D) afhankelijkhe-
den voor textuur- en dieptebeelden in een enkele, gezamenlijke R-D func-
tie. Deze functie kan hierdoor een optimale gemeenschappelijke bittoe-
wijzing definiëren in relatie tot de verkregen renderingskwaliteit. Experi-
mentele resultaten laten een geschatte winst van 1 dB zien in vergelijking
met een compressie zonder de gezamenlijke optimalisatie voor bittoewij-
zing. Daarnaast kan het gemeenschappelijke R-D model eenvoudig wor-
den geı̈ntegreerd in een multi-view H.264/MPEG-4 AVC encoder omdat
het de optimale compressieinstelling oplevert met een beperkt budget aan
rekenkracht.
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Introduction

“I begin with an idea and then it
becomes something else.”

Pablo Picasso, Spanish painter.

This chapter starts with an introduction to the fundamentals of three-dimensional
(3D) imaging through an historical perspective. Following this, the chapter sur-
veys 3D television and free-viewpoint video applications, after which we discuss
3D video systems recently proposed for those applications. Subsequently, we pro-
pose an alternative 3D video system and introduce its main components, i.e., the
acquisition, the compression and the rendering. We conclude with an overview of
the individual chapters, indicating the relevant publications and contributions.

1.1 Fundamentals of stereo visualization

The word “stereo” is derived from the Greek term “stereos” which can be
translated by “solid” or “hard”. In the french language, this term gradu-
ally evolved to “stère de bois” which corresponds to a volumetric unit for
a pile of wood. Stereo visualization thus refers to the visual perception of
the solid three-dimensional (3D) properties of some objects. Developments
in stereo visualization were initiated in 1838 when Sir Charles Wheatstone
described the “Phenomena of Binocular Vision” [1]. Binocular vision re-
lates to the interpretation of two slightly different views of the same object
seen by both human eyes. From two different views, Wheatstone showed
that the viewer can mentally reconstruct the object in three dimensions.
To illustrate the concept, Wheatstone prototyped a device known as the
“stereoscope”, which paints two different images of the same object di-
rectly onto the viewer retina. The initial implementation of the stereoscope,
illustrated by Figure 1.1 is composed of two mirrors, A and A’, that project
onto both eyes, the image of two different hand-drawn views E and E’ of
a wire-frame cube. It is interesting to note that these early developments
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1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1 — The initial implementation of the stereoscope is based on two mir-
rors that project two views of the same object onto both human eyes. From these
two views, the human visual system mentally derives a three-dimensional rep-
resentation of the cube.

in stereoscopic visualization were made prior to the invention of photog-
raphy.

The presented conceptual principle that relates two 2D images to a 3D
representation of an object, can be extended. More specifically, it can be
intuitively deduced that a more accurate 3D description of the object can
be obtained from a set a multiple views. Therefore, stereoscopic 3D prop-
erties of a scene can be derived from multiple views or multi-view images
captured by a set of multiple cameras. For example, the background and
foreground orientation and the relative positions of objects in the 3D scene
can be extracted by analyzing the multi-view images. Starting with this el-
ementary concept, we can now outline several applications for multi-view
images.

1.2 Applications of multi-view imaging

First, we introduce stereoscopic displays as a technology enabling several
specific applications. Second, some applications to a free-viewpoint video
system are provided, and finally, we illustrate the usefulness of multi-view
images for video editing.

1.2.1 Stereoscopic displays

Stereoscopic displays allow the viewer to perceive the depth of the scene.
This is achieved by displaying a left and right image/view in such a way
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1.2. Applications of multi-view imaging

(a)

1 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Lenticular sheet

LCD display

micro-lens

group of pixels underlying 
a micro-lens

2

(b)

Figure 1.2 — (a) A lenticular display is composed of a lenticular sheet precisely
positioned onto an LCD display. (b) Multi-view lenticular display with three
pixels/views covered by a micro-lens. Each view is projected into specific di-
rections by the micro-lenses, so that the left and right eye see two different
views.

that they are individually seen by the left and right eye. To obtain this re-
sult, several display technologies [2], including polarized displays, barrier-
stereo displays and lenticular displays have been developed. Stereoscopic
lenticular displays or multi-view lenticular displays, are based on a lenticular
sheet which is precisely positioned onto an LCD display (see Figure 1.2).
A lenticular sheet consists of an array of micro-lenses that directs the light
of the underlying pixels in specific directions. Consequently, the viewing
space in front of the display is divided into separate viewing zones, each
of them showing a different image or view. The left and right eyes observe
therefore a different view of the scene, thereby enabling the perception of
depth. Figure 1.2(b) shows a three-view lenticular display that projects
the light of three different pixels into three different viewing zones (two
zones are drawn in the figure). To enable the viewer to watch the video
scene from various viewpoints, nine-view lenticular displays have been
introduced [3]. It can be readily understood that increasing the number of
views involves a loss of image resolution so that there exists a trade-off be-
tween the number of views supported by the display and the resolution of
the image. Recently, the development of high-definition (quad HD) LCD
displays stimulated the usage of lenticular displays for various applica-
tions that we will be discussed in the sequel. On the short term, two-view
displays for stereo-vision have gained strong popularity for 3D games and
an early introduction to the 3D-TV market.

The previously discussed stereoscopic displays enable several 3D ap-
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plications, which are briefly outlined below.

3D-TV for home entertainment. Three-dimensional television (3D-TV) is
expected to become a key application of stereoscopic displays by provid-
ing the viewer a feeling of immersion in the movie.

Video games. Similarly, stereoscopic displays greatly enhance the real-
ism of video games by showing a 3D representation of the virtual scene
and characters. One significant feature of video games is that a 3D de-
scription of the scene is provided by the game. Therefore, the usage of
stereoscopic displays is readily supported by 3D video games featuring
3D geometric information.

Training and serious gaming systems. Another application for stereoscopic
displays is the training of junior professionals. For example, it has been re-
cently highlighted [4], that the usage of stereoscopic displays simplified the
teaching of microscopical surgery to junior medical doctors. More specifi-
cally, microscopical surgery involves the manipulation of small structures
of organs so that microscopes are usually employed. However, micro-
scopes do not allow junior surgeons to perceive the depth as seen by the
senior operating surgeon. Additionally, because junior surgeons lack the
experience of anatomic proportions, no alternative cue can be employed to
perceive the organ sizes and correctly locate the surgical plane. This exam-
ple should obviously not be seen as the only application for training junior
professionals. Instead, the example simply emphasizes that stereoscopic
displays can be employed as a generic medium for training junior profes-
sionals such as medical doctors, pilots [5] or tele-operators [6]. This area
can be extended to the emerging market of serious gaming that is between
professional training and consumer gaming systems.

1.2.2 Free-viewpoint video

The free-viewpoint video application provides the ability for users to in-
teractively select a viewpoint of the video scene. This can be performed
by capturing the video scene from multiple viewpoints. However, a free-
viewpoint video system does not impose that the selected viewpoint corre-
sponds to an existing camera viewpoint. Therefore, a free-viewpoint video
application breaks the restriction of showing an event only from the view-
point of the cameras, but instead, allows a free navigation within the 3D
video scene. For example, interesting applications include the selection of
an arbitrary viewpoint for visualizing and analyzing sports or dynamic art
(e.g., dance) actions.
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Sports. The ability to generate an arbitrary viewpoint is of particular in-
terest for sports applications. For example, considering the case of a foot-
ball match, it is often necessary for the referee to know the position of the
players to ensure fair play. By rendering an appropriate viewpoint of the
playing field [7], the player positions can be derived and illustrated using
the virtual view.

Training video. Free-viewpoint video technologies also simplify video
training activities. For example, the training of dynamic activities such as
martial arts or dancing can be simplified by allowing the trainee to select a
viewpoint of the scene [8].

1.2.3 Video editing and special effects

Whereas in the previous subsection, the viewpoint was interactively cho-
sen, in this subsection we summarize an application in which professional
video editors manipulate time and place in one movie. For example, the
multi-view image technology simplifies the production of special effects
such as the “bullet time” effect. This effect provides the illusion to the
viewer of freezing the time and gradually modifying the viewpoint of the
scene. Such a special effect has been demonstrated in movies like “The
Matrix”. Additionally, by exploiting the 3D information, it is possible to
discriminate some background or foreground objects, which is known as
z-keying. Using 3D information, video objects can be easily removed and
re-inserted into the video elsewhere. Such video editing capabilities were
demonstrated for a dancing video sequence [8]. Finally, it is also possible
to insert synthetic 3D objects in the scene to obtain an augmented-reality
video scene. This allows a free composition of a virtual scene as desired by
the director while preserving the photo-realism of the movie.

1.3 Three-dimensional video systems layout

Because the previously discussed applications rely on multiple views of
the scene, the 3D video technologies enabling these various applications
do not exclude each other and can be integrated into a single 3D video
system. Specifically, to enable 3D-TV or free-viewpoint video applications,
several 3D video systems have been introduced. They can be classified into
three classes with respect to the amount of employed 3D geometry.

A first class of 3D video systems is based on multiple texture views
of the video scene, called N-texture representation format [9]. The N-
texture approach forms the basis for the emerging Multi-view Video Cod-
ing (MVC) standard currently developed by the Joint Video Team (JVT) [10].
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Due to the significant amount of data to be stored, the main challenge of
the MVC standard is to define efficient coding and decoding tools 1. To this
end, a number of H.264/MPEG-4 AVC coding tools have been proposed
and evaluated within the MVC framework. A first coding tool exploits
the similarity between the views by multiplexing the captured views and
encoding the resulting video stream by a modified H.264/MPEG-4 AVC
encoder [11, 12]. A second coding tool equalizes the inter-view illumina-
tion to compensate for mismatches across the views captured by different
cameras [13]. The latest description of the standard can be found in the
Joint Draft 8.0 on Multi-view Video Coding [10]. One advantage of the
above-mentioned N-texture representation format is that no 3D geometric
description of the scene is required. Therefore, because 3D geometry is not
used, this 3D video format allows a simple video processing chain at the
encoder. However, such a 3D video representation format involves a high-
complexity decoder for the following reason. A multi-view display sup-
ports a varying number of views at the input, which makes it impractical
to prepare these views prior to transmission. Instead, intermediate views
should be interpolated from the transmitted reference views at the decoder,
where the display characteristics are known. To obtain high-quality inter-
polated views, a 3D geometric description of the scene is necessary, thereby
involving computationally expensive calculations at the receiver side.

A second class of 3D video systems relies on a partial 3D geometric de-
scription of the scene [14]. The scene geometry is typically described by
a depth map, or depth image, that specifies the distance between a point in
the 3D world and the camera. Typically, a depth image is estimated from
two images by identifying corresponding pixels in the multiple views, i.e.,
point-correspondences, that represent the same 3D scene point. Using depth
images, new views can be subsequently rendered or synthesized using a
Depth Image Based Rendering (DIBR) algorithm. Here, the term DIBR
corresponds to a class of rendering algorithms that use depth and texture
images simultaneously to synthesize virtual images. Considering a 3D-TV
application, it is assumed that the scene is observed from a narrow field of
view (short baseline distance between cameras). As a result, a combination
of only one texture and one depth video sequence is sufficient to provide
appropriate rendering quality (1-depth/1-texture). The 1-depth/1-texture
approach was recently standardized by Part 3 of the MPEG-C video speci-
fication [15]. This system is illustrated in Figure 1.3. However, considering
a video scene with rich 3D geometry, rendered virtual views typically show
occluded regions that were not covered by the reference camera.

A third class of 3D video systems addresses the occlusion problem

1Video coding standards only define the decoding procedure and the corresponding bit
stream but do not specify the encoding algorithms.
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Figure 1.3 — Overview of a 3D-TV video system that encodes and transmits one
texture video along with one depth video (1-depth/1-texture). Note that the
depth signal can be estimated using multiple texture camera views, of which
only one view is transmitted.

by combining the two aforementioned classes (N-texture vs. 1-depth/1-
texture) by using one depth image for each texture image, i.e., N-depth/N-
texture [8] (see Figure 1.4). This approach has multiple advantages. First,
as previously highlighted, the problem of occluded regions can be ad-
dressed by combining multiple reference images that cover all regions seen
by the virtual camera. Second, the N-depth/N-texture representation for-
mat is compatible with different types of multi-view displays supporting a
variable number of views. More specifically, because 3D geometry data is
transmitted to the decoder, an arbitrary number of synthetic views corre-
sponding to the display characteristics, can be interpolated. A final advan-
tage is that the N-depth/N-texture representation format provides a nat-
ural extension to the 1-depth/1-texture representation format. Therefore,
this approach allows a gradual transition from an already standardized
technique (MPEG-C Part 3) to the next generation of 3D video systems.
Because of these advantages, we have adopted the N-depth/N-texture rep-
resentation format as the basis for conducting all experiments and studies
through the complete thesis.

1.4 Multi-view acquisition, compression and rendering
problems addressed in this thesis

1.4.1 Acquisition problem

In a multi-view system, multiple cameras capture the same scene. In order
to capture a 3D representation of the scene (using the N-depth/N-texture
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Figure 1.4 — The N-depth/N-texture representation format combines N texture
with N depth views.

representation format), a signal is required that describes the geometric
features in three dimensions As previously discussed, the depth of a pixel
can be calculated by triangulating corresponding pixels across the views.
By assigning a depth value to each pixel of the captured texture image and
combining those depth values into an image, a depth image is created.

Corresponding pixels across the views are known as point-correspondences.
Hence, in this thesis, the three-dimensional multi-view video acquisition
step corresponds to the task of calculating multiple depth images by es-
timating point-correspondences across the multiple camera views. The
calculation of depth by estimating point-correspondences is an ill-posed
problem in many situations. For example, a change of illumination across
the views increases the signal ambiguity while identifying the potentially
corresponding points. Additionally, with multiple cameras, the internal
settings like the contrast setting can vary, so that corresponding pixels
show dissimilar intensity values. This results in an unreliable identification
of the point-correspondences and thus in inaccurate depth values. Further-
more, specular reflection refers to the phenomenon that occurs when light
is reflected in different directions with varying intensity. As a result, object
surfaces appear differently depending on the viewpoint. Such a surface is
known as a non-Lambertian surface. In this thesis, we assume that the 3D
objects of the video scene do not change their appearance depending on the
camera viewpoint, hence we assume Lambertian surfaces. Another prob-
lem that may occur in the scene is the appearance of texture-less regions.
Specifically, it is difficult to identify corresponding pixels over a region of
constant color, thereby resulting in inaccurate depth values. Moreover, in
some cases, particular background regions may be visible from a given
camera viewpoint but may not be visible from a different camera view-
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point. This problem is known as occlusion. In this case, it is not possible to
identify point-correspondences across the views, so that the depth values
(of the point-correspondences) cannot be calculated.

In this thesis, we have concentrated on a few specific problems dealing
with multi-view system design, rather than addressing all of the above.
Our aim is to design a depth estimation sub-system that can be efficiently
combined with the multi-view depth compression sub-system and the im-
age rendering sub-system. Specifically, considering the multi-view video
coding framework, the depth estimation sub-system should:

• calculate an accurate depth of individual pixels,

• estimate depth images with smooth properties on the object surfaces so
that a high compression ratio (of depth images) can be obtained,

• present sharp discontinuities along object borders so that a high ren-
dering quality can be obtained,

• yield consistent depth images across the views so that the multi-view
compression sub-system can exploit the inter-view redundancy (be-
tween depth views).

The last requirement is further detailed in the next section, since it is less
evident than the first three requirements.

1.4.2 Compression problem

The transmission of an N-depth/N-texture multi-view video requires effi-
cient compression algorithms. The intrinsic problem when dealing with a
multitude of depth and texture video signals is the large amount of data
to be transmitted. For example, an independent transmission of 8 views
of a typical sequence such as the multi-view “Breakdancers” sequence, re-
quires about 10 Mbit/s for the texture and 1.7 Mbit/s for the depth data (at
a PSNR of 40 dB) 2. This example forms a typical situation of the specifica-
tion of a multi-view sequence and its compression system. In this thesis,
we aim at designing a compression system with the following characteris-
tics.

• Spatial resolution: HD-ready to HD, hence 1000–1920 pixels per line
and 768–1080 lines.

• Frame rate: 15 to 30 frames per second.

2The resolution and frame rate of the “Breakdancers” sequence is 1024 × 768 pixels and
15 frames per second, respectively.
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• Number of views: 2 to 10, depending on the application.

• Bit rate for depth: 10 to 50% of the total bit rate, depending on the
desired rendering quality.

The above list does not express that multi-view video cannot be applied to
other resolutions, frames and bit rates. It is merely intended to provide a
quick outline of the video systems that will be elaborated in this thesis.

As many parts in the multi-view signal are correlated, this aspect could
be exploited in the compression. In a typical multi-view acquisition sys-
tem, multiple cameras are employed to capture a single scene from differ-
ent viewpoints. By capturing a single scene from varying viewpoints, the
multiple cameras capture objects with similar colors and textures across
the views, thereby generating a highly correlated texture video. The corre-
lation between the camera views is usually referred to as inter-view corre-
lation. This correlation exists both for texture and depth signals. For each
view, whether it is texture or depth, the succeeding frames have correla-
tion over time, called temporal correlation. As temporal correlation within
a single view is already exploited by the existing coding standards such
as MPEG-2 and H.264/MPEG-4 AVC, by employing motion compensated
transform coding. Let us now further discuss the inter-view correlation.
The inter-view correlation can be exploited for compression, for example,
with a predictive coding technique, as the neighboring views show most
of scene from a different viewpoint. However, an accurate prediction of
views is a difficult task. For example, illumination and contrast changes
from view to view and additionally, the system has to deal with occlu-
sions which is new information, and thus not correlated with a neighbor-
ing view. This is why it is thoroughly addressed in a specific chapter fo-
cusing on predictive inter-view coding.

In the compression system for multi-view video, we have concentrated
on the following problems.

• Efficient compression for variable baseline-distances between cameras. The
baseline-distances refer to the distances between cameras of the multi-
view acquisition setup. However, considering inter-view correlation,
multi-view video captured by an acquisition setup with a large base-
line distance between the cameras has limited inter-view correlation.
Therefore, an encoder is desired that adapts to the various baseline
distances of the acquisition setup. One way that is exploited in this
thesis, is to selectively predict regions from the multi-view images
related to that baseline-distance.

• Low-delay random access to a selected view. An interesting feature of a
free-viewpoint video system is the ability for users to quickly access
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an arbitrary selected view, i.e., random access to a selected view. To
enable a user to render an arbitrary selected view of the video scene
with an acceptable response time (computer graphics experts call this
interactive frame-rate), low-delay random access is necessary. How-
ever, temporal and spatial inter-view coding creates dependencies
between views during the encoding process, which deteriorates the
random-access capabilities. Therefore, we aim at a coding system
that facilitates random access with a reasonable response time as a
design criterion.

• Efficient compression of depth images. To render synthetic views on a re-
mote display, an efficient transmission and thus compression of the
depth images is necessary. Previous work on depth image coding
has used a transform-coding algorithm derived from JPEG-2000 and
MPEG encoders. However, transform coders have shown a signifi-
cant shortcoming for representing edges without deterioration at low
bit rates. Perceptually, such a coder generates ringing artifacts along
edges that lead to errors in the rendered images. Therefore, we aim
at a depth image encoder that preserves the edges, so that a high-
quality rendering can be obtained. A solution explored in this thesis
is to exploit the special characteristics of depth images: smooth re-
gions delineated by sharp edges.

• Efficient joint compression of texture and depth data such that the render-
ing quality is maximized. To perform an efficient compression of the
N-depth/N-texture multi-view video streams, an efficient joint com-
pression of both the texture and the depth data is necessary. Previ-
ously, the compression of such a data set has addressed the problem
of texture and depth compression by coding each of the signals indi-
vidually. However, the influence of texture and depth compression
on 3D rendering was not incorporated in the coding experiments,
so that the rendering quality trade-off was not well considered. We
therefore aim at a method that optimally distributes the bit rate over
the texture and the depth image, such that the 3D rendering quality
is maximized.

1.4.3 Rendering problem

In general, rendering involves the read-out and presentation process of im-
ages. In a multi-view coding system, image rendering refers to the process
of generating synthetic images.

In our case, synthetic images are rendered by combining the multi-
ple texture images with their corresponding depth images. Over the past
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decade, image rendering has been an active field of research for multime-
dia applications [16]. However, limited work has addressed the problem
of image rendering in a multi-view video coding framework. Specifically,
it will be shown in this thesis that image rendering can be integrated into
the multi-view coding algorithm, by employing the rendering procedure
in a predictive fashion. When doing so, the quality of the rendered images
should match the quality of other non-synthetic images. This implies that
the rendering process should be of high quality, dealing with occlusions
and the change of scene-sampling position when going from one view to
the other. The latter aspect requires accurate texture pixel re-sampling.
Summarizing, and more broadly speaking, there are two key aspects for
rendering: visualization and compression. Both aspects can be simultane-
ously addressed when aiming at high-quality rendering. In this thesis, the
rendering problem is discussed using the following requirements.

• In the prediction-based rendering algorithm that is related to the
multi-view coding system, the rendering algorithm should synthe-
size high-quality images by accurate pixel re-sampling, and

• the rendering algorithm should correctly handle occluded pixels, so
that even occluded pixels can be efficiently compressed at low bit
rate.

1.5 Thesis outline: the multi-view video system

Besides the introduction and conclusion chapters (Chapter 1, Chapter 2
and Chapter 8), the core part of this thesis is divided into five chapters.
Each individual chapter focuses on a sub-system of the proposed multi-
view video system. Figure 1.5 shows the proposed system architecture,
which is composed of a depth-estimation sub-system (Chapter 3), a multi-
view texture and depth video coder/decoder (Chapter 5, 6 and 7), and a
3D-video rendering engine (Chapter 4). In the following, we outline each
of these sub-systems.

A. 3D/multi-view video acquisition

Chapter 2 contains introductory material to specify the geometry of multi-
ple views. We especially describe a method for calculating the internal and
external parameters of the multiple cameras. This task is known as camera
calibration. The principal result of the chapter is the specification of the
projection matrix and its usage for depth estimation and image rendering.
Chapter 3 concentrates on the problem of acquiring a 3D geometric descrip-
tion of the video scene, i.e., depth estimation. At first, we focus on the
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Figure 1.5 — Overview of the proposed multi-view video system that includes
the acquisition of 3D video (depth estimation), the coding and decoding of the
multiple texture and depth image sequences and the rendering sub-system.

problem of depth estimation using two views and present the basic geo-
metric model that enables the triangulation of corresponding pixels across
these two views. We review two calculation/optimization strategies for
determining corresponding pixels: a local depth calculation and a one-
dimensional optimization strategy. Second, we generalize the two-view
geometric model for estimating the depth, using all multiple views simul-
taneously. Based on this geometric model, we propose a multi-view depth-
estimation technique, based a one-dimensional optimization strategy that
reduces the noise level in the estimated depth images and enforces consis-
tent depth images across the views.

B. Multi-view depth image based rendering

Chapter 4 addresses the problem of multi-view image rendering. We com-
mence with reviewing two different rendering techniques: a 3D image
warping and a mesh-based rendering technique. We show that each of
these two techniques suffers from, either low image rendering quality, or
high computational complexity. To circumvent the aforementioned issues,
we propose two image-based rendering algorithms: an alternative formu-
lation of the relief texture algorithm and an inverse mapping rendering
technique. Experimental comparisons with 3D image warping show an
improvement in rendering quality of 3.8 dB for the relief texture mapping
and 3.0 dB for the inverse mapping rendering technique.
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C. Multi-view video coding

In the presented multi-view video system, the video coding blocks include
the encoding and decoding of both the multi-view depth and texture video.
Chapter 5 addresses the problem of encoding the multi-view depth and tex-
ture video, using an extended version of a standard H.264/MPEG-4 AVC
video encoder. The concept is based on exploiting the correlation between
neighboring views. To this end, two view-prediction tools are used in par-
allel by the encoder: a block-based disparity-compensated prediction and
a View Synthesis Prediction (VSP) scheme. Our encoder adaptively selects
the most appropriate prediction scheme, using a rate-distortion criterion
for an optimal prediction-mode selection. We present experimental results
for several texture and depth multi-view sequences, yielding a quality im-
provement of up to 0.6 dB for the texture and 3.2 dB for the depth, when
compared to solely performing H.264/MPEG-4 AVC disparity-compensated
prediction. In this proposal, the use of the VSP scheme for multi-view
depth encoding is original and particularly attractive because the predic-
tion scheme does not rely on additional side information for prediction. To
preserve random-access capabilities to any user-selected view, we employ
a prediction structure that requires only two reference cameras.

Chapter 6 focuses on the compression of the depth signal. We present a
novel depth image coding algorithm that concentrates on the special char-
acteristics of depth images: smooth regions delineated by sharp edges.
The algorithm models these smooth regions using piecewise-linear func-
tions and sharp edges by a straight line. Since this approach is new and
no alternative depth encoder was published at the time of this research,
the proposed algorithm was compared with a JPEG-2000 encoder, which
is the de-facto standard for digital cinema. A comparison with an encoder
based on H.264/MPEG-4 AVC is also discussed. For typical bit rates (be-
tween 0.01 bit/pixel and 0.25 bit/pixel), experiments have revealed that
the proposed encoder outperforms a JPEG-2000 encoder by 0.6-3.0 dB.
Chapter 7 discusses a novel joint depth/texture bit-allocation algorithm for
the joint compression of texture and depth images. The described algo-
rithm combines the depth and texture Rate-Distortion (R-D) curves to ob-
tain a single R-D surface. This surface allows the optimization of the quan-
tization parameters such that the rendering quality is maximized. Next,
we discuss a hierarchical algorithm that enables a fast optimization by ex-
ploiting the smooth monotonic properties of the R-D surfaces. Experimen-
tal results show an estimated gain of up to 1 dB compared to a compression
performed without joint bit-allocation optimization and using an encoder
based on H.264/MPEG-4 AVC.
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1.6 Contributions of this thesis

This section provides an overview of the scientific contributions along with
the corresponding publication history, since most of the results have been
published in conference proceedings or scientific journals.

1.6.1 Contributions to depth estimation

Depth estimation has been widely investigated, but we have added two
contributions by adding smoothness constraints.

• Integration of a smoothness constraint for line consistency. We have pro-
posed a smoothness constraint that enforces consistent depth between
consecutive lines and we describe its integration into a simple one-
dimensional optimization algorithm. This constitutes the first pass
of the algorithm and results in one initial depth image for each view.

• Integration of a smoothness constraint for inter-view consistency. In a
second pass, we have proposed a constraint that ensures consistent
depth values across the views. This constraint is based on the re-
projection of depth images (calculated at the first pass) onto the con-
sidered view as a means for improving the inter-view depth consis-
tency. As a bonus, this re-projection method provides a simple solu-
tion for detecting noisy depth pixels.

The concept of integrating these smoothness constraints into a one-dimensional
optimization algorithm was published in the Proceedings of the IEEE ICCE [17]
and an elaborate description in the corresponding IEEE Transactions [18].

1.6.2 Contributions to image rendering

We propose two novel algorithms for rendering synthetic images using
multiple depth and texture images.

• Novel formulation of the relief texture mapping. This novel specification
has a formulation that matches with the geometry of multiple views.
The proposed technique combines the two advantages of avoiding
rendering artifacts (“holes”) in the synthetic image while simultane-
ously enabling an implementation on a standard Graphics Processor
Unit architecture.

• Inverse mapping image rendering. We propose an inverse mapping ren-
dering technique that allows a simple and accurate re-sampling of
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synthetic pixels. Additionally, the presented method provides a sim-
ple means for handling occlusions by an elegant, unambiguous con-
struction of a single synthetic image from the two compositing neigh-
boring views.

Preliminary results on image rendering were published in the Proceedings
of the Symposium on Information Theory in the Benelux [19] and the new
formulation of the relief texture rendering algorithm was published in the
Proceedings of the SPIE SDA conference [20]. The inverse mapping is a
new unpublished result of which a publication is under development.

1.6.3 Contributions to multi-view video coding

This part forms the most significant contribution of this thesis.

• Integration of a view-synthesis prediction algorithm into a multi-view depth
and texture coder. The first contribution is the integration of an image
rendering algorithm into a standardized H.264/MPEG-4 AVC video
compression algorithm, to support predictive compression of multi-
view video. We present a new coding tool that enables the compres-
sion of both multi-view texture images and also multi-view depth images.
The rendering-based multi-view depth compression is completely
new. This contribution has been published in the Proceedings of the
IEEE ICIP [21] for texture multi-view coding and in the Proceedings
of the SPIE SDA conference [22] for depth multi-view coding. Ad-
ditionally, the impact of the view synthesis algorithm for predicting
and encoding depth images was investigated and published in the
Proceedings of the ACIVS conference [23].

• Depth coding with piecewise linear functions. The new algorithm mod-
els smooth regions in depth images with piecewise-linear functions
and sharp edges by straight lines. Preliminary results were published
in the Proceedings of 26th Symposium on Information Theory in the
Benelux [24] and a fast method for estimating the model coefficients
was published in the Proceedings of the SPIE VCIP conference [25].
A rate-distortion optimization of the encoder was published in the
Proceedings of the EUSIPCO conference [26]. A complete descrip-
tion of the coding algorithm was published in the Proceedings of the
SPIE SDA conference [20] and further improvements based on pre-
dictive coding of model coefficients were published in the Proceed-
ings of the IEEE ICIP [27]. Due to the work of the author on depth
image compression, a cooperation with the Fraunhofer-Institute for
Telecommunications Heinrich-Hertz-Institut of Berlin was initiated
and resulted in two joint publications in the Proceedings of the IEEE
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Conference on 3D-TV [28] and in the journal on Signal Processing:
Image Communication [29].

• Joint bit-allocation for depth and texture multi-view coding. A third con-
tribution is a novel algorithm that concentrates on the joint compres-
sion of depth and texture images. Instead of the conventional sep-
arated optimization of texture and depth, the proposed algorithm
considers for the first time a joint optimization of both the rate and
the distortion so that an optimal rendering quality is obtained. This
work was published in the Proceedings of the Picture Coding Sym-
posium [30] and obtained a Best Paper award nomination.
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2

Projective Geometry

“Let no one ignorant of geometry
enter.”

Plato, Greek philosopher.

This chapter starts with an introduction to projective geometry which is of sig-
nificant importance for the acquisition of 3D images. Using the projective geome-
try framework, we describe the pinhole camera model that establishes the geometric
relationship between a point in the 3D world and its corresponding position in the
2D image. In particular, internal and external camera parameters that indicate the
position and settings of the camera are introduced. To estimate these parameters,
i.e., calibrate the camera, a practical camera calibration method is then reviewed.
We proceed by reviewing the extension of the geometric framework from the single-
view to the two-view camera case and finally provide a summary of the parameters
and notations employed throughout in this thesis.

2.1 Projective geometry

Projective geometry serves as a mathematical framework for 3D multi-
view imaging and 3D computer graphics. It is used to model the image-
formation process, generate synthetic images, or reconstruct 3D objects
from multiple images. To model lines, planes or points in a 3D space,
usually the Euclidean geometry is employed. However, a disadvantage of
the Euclidean geometry is that points at infinity cannot be modeled and
are considered as a special case. This special case can be illustrated by us-
ing a perspective drawing of two parallel lines. In perspective, two parallel
lines, e.g., a railroad track, meet at infinity at the vanishing point (see Fig-
ure 2.1). However, the intersection of the parallel lines at infinity is not
easily modeled by the Euclidean geometry. A second disadvantage of Eu-
clidean geometry is that projecting a 3D point onto an image plane requires
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Figure 2.1 — Two parallel rails intersect in the image plane at the vanishing
point.

a perspective scaling operation. As the scale factor is a parameter, the per-
spective scaling requires a division that becomes a non-linear operation.
Therefore, the use of the Euclidean geometry should be avoided.

Projective geometry constitutes an attractive framework to circumvent
the above disadvantages of the Euclidean geometry. In Euclidean space,
a point defined in three dimensions is represented by a 3-element vector
(X, Y, Z)T . In the projective space, the same point is described using a
4-element vector (X1, X2, X3, X4)

T such that

X = X1/X4, Y = X2/X4, Z = X3/X4, (2.1)

where X4 6= 0. Usually, the coordinates (X,Y, Z)T and (X1, X2, X3, X4)
T

are called inhomogeneous coordinates and homogeneous coordinates, respec-
tively.

As a generalization, the mapping from a point in the n-dimensional
Euclidean space to an (n + 1)-dimensional projective space can be written
as

(X1, X2, ..., Xn)T

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Euclidean space

→ (λX1, λX2, ..., λXn, λ)T

︸ ︷︷ ︸

projective space

, (2.2)

where λ 6= 0 corresponds to a free scaling parameter. This free scaling
parameter λ is often called the homogeneous scaling factor. Using the
presented projective geometry framework, we now introduce the pinhole
camera model.
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2.2 Pinhole camera model

In this section, we describe the image acquisition process known as the
pinhole camera model, which is regularly employed as a basis in this thesis.
More specifically, we first discuss the model that integrates the internal or
intrinsic camera parameters, such as the focal length and the lens distor-
tion. Secondly, we extend the presented simple camera model to integrate
external or extrinsic camera parameters corresponding to the position and
orientation of the camera.

2.2.1 Intrinsic camera parameters

The pinhole camera model defines the geometric relationship between a
3D point and its 2D corresponding projection onto the image plane. When
using a pinhole camera model, this geometric mapping from 3D to 2D
is called a perspective projection. We denote the center of the perspec-
tive projection (the point in which all the rays intersect) as the optical cen-
ter or camera center and the line perpendicular to the image plane passing
through the optical center as the optical axis (see Figure 2.2). Additionally,
the intersection point of the image plane with the optical axis is called the
principal point. The pinhole camera that models a perspective projection of
3D points onto the image plane can be described as follows.

A. Perspective projection using homogeneous coordinates

Let us consider a camera with the optical axis being collinear to the Zcam-
axis and the optical center being located at the origin of a 3D coordinate
system (see Figure 2.2). The projection of a 3D world point (X,Y, Z)T onto
the image plane at pixel position (u, v)T can be written as

u =
Xf

Z
and v =

Y f

Z
, (2.3)

where f denotes the focal length. To avoid such a non-linear division op-
eration, the previous relation can be reformulated using the projective ge-
ometry framework, as

(λu, λv, λ)T = (Xf, Y f, Z)T . (2.4)

This relation can be the expressed in matrix notation by

λ





u
v
1



 =





f 0 0 0
0 f 0 0
0 0 1 0











X
Y
Z
1







, (2.5)

where λ = Z is the homogeneous scaling factor.
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(u, v)T

f

(X, Y, Z)T

image plane

principal point

optical axis

optical

center
Xcam

Zcam

Ycam

Figure 2.2 — The ideal pinhole camera model describes the relationship between
a 3D point (X, Y, Z)T and its corresponding 2D projection (u, v) onto the
image plane.

B. Principal-point offset

Most of the current imaging systems define the origin of the pixel coor-
dinate system at the top-left pixel of the image. However, it was previ-
ously assumed that the origin of the pixel coordinate system corresponds
to the principal point (ox, oy)T , located at the center of the image (see Fig-
ure 2.3(a)). A conversion of coordinate systems is thus necessary. Using
homogeneous coordinates, the principal-point position can be readily in-
tegrated into the projection matrix. The perspective projection equation
becomes now

λ





x
y
1



 =





f 0 ox 0
0 f oy 0
0 0 1 0











X
Y
Z
1







. (2.6)

C. Image-sensor characteristics

To derive the relation described by Equation (2.6), it was implicitly as-
sumed that the pixels of the image sensor are square, i.e., aspect ratio is
1 : 1 and pixels are not skewed. However, both assumptions may not al-
ways be valid. First, for example, an NTSC TV system defines non-square
pixels with an aspect ratio of 10 : 11. In practice, the pixel aspect ratio is
often provided by the image-sensor manufacturer. Second, pixels can po-
tentially be skewed, especially in the case that the image is acquired by a
frame grabber. In this particular case, the pixel grid may be skewed due to
an inaccurate synchronization of the pixel-sampling process. Both previ-
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(ox, oy)
T

Principal point

u

u

x

y

image coordinate system

camera coordinate

system

image plane

(a)

η

τ

image sensor

1

(b)

Figure 2.3 — (a) The image (x, y) and camera (u, v) coordinate system. (b) Non-
ideal image sensor with non-square, skewed pixels.

ously mentioned imperfections of the imaging system can be taken into ac-
count in the camera model, using the parameters η and τ , which model the
pixel aspect ratio and skew of the pixels, respectively (see Figure 2.3(b)).
The projection mapping can be now updated as

λ





x
y
1



 =





f τ ox 0
0 ηf oy 0
0 0 1 0











X
Y
Z
1







=
[

K 03

]
P , (2.7)

with P = (X,Y, Z, 1)T being a 3D point defined with homogeneous co-
ordinates. In practice, when employing recent digital cameras, it can be
safely assumed that pixels are square (η = 1) and non-skewed (τ = 0). The
projection matrix that incorporates the intrinsic parameters is denoted as
K throughout this thesis. The all zero element vector is denoted by 03.

D. Radial lens distortion

Real camera lenses typically suffer from non-linear lens distortion. In prac-
tice, radial lens distortion causes straight lines to be mapped as curved
lines. As seen in Figure 2.4, the radial lens distortion appears more visible
at the image edges, where the radial distance is high. A standard technique
to model the radial lens can be described as follows.

Let (xu, yu)T and (xd, yd)
T be the corrected and the measured distorted

pixel positions, respectively. The relation between an undistorted and dis-
torted pixel can be modeled with a polynomial function and can be written
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.4 — Real camera lenses suffer from radial lens distortion that causes
straight lines to be bended. Pixel grid of an (a) undistorted and (b) distorted
image.

as
(

xu − ox

yu − oy

)

= L(rd)

(
xd − ox

yd − oy

)

, (2.8)

where

L(rd) = 1 + k1r
2
d and r2

d = (xd − ox)2 + (yd − oy)2. (2.9)

In the case k1 = 0, it can be noted that xu = xd and yu = yd, which corre-
sponds to the absence of radial lens distortion.

It should be noted that Equation (2.8) provides the correct pixel posi-
tion using a function of the distorted pixel position. However, to generate an
undistorted image, it would be more convenient to base the function L(r)
on the undistorted pixel position. This technique is usually known as the
inverse mapping method. The inverse mapping technique consists of scan-
ning each pixel in the output image and re-sampling and interpolating the
correct pixel from the input image. To perform an inverse mapping, the
inversion of the radial lens distortion model is necessary and can be de-
scribed as follows. First, similar to the second part of Equation (2.9), we
define

r2
u = (xu − ox)2 + (yu − oy)2. (2.10)

Then, taking the norm of Equation (2.8), it can be derived that

(xu − ox)2 + (yu − oy)2 = L(rd) ·
(

(xd − ox)2 + (yd − oy)2
)

, (2.11)

which is equivalent to

ru = L(rd) · rd. (2.12)
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When taking into account Equation (2.9), this equation can be rewritten as
a cubic polynomial:

r3
d +

1

k1
rd −

ru

k1
= 0. (2.13)

The inverted lens distortion function can be derived by substituting Equa-
tion (2.12) into Equation (2.8) and developing it from the right-hand side:

(
xd − ox

yd − oy

)

=
rd

ru

(
xu − ox

yu − oy

)

, (2.14)

where rd can be calculated by solving the cubic polynomial function of
Equation (2.13). This polynomial can be solved using Cardano’s method,
by first calculating the discriminant ∆ defined as ∆ = q2 + 4/27p3 where
p = 1/k1 and q = −ru/k1. Depending on the sign of the discriminant, three
sets of solutions are possible.

If ∆ > 0, then the equation has one real root rd1 defined as

rd1 =
3

√

−q +
√

∆

2
+

3

√

−q −
√

∆

2
. (2.15)

If ∆ < 0, then the equation has three real roots rdk defined by

rdk = 2

√

−p

3
cos





arccos(−q
2

√
27
−p3 ) + 2kπ

3



, (2.16)

for k = {0, 1, 2}, where an appropriate solution rdk should be selected such
that rdk > 0 and rdk < ruk. However, only one single radius corresponds
to the practical solution. Therefore, the second case ∆ < 0 should not be
encountered. The third case with ∆ = 0 is also impractical. In practice, we
have noticed that, indeed, these second and third cases never occur.

As an example, Figure 2.5 depicts a distorted image and the corre-
sponding corrected image using the inverted mapping method, with ∆ >
0.

Estimation of the distortion parameters The discussed lens-distortion cor-
rection method requires knowledge of the lens parameters, i.e., k1 and
(ox, oy)T . The estimation of the distortion parameters can be performed
by minimizing a cost function that measures the curvature of lines in the
distorted image. To measure this curvature, a practical solution is to de-
tect feature points belonging to the same line on a calibration rig, e.g., a
checkerboard calibration pattern (see Figure 2.5). Each point belonging
to the same line in the distorted image forms a bended line instead of a
straight line [31]. By comparing the deviation of the bended line from the
theoretical straight line model, the distortion parameters can be calculated.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.5 — (a) Distorted image. (b) Corresponding corrected image using the
inverted mapping method.

R

camera coordinate system

world coordinate system

Xcam

Ycam

Zcam Xworld

Yworld

Zworld

C

rotation

P
Figure 2.6 — The relationship between the camera and world coordinate system

is defined by the camera center C and the rotation R of the camera.

2.2.2 Extrinsic parameters

As opposed to the intrinsic parameters that describe internal parameters
of the camera (focal distance, radial lens parameters), the extrinsic param-
eters indicate the external position and orientation of the camera in the 3D
world. Mathematically, the position and orientation of the camera is de-
fined by a 3×1 vector C and by a 3×3 rotation matrix R (see Figure 2.6). To
obtain the pixel position p = (x, y, 1)T of a 3D-world homogeneous point
P , the camera should be first translated to the world coordinate origin and
second, rotated. This can be mathematically written as

λp = [K|03]

[
R 0
03 1

] [
0

T
3 −C

0 1

]

P . (2.17)
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Alternatively, when combining matrices, Equation (2.17) can be reformu-
lated as

λp = [K|03]

[
R −RC

0
T
3 1

]

P = KR





X
Y
Z



−KRC. (2.18)

Back-projection of a 2D point to 3D

Previously, the process of projecting a 3D point onto the 2D image plane
was described. We now present how a 2D point can be back-projected
to the 3D space and derive the corresponding coordinates. Considering
a 2D point p in an image, there exists a collection of 3D points that are
mapped and projected onto the same point p. This collection of 3D points
constitutes a ray connecting the camera center C = (Cx, Cy, Cz)

T and p =
(x, y, 1)T . From Equation (2.18), the ray P (λ) associated to a pixel p =
(x, y, 1)T can be defined as





X
Y
Z



 = C + λR−1K−1p
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ray P (λ)

, (2.19)

where λ is the positive scaling factor defining the position of the 3D point
on the ray. In the case Z is known, it is possible to obtain the coordinates
X and Y by calculating λ using the relation

λ =
Z − Cz

z3
where (z1, z2, z3)

T = R−1K−1p. (2.20)

The back-projection operation is important for depth estimation and image
rendering, which will be extensively addressed later in this thesis. For
depth estimation, this would mean that an assumption is made for the
value of Z and the corresponding 3D point is calculated. With an iterative
procedure, an appropriate depth value is selected from a set of assumed
depth candidates.

2.2.3 Coordinate system conversion

Sometimes, coordinate systems need to be converted to obtain a more ef-
ficient computation procedure. Let us now propose two methods that
transform the projection matrix, so that new coordinate systems can be
employed. We will also provide applications of those methods.
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A. Changing the image coordinate system

The definition of the coordinate system in 3D image processing is not uni-
formly chosen. For example, the calibration parameters of the MPEG test
sequences “Breakdancers” and “Ballet” [32] assume a left-handed coordi-
nate system. However, a righ-handed coordinate system is usually em-
ployed in literature. Therefore, we outline a method for converting the
image coordinate system.

Typically, pixel coordinates are defined such that the origin of the 2D
image coordinate system is located at the top left of the image. In this case,
the x and y axis point horizontally to the right and vertically downward,
respectively (convention 1). However, an alternative convention is to locate
the origin of the image coordinate system at the bottom left, with the y im-
age axis pointing vertically upwards. To transform the image coordinate
system, it is necessary to flip the y image axis and translate the origin along
the y image axis. This can be performed using the matrix denoted B1 (see
Equation (2.21)). Additionally, one can distinguish two possible conven-
tions for defining the orientation of the 3D world axis: either a left-handed
or a right-handed coordinate system can be adopted. The conversion of a
left-handed to a right-handed coordinate system can be performed by flip-
ping the Y world axis 1 (matrix B2). By concatenating the two conversion
matrices B1 and B2 with the original projection matrix, one can obtain the
converted projection matrix

λp =

0

@

1 0 0
0 −1 h − 1
0 0 1

1

A

| {z }

B1

[K|03]

»
R −RC

0 1

–

0

B
B
@

1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

1

C
C
A

| {z }

B2

| {z }

converted projection matrix

P ,

(2.21)
where h corresponds to the height of the image. The obtained converted
projection matrix is then defined in an image coordinate system using the
convention 1 notation and in a right-handed world coordinate system. Fi-
nally, it should be noted that the conversion of the image coordinate system
is achieved by modifying the intrinsic parameters while the conversion of
the world coordinate system is made by transforming the extrinsic param-
eters. This is the reason why conversion matrices B1 and B2 are placed as
left and right terms in Equation (2.21).

1For clarity, the image coordinate axes are labeled in lower case and the world coordinate
axes are labeled in upper case.
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R, C
camera coordinate

system

P

p

Rn, Cn

old world
coordinate system

new world
coordinate system

Figure 2.7 — A 3D point P can be defined in two different world coordinate
systems. Defining P in a new coordinate system involves (1) the conversion
of its 3D coordinates and (2) the conversion of the extrinsic parameters.

B. Changing the world coordinate system

A conversion is used for re-specifying depth images into a new world co-
ordinate system. This conversion involves the calculation of the position
of a 3D point specified in another camera coordinate system and the pro-
jection of this 3D point onto the other image plane. The modification of
the location and orientation of the world coordinate system is performed
in a way similar to the above-described method. Figure 2.7 illustrates the
definition of two world coordinate systems. The modification of the world
coordinate system involves the simultaneous conversion of the projection
matrix and the coordinates of the 3D point. Considering a 3D world point
P and a camera defined with a projection matrix with intrinsic and ex-
trinsic parameters K, R and C, the coordinate-system conversion can be
carried out in two steps. First, specify the projection matrix in a new world
coordinate system, where only the position and orientation of the camera,
i.e., extrinsic parameters, should be modified. The extrinsic parameters are
converted using the position Cn and orientation Rn of the new coordinate
system defined, with respect to the original coordinate system. Second,
specify the position of a 3D point P in the new coordinate system. The
coordinate-system conversion can be written as

λp = [K|03]

[
R −RC

0
T
3 1

] [
RT

n Cn

0
T
3 1

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

converted extrinsic parameters

[
Rn −RnCn

0
T
3 1

]

P ,

︸ ︷︷ ︸

converted 3D position

(2.22)

where p represents the projected pixel position and the all-zero element
vector is denoted by 03.
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Z
Y

X

Figure 2.8 — A planar checkerboard pattern defines a 3D world coordinate sys-
tem, and additionally enables the detection of 3D feature points.

2.3 Camera calibration

Camera calibration involves the estimation of both extrinsic and intrinsic
camera parameters. This section does not present a new calibration algo-
rithm, but instead shortly describes a parameter-estimation technique for
calibrating a multi-view camera setup. To compute the camera parameters,
a practical technique [33] based on a calibration rig is employed. As for cor-
recting the lens distortion, the estimation of camera parameters is based
on a calibration rig with known geometry, such as a checkerboard pattern.
Using various perspective views of the checkerboard, the algorithm esti-
mates the position, orientation and internal parameters of the camera. The
process of estimating all camera parameters is known as strong calibration,
which will be addressed in the sequel.

2.3.1 Camera parameters estimation

Let us consider a planar checkerboard that defines a right-handed 3D world
coordinate system (see Figure 2.8). The first stage of the camera calibration
procedure is to establish correspondences between 2D points in the image
and 3D points on the checkerboard, i.e., so-called point-correspondences. In
practice, a robust extraction of point-correspondences can be performed
by exploiting the topological structure of the checkerboard pattern [34].
Because each 3D feature point belongs to the board plane Z = 0, the pro-
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jection of each 2D point onto the image plane can be written as

λ





x
y
1



 = [K|03]

[
R −RC

0
T
3 1

]







X
Y

Z = 0
1







, (2.23)

which can be reformulated to

λ





x
y
1



 = K [ r1 r2 t ]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

homography transform H





X
Y
1



 , (2.24)

where ri corresponds to the ith column of the rotation matrix R and t =
−RC. Because the matrix product K [ r1 r2 t ] is a 3 × 3 matrix, it corre-
sponds to a so-called planar homography transform, which is typically de-
noted as a matrix H . A planar homography transform is a non-singular
linear relation between two planes [35]. In our case, the homography
transform defines a linear mapping of points between the planar checker-
board (3D position) and the image plane (pixel position). The calculation
of the camera parameters requires the estimation of the homography trans-
form H :

λ





x
y
1



 =





h11 h12 h13

h21 h22 h23

h31 h32 h33





︸ ︷︷ ︸

homography H





X
Y
1



 . (2.25)

A. Homography transform estimation

The homography H can be estimated by detecting point-correspondences
pi ↔ P ′

i with pi = (xi, yi, 1)T being the pixel position and P ′
i = (Xi, Yi, 1)T

being the world coordinates of the corresponding feature point of index
i on the checkerboard. Using the previously introduced notation, Equa-
tion (2.25) may be written as

λpi = HP ′
i . (2.26)

In order to eliminate the scaling factor, one can calculate the cross product
of each term of Equation (2.26), leading to

pi × (λpi) = pi × (HP ′
i ), (2.27)

and since pi × pi = 03, Equation (2.27) may be written as

pi ×HP ′
i = 03. (2.28)
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Writing the matrix product HP ′
i as

HP ′
i =





h1T P ′
i

h2T P ′
i

h3T P ′
i



 , (2.29)

with hmT being the transpose 2 of the m − th row of H , we rework Equa-
tion (2.28) into

pi ×HP ′
i =

(
xi

yi

1

)

×





h1T P ′

i

h2T P ′

i

h3T P ′

i



 =





yih
3T P ′

i − h2T P ′

i

h1T P ′

i − xih
3T P ′

i

xih
2T P ′

i − yih
1T P ′

i



 = 03.

(2.30)
Since Equation (2.30) is linear in hmT and noting that hmT P ′

i = P
′T
i hm,

Equation (2.30) may be reformulated as





0
T
3 −P

′T
i yiP

′T
i

P
′T
i 0

T
3 −xiP

′T
i

−yiP
′T
i xiP

′T
i 0

T
3









h1

h2

h3



 = 09. (2.31)

Note that the rows of the previous matrix are not linearly independent:
the third row is the sum of −xi times the first row and −yi times the sec-
ond row. Thus, for each point-correspondence, Equation (2.31) provides
two linearly independent equations. The two first rows are typically used
for solving H . Because the homography transform is written using ho-
mogeneous coordinates, the homography H is defined using 8 parameters
plus a free 9th homogeneous scaling factor. Therefore, at least 4 point-
correspondences providing 8 equations are required to compute the ho-
mography. Practically, a larger number of correspondences is employed so
that an over-determined linear system is obtained. By rewriting H in a vec-
tor form as h = [h11, h12, h13, h21, h22, h23, h31, h32, h33]

T , n pairs of point-
correspondences enable the construction of a 2n × 9 linear system, which
is expressed by (i corresponds to the index of the feature point, hence i = 1

2For simplicity, we denote (hm)T = hmT , according to the notation used in [35].
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for first two rows, i = 2 for the second two rows, etc.)














0 0 0 −X1 −Y1 −1 y1X1 y1X1 y1

X1 Y1 1 0 0 0 −x1X1 −x1Y1 −x1

0 0 0 −X2 −Y2 −1 y2X2 y2X2 y2

X2 Y2 1 0 0 0 −x2X2 −x2Y2 −x2

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
0 0 0 −Xn −Yn −1 ynXn ynXn yn

Xn Yn 1 0 0 0 −xnXn −xnYn −xn














︸ ︷︷ ︸

C

















h11

h12

h13

h21

h22

h23

h31

h32

h33

















= 09.

(2.32)
Solving this linear system involves the calculation of a Singular Value De-
composition (SVD). Such an SVD corresponds to reworking the matrix to
the form of the matrix product C = UDV T , where the solution h corre-
sponds to the last column of the matrix V . To avoid numerical instabili-
ties, the coordinates of point-correspondences should be normalized. This
technique is known as the normalized Direct Linear Transformation (DLT)
algorithm [35]. It should be noted that a non-linear refinement of the so-
lution may be performed afterwards. However, such a non-linear refine-
ment does not yield a significant improvement and moreover, it involves
the calculation of a Jacobian matrix, required for the non-linear Levenberg-
Marquardt optimization.

B. Calculation of intrinsic parameters

Assuming that the homography transform H is calculated, the intrinsic
parameters can be recovered using the a-priori knowledge that r1 and r2

are orthonormal. Denoting the homography transform as H = [h1 h2 h3],
it can be derived from Equation (2.24) that [h1 h2] = λ′K · [r1 r2] which is
equivalent to K−1 · [h1 h2] = λ′[r1 r2], where λ′ is a homogeneous factor.
Assuming that the vectors r1, r2 of the rotation matrix R are orthonormal,
then the vectors r1 and r2 are perpendicular to each other and have equal
norm 3, so that

(hT
1 K−T ·K−1h2) = 0,

hT
1 K−T ·K−1h1 = hT

2 K−T ·K−1h2.
(2.33)

3Note that the first multiplication represents an inner product and the second equation
leads to a scalar.
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The internal term K−T K−1 appears regularly, which for further use is de-
fined as B and can be written as

B = K−T K−1 =





B11 B12 B13

B12 B22 B23

B13 B23 B33





=







1
α2 − γ

α2β

γoy−βox

α2β

− γ
α2β

γ2+α2

α2β2

(−γ2−α2)oy+βγox

α2β2

γoy−βox

α2β

(−γ2−α2)oy+βγox

α2β2

(γ2+α2)o2

y−2βγoxoy+β2o2

y+α2β2

α2β2







.

(2.34)
This matrix covers the intrinsic parameters of the camera, such as the focal
length α = f , aspect-ratio related parameter β = ηf and skew γ = τ .
This description corresponds to the notation adopted in the literature [33].
By writing B in a vector form and omitting the double terms from the
symmetry in B, we find a reduced vector b with only 6 terms, thus b =
[B11, B12, B22, B13, B23, B33]

T . Referring to Equation (2.33), and starting
with the bottom equation and generalizing it with the difference in index
in the top equation, we can write the general expression of hT

k Bhl as

hT
k Bhl = vT

klb, (2.35)

with
vkl = [hk1hl1, hk1hl2 + hk2hl1, hk2hl2,

hk3hl1 + hk1hl3, hk3hl2 + hk2hl3, hk3hl3]
T ,

(2.36)

and hk being the kth column vector of H with hk = [hk1, hk2, hk3]
T . For

each homography or image of the checkerboard, Equation (2.33) can be
written as [

vT
12

(v11 − v22)
T

]

b = 0. (2.37)

Note that the vector b which summarizes the intrinsic parameters, is a 6-
element vector so that 6 equations are necessary to recover all camera pa-
rameters. Therefore, since each homography provides 2 linear equations,
at least 3 homographies or captured images are sufficient. Assuming that
n homography transforms are known, the linear system composed of n
instances of Equation (2.37) can be written as

V b = 0, (2.38)

with V referring to a 2n × 6 matrix. This linear system can be solved by
employing the standard technique of Singular Value Decomposition. Us-
ing the computed solution vector b, the intrinsic parameters can be de-
rived [33] as follows. The computed vector b = [B11, B12, B22, B13, B23, B33]

T

is expanded into the symmetric matrix B, by inserting again the omitted
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symmetric matrix elements. Rewriting the matrix B as B = λK−T K−1

(Equation 2.34), we finally find the intrinsic parameters as

oy = (B12B13−B11B23)
B11B22−B2

12

,

λ = B33 − B2

13
+oy(B12B13−B11B23)

B11

,

α =
√

λ
B11

,

β =
√

λB11

B11B22−B2

12

,

γ = −B12α2β
λ

,

ox =
γoy

β
− B13α2

λ
.

(2.39)

C. Calculation of extrinsic parameters

The position and orientation of the camera can be recovered from Equa-
tion (2.24) and written as

r1 = λ1K
−1h1,

r2 = λ2K
−1h2,

t = −RC = λ3K
−1h3.

(2.40)

Given the vectors r1 and r2 and bearing in mind that the rotation matrix is
orthogonal, the third vector r3 to complete the matrix R is found by

r3 = r1 × r2, (2.41)

where× denotes a cross product. The scaling parameters are calculated by
λ1 = 1/‖K−1h1‖ and λ2 = 1/‖K−1h2‖ and λ3 = (λ1 + λ2)/2. Theoreti-
cally, we have λ1 = λ2. However, due to inaccuracies in the feature-point
estimation procedure, both terms may differ and have to be treated sepa-
rately.

D. Non-linear refinement of the camera parameters

To refine the obtained camera parameters, it is possible to perform a non-
linear minimization of a projection function. This function is projecting the
3D points onto the image plane and accumulating the differences between
corresponding points. The function is specified by

N∑

j

n∑

i

‖ pij −
(

[K|03]

[
Rj −RjCj

0 1

]

Pij

)

‖2, (2.42)

where j denotes the image index and i corresponds to the point-correspondence
index.
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E. Summary of camera calibration steps

The camera calibration algorithm can be summarized as follows.

1. Capture N (at least 3) images with the checkerboard pattern and es-
timate point-correspondences.

2. Estimate and correct the radial lens distortion.

3. For each captured image, calculate the N homography transforms.

4. Using the N homography transforms, calculate the intrinsic and ex-
trinsic parameters.

5. Refine the calculated camera parameters as explained in Section D
above.

As opposed to the standard technique [33], we perform the correction of
the non-linear radial lens distortion prior to the camera calibration proce-
dure. This slight modification yields more accurate results for obtaining
the homographies Hi and, afterwards, more accurate calibration parame-
ters.

2.4 Two-view geometry

In the previous section, we have described the geometry of a single cam-
era. We now examine the case of two camera views capturing the same
scene from two different viewpoints. Given two images, we are interested
in estimating the 3D structure of the scene. The estimation of coordinates
of a 3D point P can be performed in two steps. First, given a selected pixel
p1 in the image I1, the position of the corresponding pixel p2 in image I2 is
estimated. Similarly to the previous section, a pair of corresponding points
p1 and p2 is called a point-correspondence. This correspondence in points p1

and p2 comes from the projection of the same point P onto both images
I1 and I2. Second, the position of P is calculated by triangulation of the
two corresponding points, using the geometry of the two cameras. The
geometry of the two cameras relates to the respective position and orien-
tation and internal geometry of each individual camera. The underlying
geometry that describes the relationship between both cameras is known
as the epipolar geometry. The estimation process of the epipolar geometry is
known as weak calibration, as opposed to the strong calibration mentioned
earlier in this chapter. The epipolar geometry addresses (among others)
the following two aspects.
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P

p1 p2

C2C1

π

I1 I2

(a)

P

p1

l2
C2C1

e1 e2

epipolar line

epipole

baseline

epipolar plane

π
p2

I1 I2

(b)

Figure 2.9 — Epipolar geometry. (a) The epipolar plane is defined by the point
P and the two camera centers C1 and C2. (b) Two cameras and imge planes
with an indication of the terminology of epipolar geometry.

• Geometry of point-correspondence: considering a point in an image, the
epipolar geometry provides a constraint on the position of the corre-
sponding point.

• Scene geometry: given point-correspondences and the epipolar geom-
etry of both cameras, a description of the scene structure can be re-
covered.

2.4.1 Epipolar geometry

Let us now describe the geometry of two images and define their mutual
relation. Consider a 3D point P that is projected through the camera cen-
ters C1 and C2 onto two images at pixel positions p1 and p2, respectively
(see Figure 2.9(a)). Obviously, the 3D points P , C1, C2 and the projected
points p1, p2 are all located within one common plane. This common plane
denoted π is known as the epipolar plane. The epipolar plane is fully deter-
mined by the back-projected ray going through C1 and p1 and the camera
center C2. The property that the previously specified points belong to the
epipolar plane provides a constraint for searching point-correspondences.
More specifically, considering the image point p1, a point p2 lies on the
intersection of the plane π with the second image plane (denoted within
I2 in Figure 2.9(a)). The intersection of both planes corresponds to a line
known as the epipolar line. Therefore, the search of point-correspondences
can be limited to a search along the epipolar line instead of an exhaustive
search in the image. Additionally, it is interesting to note that this con-
straint is independent of the scene structure, but instead, uniquely relies
on the epipolar geometry. The epipolar geometry can be described using
a 3 × 3 rank-2 matrix, called the fundamental matrix F , which is defined
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.10 — Two views of a scene with 4 superimposed epipolar lines.

by l2 = Fp1. An example of two views with the computed epipolar lines
superimposed onto the images is given in Figure 2.10.

We now introduce some terminology related to the epipolar geometry
employed further in this thesis.

• The epipolar plane is the plane defined by a 3D point and the two
cameras centers.

• The epipolar line is the line determined by the intersection of the image
plane with the epipolar plane.

• The baseline is the line going through the two cameras centers.

• The epipole is the image-point determined by the intersection of the
image plane with the baseline. Also, the epipole corresponds to the
projection of the first camera center (say C1) onto the second image
plane (say I2), or vice versa.

As previously highlighted, three-dimensional structural information can
be extracted from two images by exploiting the epipolar geometry. It was
shown that the three-dimensional structure can be extracted by determin-
ing the correspondences in the two views and that the point-corresponden-
ces can be searched along the epipolar line only. To simplify the search, im-
ages are typically captured such that all epipolar lines are parallel and hor-
izontal. In this case, the search of point-correspondences can be performed
along the horizontal raster lines of both images. However, it is difficult
to accurately align and orient the two cameras such that epipolar lines are
parallel and horizontal. Instead, an alternative approach is to capture two
views (without alignment and orientation constraints) and transform both
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K1
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I ′
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R′

K ′

Figure 2.11 — The image-rectification operation re-projects two images I1 and I2

onto a common synthetic image plane I ′.

images to synthesize two novel views with parallel and horizontal epipo-
lar lines. This procedure is called image rectification which will be described
in the next section.

2.4.2 Image rectification

Image rectification is the process of transforming two images I1 and I2

such that their epipolar lines are horizontal and parallel. This procedure
is particularly useful for depth-estimation algorithms because the search
of point-correspondences can be performed along horizontal raster image
lines. Practically, the image-rectification operation corresponds to a virtual
rotation of two cameras, so that they would become aligned. As illustrated
by Figure 2.11, an image-rectification technique [36] consists of synthesiz-
ing a common image plane I ′ and re-projecting the two images I1 and I2

onto this synthetic plane.
We now derive the transform between the original image I1 and recti-

fied image I ′1. Let us consider a pixel p1 and its projections on the rectified
image p′

1 in I1 and I ′1, respectively (illustrated by Figure 2.12). Without
loss of generality, it is assumed that the camera is located at the origin of
the world coordinate system. The projection of a 3D point (X,Y, Z)T onto
the original and rectified images can be written as

λ1p1 = K1R1





X
Y
Z



 and λ′
1p

′
1 = K ′R′





X
Y
Z



 , (2.43)

with R1,K1 and R′,K ′ being the original and (virtual) rectification ma-
trices, respectively. By recombining both previous relations, we obtain the
transformation between the original and rectified image planes defined as

λ′
1

λ1
p′

1 = K ′R′R−1
1 K−1

1
︸ ︷︷ ︸

H1

p1. (2.44)
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K1 R1

K ′ R′

(X, Y, Z)T

p1

p′1 I1I ′1
Figure 2.12 — A 3D point (X, Y, Z)T is projected onto the original and rectified

image planes I1 and I ′1 at pixel position p1 and p′
1.

Similarly, the rectification of image I2 is performed using the relation

λ′
2

λ2
p′

2 = K ′R′R−1
2 K−1

2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

H2

p2. (2.45)

When observing Equation (2.44), it can be noted that the four matrices can
be combined into a 3 × 3 matrix that corresponds to a homography trans-
form. We now provide details on the computation of the rotation and pro-
jection matrix R′ and K ′.

A. Calculation of matrix R′

A single rotation matrix R′ can rotate the two cameras towards the same
direction. The rotation matrix R′ = (r′x, r′y, r′z)T can be calculated as
follows.

• The row r′x can be defined parallel to the baseline going through the
two cameras centers C1 and C2, leading to r′x= C1−C2

||C1−C2||
.

• The row r′y can be chosen as r′y = rz × r′x where rz is the first
row vector of the rotation matrix R1. In this case, the new axis r′y is
perpendicular to both the new r′x and the old rz of matrix R1.

• The row r′z is defined orthogonal to r′x and r′y such that r′z = r′x×
r′y .

Note that each vector is normalized by rk := rk/||rk||, where ||rk|| repre-
sents the L2-Norm of the vector and k ∈ {x, y, z}.
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(0,0)
(0,0)

miny

maxy

minx maxx

H1

H2

Figure 2.13 — Bounding box calculation of the rectified images derived from a
planar homography transform.

B. Calculation of matrix K ′

The intrinsic parameters of K ′ must be equal for both image-rectification
operations and can be defined arbitrarily, e.g., K ′ = K1+K2

2 .

C. Calculation of the bounding box

Basically, Equation (2.44) means that the image rectification corresponds
to a homography transform. Because a homography transforms rectan-
gles into quadrilaterals of arbitrary size, the size of the output image needs
to be calculated. The bounding box calculation needs to be carried out
for both rectified images and the largest bounding box should be selected
as the common bounding box. The upper-left and bottom-right corners
of the two rectified images are denoted (minx, miny) and (maxx, maxy)
(see Figure 2.13). Subsequently, the width and height of the output image
can be written as w′ = maxx − minx and h′ = maxy − miny , respec-
tively. Additionally, as illustrated at the corner-points in Figure 2.13, some
points with positive coordinates may be projected at negative pixel posi-
tions. Consequently, we modify the homography transforms H1 and H2 to
obtain new homographies H ′

1 and H ′
2 that map all input pixels to positive

coordinates, where H ′
i , for i is 1 or 2, can be defined by

H ′
i = THi with T =





1 0 −minx

0 1 −miny

0 0 1



 . (2.46)

The matrix T corresponds to a translation matrix expressed in homoge-
neous coordinates.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.14 — Two rectified images with two superimposed horizontal epipolar
lines.

D. Algorithm summary

The rectification homographies H ′
1 and H ′

2 can be defined as

H ′
1 = TK ′R′R−1

1 K−1
1 and

H ′
2 = TK ′R′R−1

2 K−1
2 ,

(2.47)

with T , R′, K ′ defined as in the previous paragraphs. As an example,
Figure 2.14 depicts two rectified images with two superimposed horizontal
epipolar lines.

2.5 Summary and conclusions

This chapter has introduced the projective geometry that uses homoge-
neous coordinates to represent the position of 2D and 3D points. Using
homogeneous coordinates, the projection of 3D points onto the 2D image
plane can be described using a linear projection matrix. We have seen that
this projection matrix can be decomposed into two matrices. The first ma-
trix K includes the intrinsic camera parameters, comprising internal pa-
rameters such as the focal length and the principal point. The second ma-
trix [R|−RC] includes the extrinsic camera parameters that correspond to
the position C and orientation R of the camera. Subsequently, the chapter
has presented a flexible calibration technique that enables the estimation
of the camera parameters. The camera calibration algorithm employs a
planar pattern captured from, a least, three viewpoints. Finally, the two-
view geometry that describes the geometric relationship between two im-
ages was introduced. For example, this two-view geometry is particularly
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useful to recover the 3D structure of a scene, which is a problem that is
addressed in the next chapter.

A summary of camera parameters and important equations referring to
epipolar geometry is presented in Table 2.1.

Equation Description

K =





f τ ox

0 ηf oy

0 0 1



 Intrinsic camera parameters indicating
the focal length and the skew parame-
ter.

E =

[
R −RC

0
T
3 1

]

Extrinsic camera parameters indicat-
ing the camera orientation and posi-
tion.

λp = Hp′ Homography or 2D projective trans-
formation H .

λp = [K|03]E
︸ ︷︷ ︸

M

P Projection matrix M to map a 3D point
onto the 2D image plane.





X
Y
Z



 = C + λR−1K−1p
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ray P (λ)

Back-projection operation of a 2D
point in the 3D space.

Table 2.1 — Summary of the camera parameters and important equations.
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3

Multi-View Depth Estimation

“Nature is not on the surface, it is
in the depths. Colors are an
expression of these depths on the
surface. They rise from the roots
of the world.”

Paul Cézanne, French
Post-Impressionist painter.

This chapter describes algorithms for estimating the depth of pixels, based on
the projective geometry framework introduced in the previous chapter. In the first
part, we focus on the estimation of depth images using two views. The key is a
description of the basic geometric model and an elementary method that is em-
ployed to triangulate the depth of points from two (rectified) images. Because this
elementary method results in an inaccurate depth estimation, we subsequently re-
view two depth-calculation/optimization strategies: a local and a one-dimensional
optimization strategy. In the second part of this chapter, we show that, instead
of employing only two rectified views, multiple views can be employed simultane-
ously to estimate the depth. Based on this observation, we propose a multi-view
depth estimation technique that (1) increases the smoothness properties of esti-
mated depth images, and (2) enforces consistent depth images across the views.

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we have introduced the fundamentals of multi-
view geometry that model the projection of a 3D point onto the 2D image
plane. In this chapter, we employ the geometry of multiple views to solve
the inverse problem of estimating the 3D position (depth) of a point using
multiple 2D images.

Depth estimation aims at calculating the structure and depth of objects
in a scene from a set of multiple views or images. The problem is to localize
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.1 — The depth of a pixel can be derived by triangulating multiple views
of the scene (here, two views (a) and (b)). (c) The scene structure represented
in a so-called depth image.

corresponding pixels in the multiple views, i.e., point-correspondences, that
identify the same 3D scene point. By finding those point-correspondences,
the depth information can be derived by triangulation. In the case point-
correspondences are estimated for each non-occluded pixel, a so-called
dense depth map or depth image can be constructed (see Figure 3.1). One im-
portant application of depth maps is image rendering for free-viewpoint
video and 3D-TV systems. For such applications, we have seen in Sec-
tion 1.3 that a 3D video scene can be represented efficiently by using one
depth image for each texture view. In such a case, multi-view depth im-
ages should be computed or estimated. We define multi-view depth im-
ages as a set of depth images corresponding to the multiple captured tex-
ture views. Considering the multi-view video acquisition and compression
framework, the multi-view depth images should:

• be accurately estimated so that high-quality images can be rendered,

• present smooth properties on the object surfaces so that a high com-
pression ratio (of depth images) can be obtained,

• have sharp discontinuities along object borders so that a high render-
ing quality can be obtained,

• be consistent across the views so that the multi-view compression
system can exploit the inter-view redundancy (between depth views).

At first glance, the second and third objective may look contradictory, but
the reader should consider that properties of surfaces are different from
the properties of the borders of an object. The proposed depth estimation
algorithm handles this difference by adapting the smoothness requirement
at object borders, i.e., depth discontinuities.
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In the first part of this chapter, we focus on the problem of estimating
the depth using two views. To simplify the understanding of the problem,
the restricted case of depth estimation using two rectified views is consid-
ered. Assuming this restricted case, we present an elementary depth image
estimation algorithm and discuss corresponding difficulties. To calculate
more accurate depth estimates, we review two optimization strategies: a
local and a one-dimensional optimization technique. Results when using
these two techniques showing estimated depth images and intermediate
conclusions are presented.

In the second part, we extend the two-view depth-estimation algorithm
to the case of multiple views. Based on this extension, we propose two
new constraints that enforce consistent depth estimates across the scan-
lines (inter-line smoothness constraint) and across the views (inter-view
smoothness constraint). We show that these additional constraints can
be readily integrated into the optimization algorithm and significantly in-
crease the accuracy of depth estimates. As a result, both constraints yield
smooth and consistent depth images across the views, so that a high com-
pression ratio can be obtained.

3.2 Two-view depth estimation

3.2.1 Two-view geometry

We now describe the geometry that defines the relationship between two
corresponding pixels and the depth of a 3D point. Let us consider a 3D
Euclidean point (X, Y, Z)T captured by two cameras and the two corre-
sponding projected pixels p1 and p2. Using the camera parameters (see
Equation (2.18)), the pixel positions p1 = (x1, y1, 1)T and p2 = (x2, y2, 1)T

can be written as

λipi = KiRi





X
Y
Z



−KiRiCi with i ∈ {1, 2}. (3.1)

The previous relation can be simplified by considering the restricted case
of two rectified views so that the following assumptions can be made. First,
without loss of generality, the world coordinate system is selected such that
it coincides with the coordinate system of camera 1 (see Figure 3.2). In such
a case, it can be deduced that C1 = 03 and R1 = I3×3. Second, because
images are rectified, both rotation matrices are equal: R1 = R2 = I3×3.
Third, camera 2 is located on the X axis: C2 = (tx2

, 0, 0). Finally, and fourth,
both cameras are identical, so that the internal camera parameter matrices
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camera 1 camera 2

(X;Y;Z)T
p1 p2

I1 I2

Figure 3.2 — Two aligned cameras capturing rectified images can be employed to
perform the estimation of the depth using triangulation.

are equal, leading to
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Equation (3.1) can now be rewritten as
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By combining both previous relations, it can be derived that

(
x2

y2

)

=

(

x1 − f ·tx2

Z

y1

)

. (3.4)

Equation (3.4) provides the relationship between two corresponding pixels
and the depth Z of the 3D point (for the simplified case of two rectified
views). The quantity f · tx2

/Z is typically called the disparity. Practically,
the disparity quantity corresponds to the parallax motion of objects 1. The
parallax motion is the motion of objects that are observed from a moving
viewpoint. This can be illustrated by taking the example of a viewer who
is sitting in a moving train. In this example, the motion parallax of the
foreground grass along the train tracks is higher than a tree far away in the
background.

1assuming a translational motion
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It can be noted that the disparity is inversely proportional to the depth,
so that a small disparity value corresponds to a large depth distance. To
emphasize the difference between both quantities, we indicate that the fol-
lowing two terms will be used distinctively in this thesis.

• Disparity image/map: an image that stores the disparity values of all
pixels.

• Depth image/map: an image that represents the depth of all pixels.

The reason that we emphasize the difference so explicitly, is that we are
going to exploit this difference in the sequel of this thesis. Typically, a
depth image is estimated by first calculating a disparity image using two
rectified images and afterwards, by converting this disparity into depth
values. In the second part of this chapter, we show that such a two-stage
computation can be circumvented by directly estimating the depth using
an alternative technique based on an appropriate geometric formulation of
the framework.

3.2.2 Simple depth estimation algorithm

Based on the previously described geometric model, a simple depth esti-
mation algorithm can be detailed as follows. Let us consider a left- and
right-rectified image denoted by I1 and I2, respectively. To perform depth
estimation, it is necessary to establish the point-correspondence (p1,p2)
for each pixel. Selecting the pixel p1 as a reference, a simple strategy con-
sists of searching for the pixel p2 that corresponds to pixel p1 along the
epipolar line. Because the images are rectified, we search for the point-
correspondence along horizontal raster scanlines. To limit the search area,
a maximum disparity value dmax is defined. The similarity between pixels
p1 and p2 is measured using a matching block (window) W surrounding
the pixels (see Figure 3.3). Employing the Sum of Absolute Differences
(SAD) as a similarity measure for block comparison, the disparity d of a
pixel at position (x, y) in view I1 can be written as

d(x, y) = arg min
0≤d̃≤dmax

∑

(i,j)∈W

|I1(x + i, y + j)− I2(x + i− d̃, y + j)|. (3.5)

The previous operation is repeated for each pixel so that a dense disparity
map is obtained. To convert the obtained disparity map into a depth im-
age, Equation (3.4) should be employed. Because the technique relies on a
block-matching procedure, the attractiveness of the approach is its compu-
tational simplicity. However, this simple technique results in inaccurately
estimated disparity values. For example, a change of illumination across
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I1 I2

disparity d (x,y)

xx

Figure 3.3 — The disparity is estimated by searching the most similar block in
the second image I2 along a one-dimensional horizontal epipolar line.

the views introduces ambiguities. Besides this, other difficulties arise that
we now discuss in more detail.

3.2.3 Difficulties of the described model

The calculation of depth using point-correspondences is an ill-posed prob-
lem in many situations, which are summarized below.

D1: Texture-less regions. To estimate the disparity, a similarity or correla-
tion measure is employed. However, in the case the disparity is esti-
mated over a region of constant color, the correlation function yields
a constant correlation/matching score for all disparity values. There-
fore, all disparity values yield an equal correlation measure. Practi-
cally, this results in unreliable disparity estimates.

D2: Occluded regions. As illustrated by Figure 3.4, regions in the scene may
not be visible from the two selected viewpoints, called occluded re-
gions. In this case, because it is not possible to detect point-correspon-
dences from occluded regions, no depth information can be calcu-
lated.

D3: Contrast changes across the views. When capturing two images with
two different cameras, the contrast settings and illumination may dif-
fer. This results in different intensity levels across the views yielding
unreliable matches.

To address the previously discussed issues, we now review previous work
on depth estimation from literature.
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occluded region

only seen in right cameraonly seen in left camera

I1 I2

Figure 3.4 — Some regions visible in the image I1 are occluded in the image I2,
which blocks the detection of point-correspondences.

3.3 Previous work on depth estimation

The problem of depth estimation has been intensively investigated in the
computer-vision research community [37]. The author distinguishes three
essential components, constituting most of the depth-estimation algorithms:
(1) the matching criterion or cost function, (2) the support of the matching
function and (3) the disparity calculation/optimization strategy.

3.3.1 Matching criterion

The first elementary component corresponds to the matching criterion that
measures correlation or similarity between pixels. These include, among
others, the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD), the Sum of Squared Dif-
ferences (SSD), the Cross Correlation (CC), and the Normalized Cross-
Correlation (NCC). However, as highlighted in the literature [38], the se-
lection of the matching cost function does not have a significant impact
on the quality of the correspondence matching. We employ in our experi-
ments the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) as a matching cost function.
This SAD metric is calculated for the three color channels and the resulting
three SAD values are simply added. However, it is known [38] that the
three color channels are correlated, so that employing three color channels
does not triple the matching accuracy. Thus, using the three color channels
(instead of one luminance channel only) does not significantly improve the
quality of the estimated depth images.

3.3.2 Support of the function

The second elementary component of a depth estimation algorithm is the
support of the matching cost function. Typically, matching functions can
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be classified using their respective support area and image-content adap-
tiveness. These include single-pixel windows [39], square windows, adap-
tive windows [40] and shiftable windows [41, 42, 43]. Typically, to obtain
a reliable matching metric, a large region support should be used. How-
ever, whereas using a large window provides a reliable matching support
at an object surface with smoothly varying depth, an unreliable support is
obtained at object boundaries. To circumvent this problem, an appealing
approach [44, 45] decomposes the image into a sufficiently large number
of object segments (using for example a color-segmentation technique) and
assumes that a single depth value is computed for each segment. There-
fore, as the segmentation would follow the shape of objects, an advantage
of such a segment-based approach is that the depth is more accurately es-
timated at the boundaries of objects.

3.3.3 Optimization strategy

The third and most important component of depth estimation is the cal-
culation or optimization strategy. We distinguish three classes of disparity
optimization strategies: local, one-dimensional and two-dimensional opti-
mization.

Local optimization calculates independently the disparity of each pixel
using the single matching cost of the selected pixel. Local optimizations
typically yield accurate disparity estimates in textured regions. However,
large texture-less regions tend to produce fuzzy disparity estimates (this
case corresponds to the difficulty D1 in Section 3.2.3).

One-dimensional optimization. This second strategy estimates the dispar-
ity by minimizing a cost function calculated over one horizontal image
scanline [46]. The idea followed is to exploit the coherence of disparity
values along the horizontal scanline, so that smooth spatial variations of
disparity estimates are enforced.

Two-dimensional strategy. This third strategy simultaneously optimizes
the disparity estimates in the horizontal and vertical direction. To this
end, 2D energy minimization algorithms, such as graph-cut [47, 48] or be-
lief propagation [49], can be employed. For example, one proposal [50]
segments the texture image into a large number of small segments (over-
segmentation) and calculates a single depth for each segment. To this end,
the texture segments are employed to construct a Markov Random Field,
with the depth values being the states and the texture segments represent-
ing the nodes. To calculate and update the depth value of each node, a
loopy belief propagation method is employed [49]. A similar method [51]
first segments the input images, and then calculates an initial depth image
using a modified plane sweeping algorithm [51]. Using this initial depth
image, the algorithm iteratively calculates the depth of each segment with
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a greedy-search algorithm [45]. Whereas two-dimensional optimization
strategies usually calculate smooth depth images, one major disadvantage
is their computational complexity that hampers implementation in practi-
cal systems.

We now detail two different optimization techniques: a local “Winner-
Take-All” optimization and a one-dimensional optimization. This one-
dimensional optimization technique will be further developed in the sec-
ond part of this chapter such that multiple views can be employed simul-
taneously.

A. Local optimization

A simple local optimization strategy is the “Winner-Take-All” (WTA). The
WTA optimization consists of selecting for each pixel (x, y) the disparity d
that minimizes an objective cost function c(x, x− d), thus

d(x) = dx = arg min
d̃

c(x, x− d̃), (3.6)

where c(x, x−d) corresponds to one of the functions SAD, SSD, CC or NCC.
This optimization strategy is called “Winner-Take-All” because the result
of the cost function is not shared with neighboring pixels 2. Thus, the min-
imum cost (the “Winner”) yields (“Take-All”) the final disparity value. As
discussed in Section 3.2.3, the optimization of Equation (3.6) yields fuzzy
disparity estimates in texture-less regions. To detect unreliable matches, a
cross-checking procedure can be employed. The cross-checking procedure
can be decomposed into two steps. First, the disparity dr with respect to
the right image I2 (see Figure 3.2) is estimated. Second, the disparity dl

with respect to the left image I1 is calculated. This can be written as

dr(x) = arg mind̃ c(x, x− d̃) and

dl(x) = arg mind̃ c(x + d̃, x).
(3.7)

The match is then classified as reliable if the following condition holds:

dl(x− dr(x)) = dr(x). (3.8)

Unreliable pixels not satisfying the above condition, can afterwards be pad-
ded by the disparity value of a neighboring defined match.

B. One-dimensional optimization

Several contributions have considered the use of a one-dimensional opti-
mization to estimate depth images [52, 53]. In this section, we outline a

2Sharing the result of the cost function can be done to enforce spatially consistent dispar-
ity values
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slightly modified version of the method described in [46]. The idea of the
one-dimensional optimization is to consider sequences of pixel disparities
and to identify a sequence of disparities along an image scanline that min-
imizes a global energy function for each scanline. The one-dimensional
optimization approach has two important advantages. First, it increases
the reliability of the matching procedure by enforcing smooth variations
of disparity estimates. As a result, fuzzy disparity estimates in texture-
less regions are reduced. Second, the algorithm allows unmatched pixels,
thereby facilitating an easy handling of occluded pixels.

The optimization strategy consists of calculating the vector of dispari-
ties D along a scanline that minimizes the objective energy function E(D)
defined as

E(D) = Edata(D) + Esmooth(D), (3.9)

where each term is defined as follows. First, the vector D consists of the
sequence of w disparity estimates along the scanline (assuming a scanline
of w pixels), which is denoted as D = (d1, d2, ..., dw). It should be noted
that the disparity of an occluded pixel cannot be calculated and is thus
labeled as “undefined” 3, i.e., di = φ. Second, the term Edata(D) represents
the matching costs of all pixels along a scanline with defined disparities,
defined as

Edata(D) =
∑

x∈S

c(x, x− dx), (3.10)

where c(x, x − dx) represents the cost of the matching function, e.g., the
SAD matching function, and S = {x|dx 6= φ, 1 ≤ x ≤ w}. Third, the term
Esmooth(D) ensures that (a) disparity estimates vary smoothly in texture-
less regions and that (b) fast disparity transitions are allowed at object bor-
ders, i.e., at pixel intensity variations. The term Esmooth(D) can be written
as

Esmooth(D) =

{
Esmooth 1(D) if |dx − dxnext

| ≥ 2,
∑

x∈S −κr else,
(3.11)

with κr > 0 being a constant parameter corresponding to a matching re-
ward bonus leading to a negative cost. The newly function Esmooth 1(D) is
defined as

Esmooth 1(D) =
∑

x∈Ssmooth

κd1
|dx−dxnext

|+κd2
−B1(x)−B2(x−dx), (3.12)

where κd1
, κd2

are control parameters used to penalize disparity variations
along the scanline. The computation runs over Ssmooth with an extra con-
straint Ssmooth = {x|dx 6= φ, dxnext

6= φ, 1 ≤ x ≤ w}, and xnext is the pixel

3In this case, the symbol φ does not represent an empty set but an undefined element.
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Figure 3.5 — Example of the cost calculation defined by Equation (3.9).

position with defined disparity immediately following the current pixel po-
sition x (x ∈ S). The terms B1(x), B2(x) are discontinuity bonuses that
decrease the cost at an intensity discontinuity within the scanlines of the
left and right images.

Example. We show how to calculate the global objective function defined
by Equation (3.9), assuming that a vector D was provided. In the illustra-
tion from Figure 3.5, we consider a (short) scanline of 8 pixels with their
associated matching costs. The costs Edata(D) and Esmooth(D) are com-
puted by

Edata(D) = 25 + 27 + 24 + 20 + 23,
Esmooth(D) = −κr − κr + (κd1

|11− 15|+ κd2
)− κr,

(3.13)

assuming for simplicity that B1(x) = B2(x) = 0 for 1 ≤ x ≤ w.

Disparity space image. To estimate the vector of disparity D and mini-
mize the energy function defined by Equation (3.9), dynamic programming
can be employed. The implementation is based on constructing a correla-
tion table, called the Disparity Space Image (DSI) [52]. The DSI structure is
a 2D table, of dmax rows and w columns that contains the matching cost of
all pixels (along a scanline) at all possible disparity values. Additionally,
the smoothness term is integrated into the DSI as a transition cost between
each node of the DSI. Considering the DSI structure as a graph, match-
ing costs and transition costs correspond to node and edges, respectively.
Using dynamic programming, the calculation of the optimal disparity se-
quence that minimizes Equation (3.9) can be then performed as follows.
First, all entries of the DSI structure are initialized using the matching func-
tion, i.e., DSI(x, d) = c(x, x − dx). Second, a 2D table of cumulated costs
T (x, d) is generated, using the following relation

T (x, d) = DSI(x, d) + min
xp∈Sxa,dp∈Sda

T (x + xp, d + dp), (3.14)
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Figure 3.6 — DSI structure with all matching costs for all disparity values. Here,
a unity disparity change between two consecutive pixels is admissible.

where Sxa and Sda define the “admissible” or “legal” disparity variations
between two consecutive pixels, with Sxa and Sda are both a set of integer
numbers. In a graph, this corresponds to admissible transitions between
nodes. For example, Figure 3.6 illustrates a DSI with the admissible transi-
tions Sxa = {−1} and Sda = {−1, 0, 1}. Using the array of cumulated costs,
the minimum cost sequence can be finally traced back. The algorithm that
finds the optimal sequence D is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Constraint path. We now define an admissible path in the DSI that can
handle (a) fast disparity variations and (b) occluded pixels. To constrain
the admissible edge in the DSI, a solution is to employ an ordering con-
straint. Such an ordering constraint states that if an object A appears at the
left of an object B in a left image, A also appears at the left of B in the right
image (as defined by Bobick et al. [52]). From this observation, it can be
inferred that left-occluded pixels correspond to a disparity increase in the
graph while right-occluded pixels correspond to a disparity decrease (see
Figure 3.7(a)). Additionally, it should be noted that the DSI edges should
allow unmatched pixels to handle occluded pixels. For example, let us
consider Figure 3.7(b) that depicts the DSI table at the top, and the corre-
sponding left and right image scanlines and disparity sequence D at the
bottom. In Figure 3.7(b), the sequence D consists of the disparity d1 and
d2, corresponding to the disparity of the background and foreground ob-
jects, respectively. To handle left-occluded pixels, it can be seen that the
disparity transition between d1 and d2, should allow unmatched pixels.
Therefore, left-occluded pixels, giving a decrease of disparity, can be han-
dled by skipping pixels in the left image scanline. This is in accordance
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Algorithm 1 Dynamic programming optimization for a scanline y

Require: 2D arrays PrecTable(x, d), T (x, d) and DSI(x, d)
Initialize DSI(x, d)
for d ∈ [0; dmax] do

T (0, d) = DSI(0, d);PrecTable(0, d) = (−1, d)
end for
for (x = 1;x ≤ w;x + +) do

for (d = 1; d ≤ dmax; d + +) do
(xp o, dp o) = arg minxp∈Sxa,dp∈Sda

T (x + xp, d + dp)
PrecTable(x, d) = (xp o, dp o)
T (x, d) = DSI(x, d) + T (xp o, dp o)

end for
end for
d = arg mind̃∈{0,...,dmax}

T (w − 1, d̃)

while (x ≥ 0) do
Store computed disparity: Disparity(x, y) = d
(xp, dp) = PrecTable(x, d)
x = xp; d = dp

end while
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Figure 3.7 — (a) Scanning the image from left to right, left- and right-occluded
pixels correspond to an increase and decrease of disparity, respectively. (b)
Simple DSI (top) with the corresponding scanline profile (bottom) of a left and
right image. The admissible disparity transitions correspond to a diagonal gap
for left-occluded pixels and a vertical gap for right-occluded pixels.
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Figure 3.8 — Admissible edges in the DSI that model left- and right-occluded pix-
els. Transitions L → C correspond to a diagonal gap to handle left-occluded
pixels. Transitions R → C correspond to a vertical gap to handle right-
occluded pixels. Transitions M → C correspond to small disparity variations
for matching visible pixels.

with the diagonal gap in the DSI. At the opposite, right-occluded pixels,
i.e., decrease of disparity, can be handled by skipping right-occluded pix-
els, corresponding to a vertical gap in the DSI. Using such admissible edges
in the DSI, the algorithm can handle large occluded regions by allowing oc-
cluded pixels to remain unmatched. Therefore, the appropriate admissible
edges correspond to the path illustrated by Figure 3.8. Transition costs are
indicated as defined by Equation (3.11).

3.3.4 Experimental results

This section presents experimental results evaluating the accuracy of the
reviewed disparity-estimation algorithms. It should be noted that the dis-
parity-optimization strategy has a significant impact on the quality of the
disparity images. Therefore, we have experimented with several different
optimization strategies. More specifically, the presented experiments are
performed using three different optimization strategies, with the following
characteristics:

1. an optimization strategy based on a WTA algorithm and,

2. a WTA algorithm extended by a cross-checking procedure (see Equa-
tion (3.7)), and
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3. an optimization strategy based on dynamic programming as described
in Section 3.3.3.

All optimization strategies use a fixed matching function (Sum of Abso-
lute Differences) and a fixed support of the matching function (5 × 5 cen-
tered squared window). Each presented disparity image is estimated using
fixed parameters. The functions B1(x), B2(x) define a discontinuity bonus
B1(x) = B2(x) = −75 if two consecutive pixels show the intensity vari-
ations |(I(x, y) − I(x + 1, y))| > 10. We employed the following set of
multi-view images “Teddy”, “Cones”, “Breakdancers”, “Ballet” and “Liv-
ingroom” (see Appendix A.2 for a description of the multi-view images
data set). For the multi-view images “Breakdancers”, “Ballet” and “Liv-
ingroom”, the two employed views were first rectified using the method
described in Section 2.4.2. Let us now discuss the resulting estimated dis-
parity images for the three different optimization strategies.

WTA. First, it can be observed that the ”Winner-Take-All” strategy pro-
vides an accurate disparity estimation in textured regions. For example,
the disparity is correctly estimated in the center region of Figure 3.9(b))
and Figure 3.9(f). However, the disadvantages of the WTA strategy are as
follows. Looking at the top-right part of Figure 3.9(f), it can observed that
the disparity in texture-less regions cannot be accurately estimated. For
the sequences “Ballet”,“Breakdancers” and “Livingroom” showing large
texture-less regions, the estimated disparity images can be considered as
highly inaccurate. These inaccurate depth images are therefore not included
in this thesis, as this algorithmic proposal does not give any satisfactory re-
sults. A second disadvantage is that the disparity cannot be estimated ac-
curately along object borders where occluded pixels are typically located.
For example, the disparity along the left edges of the cones in Figure 3.9(b)
cannot be estimated.

WTA extended by cross-checking. To avoid unreliable disparity estimates,
WTA was extented with cross-checking. Considering Figure 3.9(c) and Fig-
ure 3.9(g), it can be seen that the cross-checking procedure detects unreli-
able disparity estimates (shown as blue/black). However, one disadvan-
tage of the procedure is that a too large number of estimates are classified
as unreliable. Similar to the WTA experiment without cross-checking, the
disparity of the multi-view images “Breakdancers”, “Ballet” and “Livin-
groom” cannot be estimated and are therefore also not included in this
thesis. In the next section, we propose an algorithm that estimates more
accurate depth images of which the corresponding calculated depth im-
ages will be presented.
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One-dimensional optimization. The one-dimensional dynamic program-
ming optimization provides more reliable disparity estimates with respect
to WTA. For example, when observing Figure 3.9(d) and Figure 3.9(h), it
can be seen that disparity images correspond to the expected surface of
objects in the scene. Furthermore, occluded pixels along the object borders
are also detected and correctly handled (see for example the left side of the
teddy bear). Additionally, the disparity for the multi-view images “Bal-
let”,“Breakdancers” and “Livingroom” can be more accurately estimated.
For example, observing the disparity of Figure 3.10, it can be seen that the
disparities of the checkerboard, the lamp and the tree were correctly es-
timated. Similar observations can be made by analyzing Figure 3.11 and
Figure 3.12. However, all disparity images suffer from scanline streaking
artifacts. Such artifacts result from the independent optimization of dis-
parities for each scanline.

3.3.5 Intermediate conclusions

The previous experiments lead to a few intermediate conclusions. First, it
can noted that the quality of disparity images significantly depends on the
characteristics of the input multi-view images. For example, the “Teddy”
and “Cones” multi-view images show large colorful and textured regions.
As a result, accurate disparity images can be estimated. In contrast with
this, the colorless and texture-less characteristics of the “Breakdancers”
and “Ballet” multi-view images do not allow an accurate estimation of dis-
parity. To obtain more accurate disparity images for this type of sequences,
a one-dimensional optimization strategy was presented. However, while
this strategy estimates more accurate disparity values in some regions, sig-
nificant streaking artifacts are introduced at some other locations. In order
to increase the accuracy of the estimation, we explore an increasingly pop-
ular approach, employing multiple views of the scene. This approach will
addressed in the next section.

3.4 Multiple-view depth estimation

3.4.1 Depth estimation for multi-view video coding

The previous section has presented a method that estimates disparity im-
ages using two rectified views. Similar approaches [54, 55] were recently
investigated to create depth maps for 3D-TV systems. However, in those
applications, a pair of images was used to compute the disparity image. In
multi-view video, multiple images are available so that an efficient depth
estimation algorithm should employ all views available. More specifically,
the disadvantages of a pairwise depth estimation algorithm are threefold.
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(a) Original “Cones” image (b) “WTA”

(c) “WTA” with cross-checking (d) Dynamic programming

(e) Original “Teddy” image (f) “WTA”

(g) “WTA” with cross-checking (h) Dynamic programming

Figure 3.9 — Estimated disparity images using the “Teddy” and “Cones” multi-
view images.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.10 — (a) View 3 of the “Livingroom” multi-view images data set. (b)
Estimated disparity image using the dynamic programming algorithm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.11 — (a) View 3 of the “Ballet” multi-view images data set. (b) Esti-
mated disparity image using the dynamic programming algorithm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12 — (a) View 3 of the “Breakdancers” multi-view images data set. (b)
Estimated disparity image using the dynamic programming algorithm.
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First, while multiple views of the scene are available, only two rectified
views are employed simultaneously, which degrades performance. Sec-
ond, because depth images are estimated pairwise, consistency of depth
estimates across the views is not enforced. Third, multiple pre-processing
(image rectification) and post-processing (disparity-to-depth conversion
and image de-rectification) procedures are necessary.

In order to circumvent these three disadvantages, we propose an ap-
proach that employs multiple views and estimates the depth using a corre-
lation table similar to the Disparity Space Image (DSI). As in the previous
section, the depth is calculated along each scanline using the dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm from the previous section. Two novel constraints are
introduced which are enforcing smooth variations of depth across scan-
lines and across the views, thereby positively addressing the aforemen-
tioned disadvantages. Additionally, no unnecessary conversion from dis-
parity pixels to depth values is required.

Let us now explain the multi-view depth-estimation algorithm that was
introduced previously. The presented algorithm calculates a depth image
corresponding to a selected reference view kr in two steps. In a first step,
the 3D world coordinate (X, Y, Zc)

T of a pixel pkr
= (xkr

, ykr
, 1)T (from

the reference view) is calculated using a candidate depth value, e.g., Zc.
The 3D world coordinate can be calculated using the back-projection rela-
tion (see Equation (2.20)) and be written as





X
Y
Zc



 = Ckr
+ λkr

R−1
kr

K−1
kr

pkr
, (3.15)

where Ckr
, Rkr

, Kkr
correspond to the parameters of the selected refer-

ence camera kr. It should be emphasized that the 3D point (X, Y, Zc)
T is

described in the world coordinate system that is shared by all cameras.
In a second step, the 3D point is projected onto each neighboring view k,
providing a corresponding pixel (xk, yk, 1)T for each view for which:
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xk

yk

1



 = Pk





X
Y
Zc



 , (3.16)

where Pk represents the camera parameters of the neighboring camera k.
These two steps are repeated for several depth candidates Zc, so that a
corresponding similarity can be measured and stored in a correlation table
T (x, y, Zc). The algorithm is illustrated by Figure 3.13. It can be noted that
this correlation table is similar to the DSI data structure. In practice, an
entry in the correlation table T (x, y, Zc) is calculated using the sum of the
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reference view

Z1;
Z2;

P1

P2

P3

P4

(x4, y4)

(x3, y3)
(x1, y1)

Figure 3.13 — Given a reference pixel (black dot), the algorithm tests multiple
depth candidates. In this example, the depth candidate Z2,c yields a grey color
in the neighboring views and is therefore not consistent with the black color of
the reference pixel. The candidate Z1,c yields a consistent black color and for
this reason, it should be selected as the final depth value.

correlation measures over all image views I , specified by

T (x, y, Zc) =
∑

k:k 6=kr

∑

(i,j)∈W

|Ikr
(x− i, y − j)− Ik(xk − i, yk − j)|. (3.17)

Using a WTA optimization strategy, the depth value that yields the most
consistent (or similar) color across the views is selected as the final esti-
mated depth value. The pseudocode of the algorithm using a WTA op-
timization is summarized in Algorithm 2. In the previous section, we
have seen that the WTA optimization yields inaccurate depth estimates
and noisy depth images. Therefore, we have experimented earlier with a
dynamic programming optimization strategy to enforce smooth variations
of the depth, which has led to streaking artifacts. In the next section, we
impose two additional constraints to obtain more accurate depth estimates.

3.4.2 Two-pass optimization strategy

To enforce smooth depth variations within the image and between the im-
ages, we present two novel constraints: (1) smooth variations of depth
values across image scanlines and (2) consistent depth values across the
views. To combine these constraints with the dynamic programming algo-
rithm, we employ two penalty costs, namely an inter-line penalty cost and
an inter-view penalty cost that both extend the cost function E(D) previously
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Algorithm 2 Multiple view depth estimation using the WTA optimization

Require: All camera projection matrices Pk

Require: Select view kr for which the depth image should be computed.
for (y = 1; y ≤ height; y + +) do

for (x = 1;x ≤ width;x + +) do
for Zc ∈ [Zmin;Zmax] do

(X, Y, Zc) = Ckr
+ λkr

R−1
kr

K−1
kr

(x, y, 1)T

T (x, y, Zc) = 0
for each neighboring camera k do

λk · (xk, yk, 1)T = Pk · (X, Y, Zc, 1)T

T (x, y, Zc)+=
∑

(i,j)∈W |I(x− i, y − j)− Ik(xk − i, yk − j)|
end for

end for
Z(x, y) = arg minZc∈{Zmin,...,Zmax} T (x, y, Zc)

end for
end for

defined by Equation (3.11). The proposed algorithm estimates a depth im-
age by minimizing two different objective cost functions in two passes. In a
first pass, a depth image is estimated for each view with the constraint that
consecutive image scanlines should show smooth depth variations across
the lines. The purpose of this pass is to generate one initialization depth
image for each view without streaking artifacts. We denote the objective
function for one view at the first pass as

Epass 1(D) = E(D) + Esmooth 1(D), (3.18)

where Esmooth 1(D) is defined in the following paragraph. This compu-
tation is repeated for each view. In a second pass, a depth image is re-
estimated for each view with the constraint that an object should have
consistent world depth values in all depth images estimated during the
first pass. The aim of this second pass is to refine the initialization depth
images from the first pass such that the final depth images are consistent
across the views. We denote the objective function at the second pass as

Epass 2(D) = E(D) + Esmooth 2(D), (3.19)

where Esmooth 2(D) is also defined in the sequel.

Pass 1. Consistent depth values across scanlines. To enforce smooth
variations of depth values across scanlines, we introduce an inter-line penalty
cost. Practically, the objective cost function integrating the inter-line penalty
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cost can be written as

Esmooth 1(D) =
∑

x

κl · |Zkr
(x, y)− Zkr

(x, y − 1)|
︸ ︷︷ ︸

inter-line penalty cost

, (3.20)

where D is the vector of depth values Zkr
(x, y) along a scanline, Zkr

(x, y)
the estimated depth at position (x, y) in the reference image with index kr

and κl the inter-line penalty parameter (typically a scalar). The index of
the reference view kr varies between 1 ≤ kr ≤ N , for an N -view data set.

Pass 2. Consistent depth values across the views. In a second pass, the
depth is refined for each view by incorporating a cost that penalizes in-
consistent depth values across the views into the objective cost function
Esmooth 2(D) (see Figure 3.14). Similar to the first constraint, the objective
function that integrates the inter-line and inter-view penalty costs is writ-
ten as

Esmooth 2(D) =
∑

x

(

κl · |Zkr
(x, y)− Zkr

(x, y − 1)|+ (3.21)

∑

k,k 6=kr

κv · |Zkr
(x, y)− Zk(xk, yk)|

︸ ︷︷ ︸

inter-view penalty cost

)

, (3.22)

where κv corresponds to the inter-view penalty parameter. The depth
Zkr

(x, y) and Zk(xk, yk) correspond to the depth in the reference view with
index kr and neighboring views k, respectively. It should be noted that
both depth values Zkr

(x, y) and Zk(xk, yk) are described in the world co-
ordinate system, thereby enabling a direct comparison. Finally, to deter-
mine the value of the depth Zk(xk, yk) in the neighboring views, the pixel
(x, y) is projected onto the neighboring image planes k, which provides
the pixel position (xk, yk) and the corresponding depth Zk(xk, yk) that was
calculated during the first pass.

Admissible path in the DSI. To optimize the previous objective func-
tions Epass 1(D) and Epass 2(D), the dynamic programming algorithm is
employed. In Section 3.3.3, we have seen that the optimal path in the DSI
is derived from the ordering constraint. However, the ordering constraint
cannot be employed in the extended case of multiple-view depth estima-
tion because no left or right camera position is assumed. We therefore em-
ploy an admissible edge that enables an arbitrary increase or decrease of
depth values. The admissible edges in the DSI are portrayed by Figure 3.15.
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reference view

Z1
c

Z2
c

consistent (black)

depth estimate

unconsistent (black and grey)

depth estimate

Figure 3.14 — In this example, a correct depth value (black dot in the reference
view) is consistent across the views. Alternatively, an incorrect depth value
(grey dot in the reference view) leads to inconsistent depth values across the
views.

reference image scanline x

d
e
p
th

 z

Figure 3.15 — Because the ordering constraint cannot be employed in the ex-
tended case of depth estimation with multiple views, the admissible edges il-
lustrated above are used, allowing all possible transitions.
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zmax zmin

6 depth quantization
index

0 1 2 3 4 5 7

Figure 3.16 — Non-linear depth sampling of the 3D space.

3.4.3 Depth sampling of the 3D space

For 3D sampling, it should be noted that there exists a dependency be-
tween the depth of an object and its corresponding resolution in the image.
For example, far and near objects are seen as small and large in the image,
respectively. A near object can therefore be observed with higher resolu-
tion than a far object so that the depth resolution of a near object should be
higher than that of a far object. In this context, we employ the plenoptic
sampling framework [56]. The idea of the plenoptic sampling framework
is to employ a non-linear quantization of the depth between a minimum
and maximum depth Zmin and Zmax (see Figure 3.16). More specifically,
the depth Zi for a quantization index i can be written as

1

Zi

= ηi

1

Zmin

+ (1− ηi)
1

Zmax

, (3.23)

with

ηi =
i− 0.5

Nd

and i = 1, ..., Nd, (3.24)

where Nd corresponds to the maximum number of depth values/layers.
Alternatively, the quantization index i of a depth value Zi can be written
as

i = ⌊Nd

Z−1
i − Z−1

max

Z−1
min − Z−1

max

+ 0.5⌋. (3.25)

The depth of a pixel can be therefore efficiently stored and represented us-
ing the corresponding quantization index i. In the case that 256 possible
depth values are employed, the depth quantization index can be repre-
sented using an 8-bit pixel format and stored using a standard 8 bits per
pixel image.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.17 — (a) Original texture image and (b) corresponding segmented im-
age using a watershed segmentation algorithm. Note that the depth of each
segment, e.g., the background wall, can be modeled by a piecewise-linear func-
tion.

3.4.4 Depth image post-processing

Having calculated a depth image for each view, an optional task is to apply
a noise-reduction algorithm as a last post-processing step. Typically, this
noise-reduction stage noticeably improves the quality of depth images at
a limited computational cost. For example, based on the assumption that
depth pixels vary smoothly at the object surfaces, a simple noise-reduction
algorithm consists of filtering noisy pixels that have low spatial correlation
with neighboring pixels. However, the assumption of smoothly varying
depth pixels is invalid at object borders (edges). Therefore, the challenge
is to filter noisy pixels (outliers) while preserving the accuracy of depth
pixels along object borders. To implement this concept, we propose in this
section a depth-image denoising algorithm that actively supports smooth
regions in the depth image while preserving sharp depth discontinuities
along the object borders.

The proposed noise-reduction algorithm proceeds in two stages. At the
first stage, a color segmentation is applied to the texture image that cor-
responds to the considered depth image. The intuitive idea underlying
this first stage is that the resulting segments, which delineate the object
contours, correspond to a piece/portion of the object surfaces. Because ob-
ject surfaces show smooth regions in the depth image, the corresponding
depth image segments can be approximated by a piecewise-linear func-
tion [45]. Figure 3.17 shows an example of a color-segmented image ob-
tained using the watershed segmentation algorithm [57]. At the second
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Figure 3.18 — Two samples are randomly selected to compute a candidate model
indicated by the solid line. Input data close to the line candidate is considered
as inliers (black dots between dotted lines). Fig. 3.18(a) and Fig. 3.18(b) show
two candidate models with a small and a high number of inliers, respectively.
The model with the largest number of inliers is selected.

stage, a piecewise-linear function which models the object surfaces is esti-
mated for each image segment. To calculate the linear function parameters
of each segment, we apply a robust estimation method, i.e., the RANdom
SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm [58]. The advantage of this al-
gorithm is that it can estimate parameters even if the data is disturbed by
a large number of outliers, i.e., noisy depth pixels. Because we assume
that the data fits to a piecewise-linear function, three pixels are sufficient
to calculate a plane and thus the corresponding parameters. The RANSAC
algorithm first randomly selects three pixels, which are used to compute
candidate parameters of the linear (planar) function. The algorithm then
counts the number of pixels that fit to this model (inliers). This proce-
dure is repeated several times and finally, the parameters with the largest
support are selected as the parameters for the considered image segment
(see a one-dimensional example in Figure 3.18). The robust RANSAC es-
timation of piecewise-linear function parameters is then performed for all
image segments. The advantages of the depth image post-processing step
are twofold. First, because the depth is accurately estimated especially at
object borders, a high-quality image can be rendered (this property of im-
age rendering will be discussed in Chapter 4). Second, the resulting depth
image presents smoothly varying properties and thus can be encoded effi-
ciently. Note that this property will be exploited in Chapter 6 for the coding
of depth images.

3.4.5 Experimental results

In this section, we present experimental results evaluating the accuracy
of the depth estimation algorithm from the previous section. We espe-
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cially focus on the challenging problem of estimating depth images using
texture-less and colorless multi-view images. For this reason, we employ
the multi-view images “Breakdancers”, “Ballet” and “Livingroom”, fea-
turing these properties. Note that because the calibration parameters are
necessary for multi-view depth estimation, the depth images “Teddy” and
“Cones” are not estimated (no parameters available). For each presented
depth image, the parameters are empirically determined and not specif-
ically adapted to each data set. We first provide an objective evaluation
and, second, proceed by subjectively assessing the depth image quality.
Finally, we compare the quality of the calculated depth images with two
alternative methods, based on a two-dimensional optimization strategy.

A. Objective evaluation

For the objective evaluation of the depth image quality, we employ an im-
age rendering method that synthesizes virtual views using the calculated
depth image. This technique is based on the notion that the quality of
the rendered image depends on the accuracy of the estimated depth im-
age. Specifically, the more accurate a depth image is, the higher the ren-
dering quality becomes. In our experiments, the synthesis of virtual im-
ages is carried out using the relief texture rendering algorithm, which will
be presented in Chapter 4. In the presented experiments, we use a post-
processing step as defined in Section 3.4.4. To evaluate the quality of ren-
dered images, a synthetic image is rendered at the same position and orien-
tation of a selected reference camera 4. By comparing the synthetic image
Is with the reference image Ir, the Peak Signal-Noise Ratio (PSNRrs ) can
be calculated by

PSNRrs = 10 · log10

(
2552

MSErs

)

, (3.26)

where the Mean Squared Error (MSE) is computed by the following equa-
tion:

MSErs =
1

w · h

w∑

i=1

h∑

j=1

||Ir(i, j)− Is(i, j)||2, (3.27)

with w and h corresponding to the width and the height of the images,
respectively. Note that the PSNRrs metric has shown some limitations for
evaluating the image quality because it does not match the human subjec-
tive perception. However, this is the only simple alternative image quality
metric that has been widely accepted and used by the research commu-
nity (also adopted in key literature [59] on rendering). Besides computing

4This selected reference view is left out from the data set for rendering.
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Two-view estimation Multi-view estimation
“Ballet” 25.4 dB 28.3 dB

“Breakdancers” 29.2 dB 32.4 dB
“Livingroom” 23.5 dB 23.8 dB

Table 3.1 — Image rendering quality resulting of two depth-estimation algo-
rithms: (1) the two-view depth estimation and (2) the multiple-view depth
estimation. Both methods are based on dynamic programming optimization.

this metric, we will also comment on the subjective depth image quality.
The differences between the objective (PSNRrs ) and subjective rendering
quality will be illustrated by Figure 6.11 in Chapter 6.

The discussed results are compared in a relative sense to the conven-
tional algorithm addressed earlier in this chapter. Up till now, results on
multi-view depth estimation in literature are still being presented in a sub-
jective discussion. To avoid the ambiguity of such a discussion, we have
presented here a well-defined measurement for estimating the quality of
depth images. This indirect method, based on rendering quality evalu-
ation, gives a less precise evaluation of the depth quality than a direct
method based on a comparison with, e.g., a ground-truth depth image.
However, calibrated ground-truth multi-view depth images are presently
not available to the research community. Additionally, it may be argued
that the image rendering quality is more important than the quality of the
depth images because depth images are not visualized by the user (as op-
posed to the rendered images). Let us now discuss the rendering-quality
measurements summarized in Table 3.1. First, it can be seen that the pro-
posed algorithm that uses multiple views to estimate depth images consis-
tently and significantly outperforms the two-view depth-estimation algo-
rithm. For example, an image-quality improvement of 2.9 dB, 3.2 dB and
0.3 dB can be observed for the “Breakdancers”, “Ballet” and “Livingroom”
sequences, respectively. The lower improvement for the “Livingroom” se-
quence is mainly due to an inaccurate texture rendering of the scene, and
especially, an inaccurate rendering of the background tree. Considering
the applications of 3D-TV and free-viewpoint video, the contributed two-
pass algorithm clearly enables high-quality rendering, thereby facilitating
the reconstruction of a high-quality depth signal.

B. Subjective evaluation

Figures 3.19, 3.20 and 3.21 enable a discussion on the subjective quality of
the estimated depth images using the proposed two-pass algorithm. We
assess the quality of the depth images prior to the post-processing step. First,
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it can be observed that, prior to the post-processing step, the two-pass al-
gorithm leads to more consistent depth values across the lines, so the an-
noying streaking artifacts are reduced leading to a significant perceptual
improvement. For example, observing Figure 3.19(b), it can be noted that
the two-pass algorithm leaves over little streaking artifacts in the image.
Similar conclusions can be drawn by observing Figure 3.20(b) and Fig-
ure 3.21(b), albeit there is still fuzzyness around the objects. Second, it
can be noted that the depth of colorless and texture-less regions can be ac-
curately estimated. For example, the depth values of the texture-less walls
in Figure 3.19(b) and Figure 3.21(b) are correctly estimated and do not suf-
fer from streaking artifacts. Additionally, the depth of very thin objects
such as the flower stalk, can be correctly estimated (see Figure 3.19(b)).
Such an accurate result is obtained by using multiple views simultane-
ously and by enforcing consistent depth values across the views. However,
several estimation errors occur at object boundaries which correspond to
depth discontinuities (e.g., borders of the dancer in Figure 3.20(b)). Let
us now assess the quality of the depth images after the post-processing step.
As expected, it can be seen in Figures 3.19(c), 3.20(c) and 3.21(c) that the
post-processed depth images depict piecewise-linear regions delineated by
sharp boundaries. For example, Figure 3.19(c) shows that the depth along
the border of the table is accurately delineated. Similar conclusions can be
drawn by comparing Figure 3.20(b) with Figure 3.20(c) and Figure 3.21(b)
with Figure 3.21(c). Thus, the introduced post-processing step clearly re-
moves noisy pixels while preserving the edges along objects in the depth
image.

C. Subjective comparisons with alternative methods

Next, we have compared the quality of the calculated depth images with
two alternative methods based on a two-dimensional optimization strat-
egy (see Section 3.3.3). Note that only a few alternative contributions ex-
ist, employing the complex “Breakdancers” and “Ballet” multi-view se-
quences. We have found only two proposals that employ either both se-
quences [50], or one sequence only (“Breakdancers”) [51].

The first alternative proposal is based on a modified plane sweeping al-
gorithm [51]. By subjectively comparing Figure 3.20(c) and Figure 3.22(a)
it can be seen that the method proposed in this thesis results in a slightly
more accurate depth image 5. For example, the competing method gener-
ates some depth artifacts in the occluded region along the arm of the break-
dancer. Additionally, the proposed method enables an accurate depth esti-

5The discussed alternative method [51] presents the depth image of a different viewpoint
and time. However, the properties of the sequence do not vary over time and across the
views, so that a subjective comparison is still possible.
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mation along the delineation between the background wall and the right-
most person (see Figure 3.20(c)). At the opposite, the competing method
does not allow the visualization of the discussed depth discontinuity (along
the person delineation).

The second alternative proposal [50] performs an over-segmentation of
the texture image, and calculates the depth of each segment using a belief
propagation algorithm. For the “Breakdancers” sequence, it can be seen
that both methods lead to a similar depth image quality. For example, the
depth discontinuity between the breakdancer and the background wall is
accurately estimated in both cases (see Figure 3.20(c) and Figure 3.22(b)).
However, for the “Ballet” sequence, it can be noticed that the proposed
method yields a less accurate depth image. For example, the depth discon-
tinuity along the foreground person is better calculated by the alternative
proposal (see Figure 3.22(c)).

3.5 Summary and conclusions

Using the geometry of multiple views, we have derived the basic princi-
ples employed to calculate the depth using two views and multiple views.
We have discussed two popular optimization strategies employed for es-
timating disparity images: WTA and and a one-dimensional optimiza-
tion strategy based on dynamic programming. In the presented exper-
iments, we have highlighted three important disadvantages of the two
previously mentioned depth-estimation algorithms: (1) only two rectified
views are employed simultaneously, (2) consistency of depth estimates
across the views is not enforced and (3) multiple pre-processing (image
rectification) and post-processing (disparity-to-depth conversion and im-
age de-rectification) procedures are necessary. To address these problems,
in the last section, we have introduced an alternative depth image estima-
tion algorithm. The proposed algorithm is based on two novel constraints,
i.e., an inter-line and an inter-view smoothness constraint, which enforce
smooth variations of depth values across scanlines and consistent depth
values across the views. The first pass of the algorithm serves as an es-
timate for depth image initialization, whereas the second pass refines the
initial depth images by enforcing consistent depth across the views. Ex-
periments have shown that especially the second pass provides a notice-
able quality improvement by detecting and removing fuzzy outliers that
are not consistent across the views. We have shown than both smoothness
constraints can be efficiently integrated into the one-dimensional optimiza-
tion dynamic programming algorithm. Experiments have shown that the
proposed constraints yield reasonably accurate depth values for the critical
case of texture-less and colorless multi-view images.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.19 — (a) View 3 of the “Livingroom” sequence. Estimated depth images
(b) prior to post-processing and (c) after the post-processing step.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.20 — (a) View 3 of the “Breakdancers” sequence. Estimated depth im-
ages (b) prior to post-processing and (c) after the post-processing step.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.21 — (a) View 3 of the “Ballet” sequence. Estimated depth images (b)
prior to post-processing and (c) after the post-processing step.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.22 — Depth images calculated using the algorithm based on (a) plane-
sweeping [51] and (b) (c) over-segmentation [8].80



3.5. Summary and conclusions

At this point, it is relevant to come back on the initial requirements
stated in the introduction of this chapter. The primary requirement of the
depth estimation algorithm is that it should lead to accurate depth images
featuring smooth regions delineated by sharp edges (piecewise linear re-
gions). To fulfill this requirement, we have proposed a post-processing
step that segments the texture image into regions of linear depth. The
above-discussed piecewise linear property of the depth images is highly
relevant for the coding of depth images, as discussed in Chapter 6. The
second important contribution and initial requirement is that the resulting
depth images should be consistent across the views. The proposed two-
pass algorithm explicitly detects and removes inconsistent depth estimates
to enforce consistency. It will be seen in Chapter 5, that such an inter-view
consistency can be beneficially exploited for compression purposes, where
the inter-view consistency corresponds to an inter-view redundancy.
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4

Multi-View Depth Image Based Rendering

“I make use of painting to render
thoughts visible.”

René Magritte, Belgian surrealist
painter.

This chapter focuses on the rendering of synthetic images using multiple
views. First, two different rendering techniques are investigated: a 3D image
warping and a mesh-based rendering technique. Each of these methods has its
limitations and suffers from either high computational complexity or low image
rendering quality. Afterwards, we present two novel image-based rendering algo-
rithms addressing the aforementioned limitations. The first of these two algorithms
is an alternative formulation of the relief texture algorithm which was adapted to
the geometry of multiple views. The proposed technique avoids holes in the syn-
thetic image and is suitable for execution on a standard Graphics Processor Unit.
The second proposed algorithm represents an inverse mapping rendering technique
which allows a simple and accurate re-sampling of synthetic pixels. Moreover,
multiple techniques for properly handling occlusions are introduced. The chapter
concludes with a quality evaluation of the obtained synthetic images when using
the proposed rendering techniques.

4.1 Introduction

This section starts with reviewing image rendering techniques and their
advantages and disadvantages with respect to 3D-TV and free-viewpoint
video applications. For each technique, we consider the constituting stages
in the multi-view video processing chain: acquisition, transmission and
rendering of multi-view video. Afterwards, we describe two multi-view
video systems, relying either on a strong calibration (Section 2.3) or a weak
calibration (Section 2.4) of the multi-view setup. It is shown that both
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forms of calibration enable an efficient acquisition and rendering. How-
ever, in the last part of the introduction, it will become clear that the com-
pression of multi-view video can be performed more efficiently when em-
ploying a strongly calibrated system. In the previous chapter, calibrated
depth images were estimated for each view. Hence, the depth images and
the calibration parameters can be beneficially employed for rendering syn-
thetic images. Later in this thesis, the same rendering techniques are inte-
grated into the coding loop for exploiting inter-view redundancy.

4.1.1 Review of image rendering techniques

Synthetic images can be rendered using either texture-only images, or us-
ing a combination of a 3D geometric model and texture images. Rendering
techniques can be therefore classified according to their level of detail of
the geometric description of the scene [60].

Rendering without geometry. A first class of techniques considers the
use of multiple views (N-texture) of the scene but does not require any
geometric description of the scene. For example, Light Field [59] and Lu-
migraph [61] record a 3D scene by capturing all rays traversing a 3D vol-
ume using a large array of cameras. Each pixel of the virtual view is then
interpolated from the captured rays using the positions of the input and
virtual cameras. However, such a rendering technique implies the captur-
ing of the video scene using a large camera array, i.e., oversampling of the
scene. Considering the 3D-TV and free-viewpoint video applications, such
an oversampling is inefficient because a large number of video streams
needs to be transmitted.

Rendering with geometry. A second class of techniques involves the use
of a geometric description of the scene for rendering. One approach ap-
plies polygons to represent the geometry of the scene, i.e., the surface of
objects [62]. Virtual images are then synthesized using a planar-texture
mapping algorithm (see Section 2.4.2). However, the acquisition of 3D
polygons is a difficult task. An alternative method is to associate a depth
image to the texture image. Using a depth image, new views can be subse-
quently rendered using a Depth Image Based Rendering (DIBR) algorithm.
DIBR algorithms include, among others, Layered Depth Image [63], view
morphing [64], point-clouds [65] and image warping [66]. We refer to the
technique of associating one depth with one texture image [67, 68, 8] as
the N-depth/N-texture representation format. The two advantages of the
N-depth/N-texture approach are that (1) the data format features a com-
pact representation, and (2) high-quality views can be rendered. For these
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reasons, this data format provides a suitable representation format for 3D-
TV and free-viewpoint video applications. Consequently, the N-depth/N-
texture representation format was adopted in this thesis.

4.1.2 Acquisition and rendering using N-depth/N-texture

Two possible approaches can be distinguished to render images, using an
N-depth/N-texture representation format.

Weakly calibrated cameras. A first approach [69] allows to synthesize
intermediate views along a chain of cameras. The algorithm estimates the
epipolar geometry between each pair of successive cameras and rectifies
the images pairwise (see Figure 4.1(a)). Disparity images are estimated for
each pair of cameras (see Section 3.2). Next, synthetic views are interpo-
lated using an algorithm similar to View Morphing [64]. This approach of
working along a chain of cameras has two advantages. First, the acquisi-
tion is flexible because the epipolar geometry can be estimated without any
calibration device [35]. Second, a real-time rendering implementation [69]
based on a standard Graphics Processor Unit (GPU) is feasible and was
even demonstrated. However, this rendering technique does not enable
the user to navigate within the 3D scene. Instead, the viewer can only
select a viewpoint that is located on the poly-line connecting all camera
centers along the chain of cameras.

Strongly calibrated cameras. An alternative method [8] employs a sim-
ilar video capturing system composed of a set of multiple cameras. As
opposed to the above approach, the cameras are fully calibrated prior to
the capture session (see Figure 4.1(b)). Therefore, the depth can be sub-
sequently estimated for each view. To perform view synthesis, given the
depth information, 3D image warping techniques can be employed. As
opposed to a weakly calibrated multi-view setup, a first advantage of this
approach is that it enables the user to freely navigate within the 3D scene.
Additionally, a second advantage is that the compression of a multi-view
video can be performed more efficiently by employing all camera parame-
ters, an aspect that we discuss in the next section.

4.1.3 Compression of N-depth/N-texture

To perform the compression of multi-view images, the redundancy be-
tween neighboring views should be exploited. To do so, one approach is to
employ image rendering in a predictive fashion. More specifically, the ren-
dering procedure can be employed to predict or approximate a view cap-
tured by a predicted camera. We describe in this section several rendering
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Figure 4.1 — (a) For a weakly calibrated setup, the captured images are rectified
pairwise. Disparity estimation and view interpolation between a pair of cam-
eras is carried out on the rectified images. (b) For a strongly calibrated setup,
the respective position and orientation of each camera is known. Depth images
can therefore be estimated for each view and a 3D image warping algorithm
can be used to synthesize virtual views.

algorithms enabling the prediction of views. The integration of the render-
ing engine into the corresponding coding algorithm will be discussed in
Chapter 5.

Weakly calibrated cameras. To perform the prediction of an image using
weakly calibrated cameras, the disparity image can be employed. How-
ever, we have shown in Section 3.2 that disparity images are estimated
pairwise, i.e., between a left and right texture image. Consequently, the
disparity image and the corresponding left texture image enable only the
prediction of the right image. In other words, it is not possible to perform
the prediction of other views than the right image.
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Strongly calibrated cameras. Alternatively, using a strongly calibrated
camera setup, a depth image can be calculated for each view. As opposed
to the disparity image that provides the pairwise disparity between a left
and right image, a depth image indicates the 3D-world depth coordinates
shared by all views. Therefore, it is possible to synthesize a virtual view
at the position of any selected camera, thereby enabling the prediction of
multiple views using one reference view only. Considering the problem of
compression, a strongly calibrated multi-view acquisition system would
be highly favorable.

Whereas image rendering has been an active field of research for mul-
timedia applications [16], limited work has been focused on image render-
ing in a multi-view coding framework. Two recent approaches have em-
ployed either a direct projection of pixels onto the virtual image plane [8],
or a method known as point-clouds rendering [70]. Both techniques are
similar to the 3D image warping algorithm, so that they also suffer from
known stair-case artifacts and holes (undefined pixels). An accurate pre-
diction of views requires an accurate image rendering algorithm. To per-
form predictive coding of views, the desired rendering algorithm should:

• render high-quality images, thus enabling an accurate prediction, so
that a significant coding gain can be obtained;

• generate a proper prediction of occluded regions, so that even oc-
cluded pixels can be efficiently coded;

• allow fast rendering so that the synthesis of the prediction and thus
the decompression can be realized in a real-time implementation.

In this chapter, we describe two Depth Image Based Rendering algorithms,
the 3D image warping algorithm [66] and a mesh-based rendering tech-
nique. Next, we propose a variant of the relief texture [71] mapping algo-
rithm for rendering. More specifically, we express the relief texture map-
ping with an alternative formulation that fits better to the camera calibra-
tion framework. We show that such a formulation enables the execution
of the algorithm on a standard GPU, thereby significantly reducing the
processing time. Because these three rendering methods are defined as
a mapping from the source to the synthetic destination image, they are
referred to as forward mapping. To circumvent the usual problems as-
sociated with forward mapping rendering techniques (hole artifacts), we
propose a new alternative, called an inverse mapping rendering technique.
This technique has the advantage of being simple and at the same it ac-
curately re-samples synthetic pixels. Additionally, such an inverse map-
ping rendering technique can easily combine multiple source images such
that occluded regions can be correctly handled. Therefore, we continue
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Figure 4.2 — Two projection points p1 and p2 of a point Pw.

in Section 4.4 by presenting multiple techniques for properly handling oc-
clusions. The chapter closes by evaluating the quality of synthetic images
obtained using the described methods.

4.2 Depth Image Based Rendering

4.2.1 Rendering using 3D image warping

In this section, we describe the 3D image warping technique, which en-
ables the rendering of a synthetic image, using a reference texture image
and a corresponding depth image [66]. Let us consider a 3D point at ho-
mogeneous coordinates Pw = (Xw, Yw, Zw, 1)T , captured by two cameras
and projected onto the reference and synthetic image plane at pixel posi-
tions p1 = (x1, y1, 1)T and p2 = (x2, y2, 1)T , respectively (see Figure 4.2).
The orientation and location of the camera i (with i ∈ {1, 2}) is described
by the rotation matrix Ri and translation matrix ti = −RiCi, where Ci

describes the coordinates of the camera center. This allows us to define the
pixel positions p1 and p2 in both image planes by

λ1p1 = [K1|03]

»
R1 −R1C1

0
T

3 1

–

Pw = K1R1

0

@

Xw

Yw

Zw

1

A − K1R1C1, (4.1)

λ2p2 = [K2|03]

»
R2 −R2C2

0
T

3 1

–

Pw = K2R2

0

@

Xw

Yw

Zw

1

A − K2R2C2, (4.2)

where K1, K2 represent the 3 × 3 intrinsic parameter matrix of the cor-
responding cameras and λ1, λ2 are the homogeneous scaling factors. As-
suming that the reference “Camera 1” is located at the coordinate-system
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origin (C1 = 03) and looks along the Z-direction (R1 = I3×3), the scaling
factor λ1 can be specified in this particular case by λ1 = Zw.

From Equation (4.1), the 3D position of the original point Pw in the
Euclidean domain can be written as

(Xw, Yw, Zw)T = (K1R1)
−1 · (λ1p1 + K1R1C1). (4.3)

Finally, we obtain the synthetic pixel position p2 by substituting Equa-
tion (4.3) into Equation (4.2), so that

λ2p2 = K2R2(K1R1)
−1 · (λ1p1 + K1R1C1)−K2R2C2. (4.4)

Assuming that “Camera 1” is located at the world coordinate system and
looking in the Z direction, we rewrite the warping equation into

λ2p2 = K2R2K
−1
1 Zwp1 −K2R2C2. (4.5)

Equation (4.5) constitutes the 3D image warping equation [66] that enables
the synthesis of the virtual view from a reference texture view and a corre-
sponding depth image.

One issue of the previously described method is that input pixels p1 of
the reference view are usually not mapped onto a point p2 at integer pixel
position. To obtain an integer pixel position, a simple heuristic technique
is to map the sub-pixel coordinate p2 to the nearest integer pixel position
p̂2 with p̂2 = (ŷ2, x̂2, 1) = (⌊x2 + 0.5⌋, ⌊y2 + 0.5⌋, 1). Additionally, to avoid
undefined pixels in the rendered image, so-called pixel splat surfaces that
cover multiple destination pixels, can be employed. In practice, a pixel
splat simply enlarges the footprint of the destination pixel p2, such that
not only the color of p̂2 is defined but also some pixels surrounding p̂2. A
second complication is that multiple original pixels can be projected onto
the same pixel position in the virtual view. For example, a foreground
pixel can occlude a background pixel in the rendered view, which results
in overlapping pixels. Additionally, some regions in the virtual view are
not visible from the original viewpoint, which results in holes in the virtual
image (see Figure 4.3). The aforementioned issues are addressed with a
rendering technique based on triangular meshes, which is presented in the
next section.

4.2.2 Rendering using triangular meshes

To avoid rendering artifacts, a natural approach is to employ a mesh of tri-
angles. The idea is to triangulate the reference depth image so that each
triangle locally approximates the object surface. In our implementation,
depth image triangulation is performed such that two micro-triangles per
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Figure 4.3 — A virtual view consists of visible, overlapped and undefined pixels.

Figure 4.4 — Stages of a micro-triangular mesh rendering technique: first, each
triangle vertex in the reference image is warped and, second, each triangle is
rasterized to produce the output image.

pixel are employed. For each triangle vertex in the reference image, the
corresponding position of the warped vertex is calculated using Equa-
tion (4.4). Finally, a rasterization procedure is performed that converts the
triangle-based geometric description of the warped image into a bitmap
or raster image (see Figure 4.4). For an efficient implementation, it can be
noticed that each adjacent triangle shares two common vertices. There-
fore, only one warped-vertex position per pixel needs to be computed to
obtain the third warped-vertex position. While such a technique leads to
high-quality image rendering, a disadvantage is the very large number of
micro-triangles, which involves a high computational complexity.

4.2.3 Rendering using relief texture mapping

As previously highlighted, the 3D image warping and the mesh-based ren-
dering techniques suffer either from a low rendering quality, or a high
computational complexity. To circumvent these issues, we now present an
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alternative rendering technique derived from the relief texture mapping
algorithm [71]. Initially, relief texture mapping was developed for render-
ing uneven surfaces of synthetic computer graphics objects. The guiding
principle of the relief texture mapping is to factorize the 3D image warping
equation into a combination of simpler 2D texture mapping operations. In
this section, we employ a similar approach, albeit adapted to the multi-
view geometry framework.

Let us now factorize the warping function so that the equation is de-
composed into a sequence of simple 2D texture mapping operations. From
Equation (4.5), it can be written

λ2

Zw

p2 = K2R2K
−1
1 · (p1 −

K1C2

Zw

). (4.6)

Analyzing this factorized equation, it can be observed that the first factor
K2R2K

−1
1 is equivalent to a 3 × 3 matrix. This 3 × 3 matrix corresponds

to a homography transform between two images. In practice, a homogra-
phy transform between two images is implemented using a planar texture
mapping algorithm. The advantage of using such a transformation is that
a hardware implementation of the function is available in a standard GPU.

Let us now analyze the second factor of the factorized equation, i.e.,
(p1 − K1C2

Zw
). This term projects the input pixel p1 onto an intermediate

point pi = (xi, yi, 1)T , which can be defined as

λipi = p1 −
K1C2

Zw

, (4.7)

where λi defines a homogeneous scaling factor. It can be seen that this last
operation performs the translation of the reference pixel p1 to the interme-
diate pixel pi. The translation vector can be expressed in homogeneous
coordinates by

λi





xi

yi

1



 =





x1 − t1
y1 − t2
1− t3



 , with (t1, t2, t3)
T =

K1C2

Zw

. (4.8)

Written in Euclidean coordinates, the intermediate pixel position is defined
by

xi =
x1 − t1
1− t3

, yi =
y1 − t2
1− t3

. (4.9)

It can be seen that the mapping from Equations (4.8) and (4.9) basically in-
volves a 2D texture mapping operation, which can be further decomposed
into a sequence of two 1D transformations. In practice, these two 1D trans-
formations are performed first, along rows, and second, along columns.
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Figure 4.5 — Two 1D pixel resampling operations. (a) In a first step, two con-
secutive pixels are horizontally shifted and re-sampled. (b) Next, re-sampled
pixels are then projected onto the final intermediate image by performing ver-
tical pixel shift followed by a pixel re-sampling procedure.

This class of warping methods is known as scanline algorithms [72]. An
advantage of this supplementary decomposition is that a simpler 1D tex-
ture mapping algorithm can be employed (as opposed to 2D texture map-
ping algorithms). Hence, 1D pixel re-sampling can now be performed eas-
ily.

Let us now provide details about the pixel re-sampling procedure. Con-
sider two consecutive pixels in the input reference depth image (see Fig-
ure 4.5). Following Equation (4.9), both pixels are first shifted horizontally
in the intermediate image. Because both pixels are mapped onto sub-pixel
positions, it is necessary to calculate and interpolate pixel values at inte-
ger pixel positions. A similar process is repeated column-wise to obtain
the intermediate image. The pseudocode of the pixel re-sampling algo-
rithm is summarized in Algorithm 3. In this pseudocode, the procedure
LinearInterpolationColor(xprev

i , xi, x) performs a linear interpola-
tion between the color[xprev

i ] and color[xi] at integer position x. Similarly,
the procedure LinearInterpolationDepth(xprev

i , xi, x) performs a lin-
ear interpolation between depth[xprev

i ] and depth[xi] at integer position x.

The advantages of the relief texture algorithm are twofold. First, the
described decomposition of the 3D image warping equation factorizes the
equation into a sequence of two simpler 2D texture mapping operations.
As a beneficial result, the implementation of the relief texture algorithm
can be realized on a standard GPU, so that the rendering can be efficiently
executed. Second, the relief texture algorithm allows an accurate re-sampling
of pixels, leading to an accurate rendering of fine textures. However, one
disadvantage of the relief texture rendering technique is that the algorithm
uses an intermediate image of arbitrary size, giving the algorithm an arbi-
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Algorithm 3 1D horizontal pixel mapping and re-sampling

Require: Camera parameters K1 and C2, input row depth[.] and color[.].
Require: Output re-sampled row depth out[.] and color out[.].

procedure AskXIntermediate(x1, Zw)
return xi = (x1 − t1)/(1− t3) with (t1, t2, t3)

T = (K1C2)/Zw

end procedure
main

colorprev = color[0];Zprev
w = depth[0]

xprev
i = AskXIntermediate(0, Zprev

w )
for (x1 = 1;x1 ≤ width;x1 + +) do

Zw = depth[x1]
xi = AskXIntermediate(x1, Zw)
for (u = ⌈xprev

i ⌉; u ≤ xi;u + +) do
color out[u]=LinearInterpolationColor(xprev

i , xi, u)
depth out[u]=LinearInterpolationDepth(Zprev

w , Zw, u)
end for
xprev

i = xi;Z
prev
w = Zw

end for
end main

trary computational complexity. More specifically, we have seen that the
relief texture algorithm synthesizes an intermediate image (described by
pi = p1 − K1C2

Zw
in Equation (4.6)) prior to performing the planar texture

mapping operation (described by K2R2K
−1
1 in Equation (4.6)). Because

the intermediate pixel position pi depends on the arbitrary position of the
virtual camera centered at C2, the pixel pi may be projected in the interme-
diate image also at an arbitrary position. For example, intermediate pixels
may be projected at negative pixel coordinates. A solution for handling
intermediate pixels with negative coordinates consists is to use a large in-
termediate image of which the coordinate system is translated. Therefore,
the relief texture algorithm requires an intermediate image of larger size.
Practically, the size of the intermediate image is defined by calculating the
position of the the four image corners for the minimum and maximum
depth values (Equation (4.6).

4.2.4 Rendering using inverse mapping

A. Previous work

Let us now introduce an alternative technique to forward mapping, called
inverse mapping. Prior to presenting the algorithm, we discuss the aspects
of the earlier mentioned approaches and related work.
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Figure 4.6 — An inverse mapping function (back) projects a destination pixel
onto the source image grid. The color of the destination pixel is then interpo-
lated from the four neighboring pixels in the source image.

In the previous sections, three different image rendering algorithms
were presented: 3D image warping, triangular mesh-based rendering and
relief texture mapping. Each of these algorithms features some advan-
tages and disadvantages. First, the 3D image warping provides a low
complexity method for rendering images. However, the 3D image warp-
ing projects the source pixels onto the destination image grid at sub-pixel
positions. As a result, the pixels in the synthetic image are not correctly
re-sampled according to the integer pixel grid, resulting in re-sampling
artifacts. Second, the triangular mesh-based rendering technique renders
high-quality images at the expense of a high computational complexity. Fi-
nally, the proposed variant of the relief texture algorithm simultaneously
features a high-quality rendering and a rendering-equation decomposition
well suited for GPU architectures. However, the computational complex-
ity varies with respect to the virtual camera position. Note that each of
these rendering algorithms is defined as a mapping from the source image
coordinates p1 to the destination image coordinates p2. Therefore, they are
referred to as forward mapping. An alternative formulation is to define the
rendering algorithm as a function of the destination image to the source
image coordinates. Such a technique is usually referred to as inverse map-
ping. In particular, inverse mapping (back) projects destination pixels onto
the source image grid. The color of the synthetic destination pixel is then
interpolated from the pixels surrounding the calculated source pixel posi-
tion. Therefore, the advantage of an inverse mapping rendering technique
is that all pixels of the destination image are correctly defined and no holes
can be distinguished in the rendered image. Figure 4.6 illustrates the image
rendering process using inverse mapping.

One of the earliest attempts for rendering images using inverse map-
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ping, is based on a collection of uncalibrated and calibrated views [73]. The
algorithm searches the color of the destination pixel that yields the most
consistent color across the views. Using the geometry of multiple views,
this is performed by searching the depth value of the destination pixel such
that all pixel colors are consistent. This most consistent color is finally
used as a color for the destination pixel. Because this method requires a
search of depth values, the technique is computationally expensive. To
avoid such an expensive search, the Sprite with Depth algorithm has been
introduced [63]. The Sprite with Depth algorithm decomposes the source
images into multiple planar sprite regions with known depth values and
warps each sprite to the position of the destination image, thereby provid-
ing the per-pixel depth (in the destination image). As a result, an expensive
search of depth is avoided. However, as mentioned in [63], because the
source image is decomposed into multiple planar sprites, the Sprite with
Depth algorithm can only handle 3D scenes with smoothly varying sur-
faces and short baseline distances between the cameras.

B. Rendering algorithm using inverse mapping

Bringing together ideas from both the Sprite with Depth algorithm and
rendering from a collection of views, we propose an inverse mapping ren-
dering algorithm that (a) allows a simple and accurate re-sampling of syn-
thetic pixels, and (b) easily enables to combine multiple source images such
that occluded regions can be correctly handled. It should be noted that
property (a) is not fulfilled with the first presented 3D forward mapping
algorithm, whereas the other two alternatives require complex re-sampling
procedures. Property (b) is realized by scanning the interpolated view, so
that the technique is forced to handle occluded regions by interpolating
them from available views. The new algorithm can be summarized as fol-
lows.

Step 1: The depth map of the source image is warped at the position of the
destination image (forward mapping of the depth image). This can
be achieved using the 3D image warping equation (see Section 4.2.1),
defined as

λ2d2 = K2R2K
−1
1 Z1wd1 −K2R2 ·C2, (4.10)

where d1 and d2 are depth pixel coordinates in the source and des-
tination depth images, respectively, and λ2 a positive scaling fac-
tor. Thus, the depth value Z1w is defined by the pixel value at co-
ordinate d1 in the source depth image. As defined in Section 4.2.1,
(K2,R2,C2) and (K1) correspond to the camera parameters of the
destination and source images, respectively. Note that the possible
occluded holes are not padded in this stage.
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Step 2: To avoid undefined pixels resulting from the forward mapping
algorithm, a dilation operation is carried out on the rendered depth
image. Next, two erosion operations which slightly reduce the delin-
eation of foreground objects, are subsequently performed. This last
step ensures that blended pixels at object borders are not classified as
foreground pixels. Such a rendering artifact is described in detail in
Section 4.4.1.

Step 3: Next, for each defined pixel d2 of the destination depth image, a
corresponding 3D world point (X2w, Y2w, Z2w)T is calculated using
the back-projection operation defined by Equation (2.20)





X2w

Y2w

Z2w



 = C2 + λR−1
2 K−1

2 d2, (4.11)
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(4.12)
Here, the depth value Z2w is defined by the pixel value at coordinate
d2 in the destination depth image. Thus, the depth value Z2w is pro-
vided by the first step of the algorithm that warps the source depth
image into the destination depth image.

Step 4: Finally, the calculated 3D point (X2w, Y2w, Z2w)T is projected onto
the source texture image by employing

λp1 = [K1|03]

[
R1 −R1C1

0
T
3 1

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

projection matrix M1







X2w

Y2w

Z2w

1







, (4.13)

such that the color of the destination pixel p2 can be interpolated
from the pixels surrounding p1 in the source image. The possible
holes in the image are finally padded using a technique described in
the following section.

The proposed inverse mapping rendering technique exhibits three ad-
vantages. First, because an inverse mapping procedure is employed, desti-
nation pixels can be accurately interpolated, thereby rendering high-quality
virtual images. Second, we have seen that “Step 1” of the algorithm in-
volves a forward mapping of the depth image. Intuitively, this processing
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step suffers from the usual problems associated with rendering using for-
ward mapping. However, it should be noted that the depth image repre-
sents the surface of objects, so that the corresponding depth signal mainly
features low-frequency components. As a result, forward-mapping depth
images render images with limited rendering artifacts, when compared to
rendered texture images. Third, the color of occluded pixels can be inferred
at “Step 3” by projecting the 3D-world point p2 = (X2w, Y2w, Z2w)T onto
multiple source image planes, covering all regions of the video scene. We
describe this occlusion-handling scheme in detail in Section 4.4.3.

All rendering algorithms presented up to this point suffer from occlu-
sion artifacts, such as creating holes that cannot reconstructed in the com-
puted images, or overlapping pixels that cannot be interpreted. This means
that additional occlusion processing is required, which is presented in the
following two sections.

4.3 Occlusion-compatible scanning order

This section presents a method that automatically prevents that background
pixels overlap or hide the visibility of foreground pixels. Let us explain
the overlapping problem in more detail. By construction, the presented
rendering techniques define a mapping between source and destination
pixels. However, one algorithmic issue is that multiple foreground and
background source pixels can be mapped at the same position in the des-
tination image. To determine the visibility of each pixel in the rendered
view, a Z-buffer can be used that stores the depth of each pixel in the ren-
dered view. When two pixels are warped at the same position, a depth
comparison of the two pixels is performed and the foreground pixel with
the smallest depth value is selected for rendering. However, this technique
involves the usage of a memory buffer and a depth comparison for each
warped pixel. An alternative technique is the occlusion-compatible scanning
order [66] that we present in this section.

4.3.1 Occlusion-compatible scanning for rectified images

Let us first introduce the basic principle of the occlusion-compatible scan-
ning order, using the simplified case of rectified images. To determine the
visibility of each pixel in the rendered view, a practical method is to scan
the original view such that eventually occluded background pixels are ob-
tained prior to the occluding foreground pixels. Assuming that the views
are rectified and that the intrinsic camera parameters are identical, the im-
age rendering simply consists of a right-to-left pixel-shift operation, where
the shift corresponds to the per-pixel disparity value [19]. Therefore, the
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Figure 4.7 — A proper scanning order of the original view enables that fore-
ground pixels, p3, p4, p5, p6 overwrite the background pixels, i.e., p1 and p2.
Visible background pixels p8, p9, p10, p11 are preserved. The arrows indicate a
simple copy operation. The symbol X represents the occluded pixels.

rendering procedure is performed by scanning the disparity image in a left-
to-right fashion such that foreground pixels overwrite background pixels,
so that foreground pixels are always preserved. Additionally, to determine
the positions of undefined pixels, a per-pixel flag is set when the interpo-
lated pixel position is written. The collection of these per-pixel flags finally
provides a map of occluded pixels. The procedure is illustrated by Fig-
ure 4.7.

4.3.2 Occlusion-compatible scanning for non-rectified images

The problem of scanning background pixels prior to foreground pixels us-
ing non-rectified images can be addressed using the occlusion-compatible
scanning order [66]. Let us consider two 3D scene points P1 and P2, which
are projected onto a target image (virtual view) at the same pixel position p,
and onto the reference view at pixel positions p′

1 and p′
2 (see Figure 4.8). To

perform an occlusion-compatible scanning order of the reference image, it
is necessary to scan first the 3D point P1 and then P2. Using the framework
of oriented projective geometry [74], such a scanning can be obtained by con-
sidering the projection of the virtual/rendered camera center C onto the
reference image plane, i.e., the epipole λ′

ee
′ = M ′C. Specifically, two cases

that depend on the sign of the scaling factor λ′
e can be distinguished.

• First, assuming λ′
e > 0, to perform the warping of background pixels

p1 prior to foreground pixels p2, it is sufficient to scan the reference
image from the border of the image towards the epipole e′.

• Second, in the case λ′
e < 0, the reference image should be scanned

from the epipole towards the borders of the image.
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Figure 4.8 — To perform the warping of background p′1 prior to foreground p′2,
the reference image is scanned from the border toward the epipole e′.

Whereas the first case follows from the discussion in Figure 4.7, the under-
standing of the second case is more complicated. We have worked on a
proof of that case, for which a summary is presented in Appendix A.1.

4.4 Occlusion handling

In the previous section, we have determined the scanning order of the ref-
erence image such that foreground objects overwrite background pixels.
However, this still leaves open how the occluded pixels that may occur
between foreground and background pixels should be interpolated. An il-
lustration of undefined pixels noted as “X” is given in Figure 4.7. To inter-
polate these occluded pixels, we require a padding algorithm. In the sequel,
we first present two conceptual algorithms based on the idea of scanning
order and second, we propose an algorithm that resolves occlusions in a
deterministic fashion.

4.4.1 Padding using occlusion-compatible scanning order

The first approach exploits the assumption that occluded pixels belong to
the background. Therefore, an appropriate solution for padding occluded
pixels is to fill undefined occluded regions by copying neighboring back-
ground pixels. To this end, the color of a neighboring background pixel
should be determined. A proposal for doing this is to use the occlusion-
compatible scanning order previously introduced in Section 4.3. The idea
is to scan the destination image such that foreground pixels are scanned
prior to background pixels. As a result, background pixels always over-
write occluded pixels. Note that, as opposed to the method presented in
Section 4.3 for handling overlapping pixels, the original occlusion-compatible
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.9 — (a) Synthetic view using an occlusion-padding technique based on
background pixels. (b) Magnified view that shows the “rubber band” effect.
(c) Magnified view with stair-casing artifacts at the object boundaries. (d)+(e)
Visual artifacts generated by propagating blended color in occluded pixels.

ordering algorithm scans the source image such that the background pixels
are scanned prior to the foreground pixels. For holes, we thus scan in the
opposite order. An example of a warped image with the occlusion padded
with background pixels is shown in Figure 4.9(a).

Unfortunately, as illustrated in Figure 4.9(b), because the padding is
performed row by row, occluded regions show lines of equal pixels, which
is called the “rubber band” artifact. Furthermore, in a typical textured im-
age, object-border pixels show a mixture of foreground and background
color, which results in blended color pixels. As a consequence, occluded
pixels are padded by the blended color instead of the background color
(see Figure 4.9(d) and Figure 4.9(e)). To avoid the discussed artifacts, we
have investigated an alternative padding technique that appropriately han-
dles pixels at object boundaries.

4.4.2 Padding using occlusion-compatible scanning order and

image pre-processing

As described previously, apparent artifacts mostly occur along object bor-
ders. Therefore, we now introduce a simple technique that intends to per-
form padding using non-blended pixels.

In a first step of the algorithm (image pre-processing), we replace the
blended edge pixels in the original image. Because pixels along the object
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.10 — (a) Synthetic view with occlusion padding based on background
pixels and smoothened discontinuities. (b) “Rubber band” artifacts attenuated
by smoothing the occluded pixels. (c) Attenuated stair-casing artifacts along
the objects boundaries. (d) (e) Blended colors are not propagated in occluded
pixels.

border are a mixture of foreground and background color, we classify the
pixels on the object border as not valid (blended). To obtain the classifi-
cation map of unreliable pixels, an edge-detection procedure is applied to
the depth image. The algorithm then replaces each unreliable pixel by the
nearest valid pixel in the image line. This results in an image in which
object boundaries are not blended.

In a second step (padding), the non-blended image is warped and sub-
sequently, edge pixels are blended. In this warping step, texture and depth
samples are extrapolated from the background pixels (as described in the
previous paragraph). Because the resulting warped view shows non-blended
object boundaries, the algorithm finally smoothes the edges to obtain soft
object boundaries. To attenuate the “rubber band” artifacts, the occluded
regions are smoothened as well. Though multiple heuristic techniques
have been employed for padding the occluded pixels, experiments have
revealed that the method can synthesize new views with sufficient quality
for coding and visualization purposes. For example, Figure 4.10(d) and
Figure 4.10(e) show that blended colors are not replicated in the occluded
regions. Further objective rendering-quality measurements are presented
in Section 4.5.
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4.4.3 Occlusion handling using multiple source images

We now propose an occlusion-handling scheme that combines multiple
source images such that all regions of the video scene are covered, i.e., not
occluded. The proposed method is related to the work of [75], which also
relies on multiple source images to correctly handle occluded pixels. The
approach of [75] deals with occlusions by forward mapping two source im-
ages and compositing/blending the two warped images to obtain a single
rendered destination image. However, it can be easily anticipated that this
method entails the common problems associated with forward mapping of
texture images. To address this problem, we build upon the inverse map-
ping rendering technique, as proposed in Section 4.2.4, and combine the
inverse mapping technique with a multi-image rendering algorithm. The
advantages of the proposed technique are twofold. First, it allows a simple
and accurate re-sampling of synthetic pixels and, second, it easily com-
bines multiple source images such that all regions of the scene are covered.
Accordingly, the presented occlusion-handling technique heavily relies on
the previously proposed inverse mapping rendering technique and can be
described as follows.

Let us consider two source input texture images TA and TB , combined
with two depth images DA and DB , and a destination texture image TD.
Additionally, we associate a projection matrix MA

1 and MB
1 to each source

texture image. The occlusion-rendering method can be divided into four
steps.

Step 1: First, the two source depth images DA and DB are both warped at
the position of the destination image using a forward mapping tech-
nique (see Equation (4.10)). Because a forward mapping rendering
technique is used, both resulting warped depth images show holes,
i.e., occluded pixels. Note that these holes are not padded. This en-
ables the detection of occlusions at a later stage.

Step 2: To avoid undefined pixels resulting from the forward mapping
algorithm, one dilation operation followed by two erosion opera-
tions are carried out on the rendered depth image (these choices were
empirically determined). These undefined pixels do not refer to oc-
cluded regions, but to real undefined pixels that result from the for-
ward mapping algorithm.

Step 3: Next, for each defined depth pixel, the coordinates of a 3D-world
point are calculated using the back-projection Equation (2.20). We
denote P A

2 and P B
2 as being the 3D-world points calculated using a

depth pixel of the depth images DA and DB , respectively. In the case
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that the depth pixel is undefined, the coordinates of the correspond-
ing 3D-world point are set as undefined, accordingly.

Step 4: Finally, each defined 3D-world point is projected onto the source
texture images TA and TB , such that the source pixel coordinates pA

1

and pB
1 are obtained. More formally, this can be written as

λA
1 pA

1 = MA
1 P A

2 and λB
1 pB

1 = MB
1 P B

2 . (4.14)

In the case that both source pixels pA
1 and pB

1 exhibit a consistent
color, it can be inferred that the 3D point is visible in both source im-
ages, and the destination pixel can be defined as p1 = (pA

1 + pB
1 )/2.

Alternatively, if both source pixels contain inconsistent colors, the
foreground source pixel with the smallest depth value is selected to
define the color of the destination pixel p1. In practice, we have de-
fined two pixels as consistent if their absolute difference is less than
a specified threshold. In the case that both pA

1 and pB
1 are undefined,

the pixels are padded using an occlusion-compatible scanning order
that first scans the background objects prior to the foreground objects
(Section 4.4.1).

The principal steps of the algorithm, as discussed and numbered above,
are illustrated by Figure 4.11 for further clarification.

4.5 Experimental results on rendering quality and
evaluation

This section evaluates various combinations of the algorithms presented in
this chapter, ranging from rendering to padding and occlusion handling.
In the experiments, we have explored the following image rendering al-
gorithms: (1) 3D image warping, (2) mesh-based rendering algorithm, (3)
relief texture mapping, (4) rendering using inverse mapping, and (5) ren-
dering using inverse mapping of two source images.

To measure the quality of each rendering technique, a synthetic image
is rendered at the same location and orientation of an arbitrarily selected
camera (reference view). By comparing the synthetic and captured images,
a distortion measure, e.g., PSNRrs can be calculated. As defined in Chap-
ter 3, the PSNRrs distortion metric between a synthetic image Is and a
reference image Ir is calculated by

PSNRrs = 10 · log10

(
2552

MSErs

)

, (4.15)
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Figure 4.11 — Occlusion handling using two source images TA and TB and the
corresponding two depth images DA and DB . In this example, the foreground
3D point P B

2 occludes the background 3D point P A
2 . As a result, the color of

the pixel λp is derived from the corresponding projected point λB
1 pB

1 .

where the Mean Squared Error (MSErs ) is computed by the following equa-
tion:

MSErs =
1

w · h

w∑

i=1

h∑

j=1

||Ir(i, j)− Is(i, j)||2, (4.16)

with w and h corresponding to the width and the height of the image, re-
spectively. For evaluating the performance of the rendering algorithms,
experiments were carried out using the “Ballet” and “Breakdancers” tex-
ture and depth sequences (see Appendix A.2). Camera 2 was selected as a
reference view while the Cameras 1 and 3 indicate the position and orien-
tation of the rendered virtual views. The measured rendering qualities are
summarized in Table 4.1. In the following discussion about the results of
Table 4.1, the 3D image warping rendering is used as a reference for com-
paring results. First, experiments have revealed that a mesh-based ren-
dering method yields a rendering-quality improvement of 0.6 dB to 1.0 dB
when compared with 3D image warping. This result demonstrates that a
sub-pixel rendering algorithm is necessary to render high-quality images.
However, we have found that this approach does not adequately handle
occluded regions. Specifically, a mesh-based rendering method interpo-
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“Ballet” “Breakdancers”
(1) 3D image warping 28.1 dB 31.3 dB
warping (S 4.2.1)
padding (S 4.4.2)
(2) mesh-based (S 4.2.2) 28.7 dB 32.3 dB
(3) relief texture 31.9 dB 33.2 dB
warping (S 4.2.3)
image pre-processing (S 4.4.2)
(4) inverse mapping 31.1 dB 32.5 dB
padding (S 4.4.1)
(5) inverse mapping (2 source images) 34.0 dB 35.1 dB
padding (S 4.4.1)

Table 4.1 — Rendering quality of various image rendering algorithms. For each
complete algorithm, the key steps of the processing are indicated in top-to-
bottom order, with references to the section describing the algorithmic steps.
The principal step of the algorithm (and thus its name), is printed in bold text.

lates occluded pixels from the foreground and background pixels, so that
occluded pixels are padded with a blend of foreground and background
colors. Concluding, the gain of the mesh-based algorithm is deteriorated
by an inappropriate handling of the occluded regions.

Next, we have compared the rendering quality of the relief texture
mapping with the 3D image warping algorithm. Note that in this experi-
ment, the source image is pre-processed using the technique described in
Section 4.4.2 and that occluded pixels are padded using the color of the
background pixels. Objective rendering-quality measurements show that
padding of occluded pixels by the background color produces a noticeable
improvement of the rendering quality. Specifically, we have obtained an
image-quality improvement of 1.9 dB and 3.8 dB, for the “Breakdancers”
and “Ballet” sequences, respectively. Additionally, subjective evaluations
demonstrate that the proposed rendering method enables high-quality ren-
dered images. For example, the occluded regions at the right side of fore-
ground characters are correctly extrapolated from the background color
and any rendering artifacts are hardly perceived (see Figure 4.12(b) and
Figure 4.14(b)). This confirms that deriving the color of occluded regions
from neighboring background pixels is a simple heuristic algorithm but an
efficient approach.

Finally, the performances of two inverse mapping rendering techniques
are evaluated. First, experimental results show that the inverse mapping
rendering technique improves the rendering quality up to 3 dB, when com-
pared to 3D image warping. In addition, it can be noted that the relief
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texture rendering method slightly outperforms the inverse mapping ren-
dering technique. Such a result simply emphasizes that the occlusion-
handling technique has a significant impact on the final rendering quality.
In this specific case, the occlusion-handling technique, which includes the
image pre-processing step, produces significant rendering improvements
(see Figure 4.13(a) and Figure 4.15(a)).

Second, the two-image inverse mapping technique is compared with
the 3D image warping algorithm. Objective rendering-quality measure-
ments show that a significant rendering-quality improvement can be ob-
tained by combining two source images for synthesizing a single image.
For example, an improvement of 3.8 dB and 5.9 dB is obtained for the
“Breakdancers” and “Ballet” sequences, respectively. Additionally, subjec-
tive evaluations show that occluded regions are adequately handled. For
example, the occluded regions at the right of the foreground persons in
Figure 4.13(b) and Figure 4.15(b) are correctly defined and rendered ac-
curately. Note that, as opposed to the heuristic padding technique, the
occluded region is now correctly defined.

For comparison purposes, we have developed a C++ software imple-
mentation of the rendering algorithms. Since the presented work focuses
on the quality of the rendered images, the software implementation was
not optimized for fast rendering. Practically, our software implementation
yields a rendering time that ranges between 3.5 and 7 seconds for each
frame (of size 1024 × 768 pixels). Again, note that this rendering time is
not obtained from an optimized software implementation. It is thus pos-
sible to significantly reduce the rendering time by using a Single Instruc-
tions Multiple Data (SIMD) processor architecture, which is available in
modern CPU’s. Considering a possible GPU-based optimization of the re-
lief texture mapping algorithm, we have found that using a GPU-based
acceleration does not bring execution performance improvements. Specif-
ically, although the execution of the homography transform is performed
efficiently by the GPU, the speed for transferring the resulting synthetic
image from the graphic GPU memory to the main CPU memory is low,
so that not computation but bandwidth is the bottleneck. Currently, this
communication bottleneck has been addressed by the latest generation of
modern GPU’s.

4.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have proposed two novel image rendering algorithms.
The first algorithm is based on a variant of the relief texture method. As

opposed to the original approach adapted to a computer-graphics frame-
work, the proposed algorithm directly integrates the internal and external
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camera parameters. To enable accurate rendering, the proposed render-
ing algorithm decomposes the standard image warping equation into a se-
quence of two simpler 2D operations. The first 2D operation is further de-
composed into two 1D operations, thereby enabling a simple re-sampling
of pixels along rows and columns. The second 2D operation is an homog-
raphy transform that can be accurately implemented and efficiently exe-
cuted using a standard GPU. As a result, the key features of the algorithm
are that it avoids holes in the synthetic image and it fits well to a GPU
architecture.

The second algorithm is based on an inverse mapping method that
scans the destination image and calculates the position of the correspond-
ing pixels in the source image. Therefore, this methods allows a simple re-
sampling of synthetic pixels because it prevents rounding the coordinates
of synthetic pixels to the underlying pixel grid. The proposed rendering
algorithm features a simple and accurate re-sampling of synthetic pixels
and easily enables the combination of multiple source images such that
occluded regions can be correctly handled. Therefore, this algorithm can
potentially offer a higher rendering quality than the relief texture mapping.

Next, to address the problem of determining the visibility of background
and foreground pixels in the rendered image, we have discussed the occlusion-
compatible scanning order. This concept was adopted from literature and
validated within our framework. Here, we have derived that a proper
scanning can be made for rectified and unrectified views.

Additionally, two occlusion-handling techniques were introduced. The
first technique is based on the assumption that occluded regions corre-
spond to background pixels. Occluded pixels are therefore padded using
the color of neighboring background pixels. Although the presented tech-
niques are based on heuristic rules, experimental results have shown that
the relief texture combined with the proposed occlusion-handling meth-
ods yield between 1.9 dB and 3.8 dB rendering-quality improvement. The
second occlusion-handling method combines two source images that cover
all regions of the video scene for synthesizing a single virtual view. Note
that the proposed inverse mapping algorithm integrates and combines the
two source images by careful pixel selection, so that occluded regions are
properly handled. Experimental results indicate that such an occlusion-
handling technique further improves the rendering quality by a range of
3.8 dB to 5.9 dB.

If there is one aspect of this chapter that comes clearly to the fore-
ground, then it is a decent solution for the occlusion problem. If this is
well managed, the rendering quality will be clearly improved, both objec-
tively in terms of measured SNR (dB) and subjectively. It will become clear
later in this thesis, that this also has a beneficial impact on the coding ef-
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ficiency, since the visual data contains less disturbing and noisy pixels. A
second aspect is that an efficient use of the multi-view geometry can sig-
nificantly reduce the complexity of the rendering algorithms. Specifically,
we have seen that the visibility of objects can be determined by solely us-
ing the multi-view geometry without any depth information. Addition-
ally, the multi-view geometry enables an efficient and simple padding of
background holes in the synthetic images. Finally, we have seen that a
rendering equation relying on the multi-view geometry can be appropri-
ately factorized, thereby enabling an efficient execution. The aforemen-
tioned advantages highlight that multi-view geometry constitutes a very
powerful tool 1, which was indispensable in this chapter for making the
improvements and optimizations with a limited number of assumptions
and conditions.

1This remark is similar to a statement of Jean le Rond d’Alembert, a French mathemati-
cian, who stated that “Algebra is generous; she often gives more than is asked of her”
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12 — (a) Original view of the “Ballet” sequence captured by the camera
3. (b) Relief texture mapping algorithm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13 — (a) Inverse-mapping algorithm. (b) Inverse-mapping algorithm
using two source images.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.14 — (a) Original view of the “Breakdancers” sequence captured by the
camera 3. (b) Relief texture mapping algorithm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.15 — (a) Inverse-mapping algorithm. (b) Inverse-mapping algorithm
using two source images.
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5

H.264-Based Depth and Texture
Multi-View Coding

“Prediction is very difficult,
especially about the future.”

Niels Bohr, Danish physicist.

This chapter concentrates on the compression of multi-view depth and multi-
view texture video, based on predictive coding. To exploit the inter-view cor-
relation, two view-prediction tools have been implemented and used in parallel:
a block-based disparity-compensated prediction and a View Synthesis Prediction
(VSP) scheme. Whereas VSP relies on an accurate depth image, the block-based
disparity-compensated prediction scheme can be performed without any geome-
try information. Our encoder employs both strategies and adaptively selects the
most appropriate prediction scheme, using a rate-distortion criterion for an op-
timal prediction-mode selection. The attractiveness of the encoding algorithm is
that the compression is robust against inaccurately-estimated depth images and
requires only two reference cameras for fast random-access to different views. We
present experimental results for several texture and depth multi-view sequences,
yielding a quality improvement of up to 0.6 dB for the texture and 3.2 dB for
the depth, when compared to solely performing H.264/MPEG-4 AVC disparity-
compensated prediction.

5.1 Introduction

Current 3D video systems can be coarsely divided into two classes. The
first class focuses on the 3D-TV application and relies on the 1-depth/1-
texture 3D video representation format. Specifically, by combining one
texture video and one depth video, synthetic views can be rendered using
an image rendering algorithm and, they can be visualized using a stereo-
scopic display. The compression and transmission of the 1-depth/1-texture
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approach was recently standardized by Part 3 of the MPEG-C video spec-
ifications [76]. As already mentioned in the introductory chapter, the 1-
depth/1-texture relies on a single texture video combined with a corre-
sponding depth video signal. However, considering a video scene with
rich 3D video geometry, rendered virtual views typically show occluded
regions that were not captured by the reference camera. We have seen in
the previous chapter that occluded regions can be accurately rendered by
combining multiple source images. Therefore, a second class of 3D video
systems is based on multiple texture views of the video scene, called N-
texture representation format [9]. The N-texture approach forms the basis
for the Multi-view Video Coding (MVC) standard currently developed by
the Joint Video Team (JVT) [10] within the ITU and ISO MPEG. However,
the MVC standard does not involve the transmission of depth sequences,
thereby reducing the quality of the rendered images. For this reason, a
third class of 3D video systems is based on the N-depth/N-texture 3D
video representation format. In October 2007, the Join Video Team (JVT)
started an ad-hoc group, specifically focusing on the compression of N-
depth/N-texture 3D video [77]. Our work in this chapter originates from
the period 2006-2007.

Let us now discuss the problem of N-depth/N-texture multi-view video
coding in more detail. A major problem when dealing with N-texture and
N-depth video signals is the large amount of data to be encoded, decoded
and rendered. For example, an independent transmission of 8 views of the
“Breakdancers” sequence, using an H.264/MPEG-4 AVC encoder, requires
about 10 Mbit/s and 1.7 Mbit/s with a PSNR of 40 dB for the texture and
depth data, respectively 1. Given this resolution and the limited frame
rate for the experimental sequences, it can be directly concluded that the
bit rate is relatively high. Therefore, coding algorithms enabling an effi-
cient compression of both multi-view depth and texture video are necessary.
In a typical multi-view acquisition system, the acquired views are highly
correlated. As a result, a coding gain can be obtained by exploiting the
inter-view dependency between neighboring cameras.

In this chapter, we propose a multi-view coding algorithm that is based
on two different approaches for the predictive coding of views. We em-
ploy two approaches for predictive coding for handling varying multi-
view acquisition conditions (small or large baseline distance) and vary-
ing 3D depth image quality. The first predictive coding tool is based on a
block-based disparity-compensated prediction scheme (the difference be-
tween motion and disparity compensation is further elaborated in the next

1The resolution of the “Breakdancers” sequence is 1024×768 pixels and the frame rate is
15 frames per second. The compression is performed using an H.264/MPEG-4 AVC encoder
with main profile.
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section). The advantages of this predictive coding tool are that it does
not require a geometric description of the scene and it yields high cod-
ing efficiency for multi-view sequences with small baseline distance. The
second predictive coding tool is based on a View Synthesis Prediction al-
gorithm (VSP), that synthesizes an image as captured by the predicted
camera [78, 79]. The advantage of the VSP algorithm is that it enables
the prediction of views for large baseline distance sequences. The pro-
posed encoder employs both approaches and adaptively selects the most
appropriate prediction scheme, using a rate-distortion criterion for an op-
timal prediction-mode selection. To evaluate the efficiency of the VSP
predictive coding tool, we have integrated VSP into an H.264/MPEG-4
AVC encoder. We particularly emphasize that previous contributions on
multi-view video coding have mainly focused on multi-view texture video.
However, the problem of multi-view depth video coding has been hardly
investigated and forms therefore an interesting topic.

This chapter is organized as follows. We commence with a short survey
of previous multi-view texture coding approaches. In the same section,
the performance of the surveyed multi-view coding algorithms is eval-
uated for both texture and depth compression. Afterwards, Section 5.3
and Section 5.3.3 describe the integration of two predictive coding algo-
rithms, i.e., block-based disparity-compensated prediction and VSP, into
an H.264/MPEG-4 AVC encoder. Experimental results are provided in Sec-
tion 5.4 and the chapter concludes with Section 5.5.

5.2 Multi-view video coding tools

In this section, we provide an overview of the multi-view compression
coding approaches, some of which have been investigated in the scope of
the MVC standard [80] and we perform a comparison of their performance.

5.2.1 Disparity-compensated prediction

Generally, it is accepted that multi-view images are highly correlated so
that a coding gain can be obtained [81]. To exploit the inter-view correla-
tion, a typical approach is to perform a block-based disparity-compensated
prediction. Similar to a block-based motion-compensated prediction, a
block-based disparity-compensated prediction estimates (for each block)
a displacement/disparity vector between a predicted view and a main ref-
erence view. The approach of using a disparity-compensated prediction
was earlier adopted in the MPEG-2 multi-view profile [82]. The disparity-
compensated prediction scheme assumes that the motion of objects across the
views corresponds to a translational motion model. For a short baseline
camera distance, this assumption on translational motion is usually valid.
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However, considering a wide baseline multi-view sequence, the motion
of objects cannot always be accurately approximated by a simple trans-
lation. In such a case, the temporal correlation between two consecutive
frames may be higher than the spatial correlation between two neighbor-
ing views. To evaluate the temporal and spatial inter-view correlation, a
statistical analysis of the block-matching step has been carried out [81]. In
the discussed analysis, the block-matching step refers to finding the block
that is most similar to the selected reference block in the neighboring views
or the time-preceding frames. In the case the prediction block is located
in a time-preceding frame, the block is temporally predicted. Alternatively,
if the predicted block is located in a neighboring view/frame, the block
is spatially predicted. Experimental results of the statistical analysis in [81]
show that the image blocks are temporally predicted in 63.7% and 87.2% of
the cases, for the “Breakdancers” and “Ballet” sequences, respectively. As
a result, depending on the multi-view sequences properties, in particular,
the baseline-camera distance, it is more appropriate to exploit the tempo-
ral correlation rather than the spatial inter-view correlation. Therefore, we
propose a prediction structure that adequately exploits both the temporal
and spatial inter-view correlation should be employed.

5.2.2 Prediction structures

Let us now discuss several prediction structures that exploit both the tem-
poral and spatial inter-view correlations. To adequately exploit both cor-
relations, several multi-view coding structures have been explored within
the MVC framework [83].

A. Simulcast coding

To perform multi-view coding, a first straightforward solution consists of
independently encoding the multiple views, called simulcast coding. The
prediction structure of a simulcast coding algorithm is illustrated by Fig-
ure 5.1(a), where each view is independently coded and compression only
exploits temporal redundancy. One advantage of simulcast coding is that
standard video encoders can be used for multi-view coding. However,
simulcast coding does not exploit the correlation between the views. Be-
cause of its simplicity, simulcast coding is typically employed as a reference
for comparisons of coding performance. For example, an evaluation proce-
dure based on a simulcast compression of the views was initially proposed
within the MVC framework as a coding performance anchor [32].
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Figure 5.1 — (a) Simulcast prediction structure and (b) MaDC prediction struc-
ture for multi-view coding.

B. Hybrid motion- and disparity-compensated prediction structure

As a second approach, it has been proposed [11, 12, 84] to simultaneously
exploit the temporal and inter-view correlations. To this end, a selected
view is predicted from a time-preceding frame or from a neighboring view,
using motion- or disparity-compensated prediction, respectively. There-
fore, by employing multiple reference frames, temporal and inter-view
correlations can be simultaneously exploited. The prediction structure of
this hybrid motion- and disparity-compensated prediction structure is il-
lustrated by Figure 5.1(b). In the following, we denote this Motion- and
Disparity-Compensated prediction structure as an “MaDC prediction struc-
ture”. In practice, at least two reference frames should be employed and
stored in the Decoded Picture Buffer (DPB) of an H.264/MPEG-4 AVC en-
coder. Therefore, it can be noted that the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC architecture
features the advantage of enabling view-prediction from multiple refer-
ence frames. Additionally, by employing the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC rate-
distortion optimization, the optimal (in a rate-distortion sense) reference
frame can be selected for each image block. Similar multiple prediction
structures have been recently reported to the MVC framework [83]. One
of these prediction structures exploits also the spatial and temporal redun-
dancy by performing a hierarchical bi-directional prediction of the views
(hierarchical B-picture) [12]. This prediction structure was then integrated
into the MVC reference software [85] and constitutes an essential coding
tool of the MVC software.

C. Experimental comparison of prediction structures

We now present experimental comparison of two texture and depth multi-
view encoded sequences, using the previously introduced prediction struc-
tures. We start by discussing the rate-distortion curves of the texture multi-
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view sequences, as shown by Figure 5.2. For coding experiments, we have
employed the open-source H.264/MPEG-4 AVC encoder x264 [86]. The
arithmetic coding algorithm CABAC was enabled for all experiments and
the motion search was 32× 32 pixels. The Group Of Pictures (GOP) size is
set to 25 frames and the GOP structure is defined as IBBP. Finally, the num-
ber of reference frames is set to 2 and the first 25 frames of the sequences
are used for compression. First, for the “Breakdancers” sequence, it can
be observed that the MaDC prediction structure slightly outperforms the
simulcast prediction structure. For example, an MaDC prediction struc-
ture yields a quality improvement of 0.2 dB at a bit rate of 700 kbit per
view with respect to simulcast coding. However, considering the “Ballet”
sequence, no coding gain is observed, instead a small loss occurs. Such
a result simply emphasizes that the temporal correlation between consec-
utive frames is more significant than the inter-view correlation between
neighboring views (as highlighted by the statistical analysis discussed in
Section 5.2.1). Therefore, the overhead involved by the usage of multi-
ple reference frames (e.g., reference frame index for each block) decreases
the coding performance. For comparison, the MVC reference software
yields a coding improvement of 0.25 dB and 0.05 dB for the “Breakdancers”
and “Ballet” sequences, respectively [87]. Therefore, the presented MaDC
prediction structure yields a coding efficiency similar to the MVC refer-
ence software. Additionally, although significant coding improvements
can be obtained for multi-view sequences with short baseline camera dis-
tances [83], experimental results show that neither the MVC encoder nor
the MaDC prediction structure yield significant coding improvements for
wide baseline multi-view sequences. As confirmed by the coding experi-
ments reported to the Joint Video Team [87], this conclusion is especially
true for the wide baseline multi-view sequence “Ballet”.

Let us now consider the compression of multi-view depth sequences.
Considering the rate-distortion curves of the depth multi-view sequences
“Breakdancers” and “Ballet”, it can be observed that an MaCD prediction
structure does not yield a coding improvement over simulcast coding (see
Figure 5.3). In the case of such wide baseline sequences, the depth image
sequences show high temporal correlation. As a result, a large percentage
of macroblocks can be encoded using a motion SKIP coding mode, where
the inter-view correlation is not exploited at all. In this mode, the depth
signals are so stable over time that the transmission of macroblocks can be
skipped and the contents of depth macroblocks are copied from the pre-
vious frame. This is particularly true for depth video, since depth signals
have a smooth nature. For comparison with the MVC reference software, a
coding improvement of 0.3 dB was obtained by the MVC software for the
“Breakdancers” depth sequence [87]. However, similar to the presented
coding structure, the MVC encoder yields no coding improvement (and
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even a slight degradation) for the “Ballet” depth sequence.

5.2.3 Performance bounds

In the previous section, the rate-distortion efficiency of motion- and disparity-
compensated coding of multi-view video has been investigated. How-
ever, the theoretical bound for the coding of multi-view video has not
been addressed, so that the theoretical gain in coding performance is not
known. Considering the case of single-view video coding, a mathemati-
cal framework that establishes the coding performance bound of motion-
compensated predictive coding was proposed [88]. This mathematical frame-
work was later extended for evaluating the theoretical rate-distortion bounds
for motion- and disparity-compensated coding of multi-view video [89].
In the discussed study, a matrix of pictures of M views and K tempo-
rally successive pictures is defined. Here, the parameter M indicates the
Group of Views (GOV) size, for which the inter-view similarity between
M neighboring views is exploited. For example, the case M=1 corresponds
to a simulcast compression of the views. To evaluate the rate-distortion
bounds, the impact of various temporal GOP and spatial GOV sizes is ex-
plored. Results of the analysis shows that the rate-distortion gain signifi-
cantly depends on the properties of the multi-view sequence. Specifically,
in the case the inter-view redundancy is exploited for 8 views (M=8), a the-
oretical coding gain ranging from 0.01 to 0.08 bit/pixel/camera can be ob-
tained. Therefore, the coding gain can vary significantly, but for practical
cases, such as a GOP=8 or even larger, the coding gain is rather limited. For
the multi-view sequences investigated in this thesis, a limited theoretical
coding gain of 0.01 and 0.02 bit/pixel/camera is obtained at 40 dB for the
“Breakdancers” and “Ballet” sequences, respectively 2. Additionally, the
analysis highlights that exploiting the interview redundancy across a vary-
ing number of views (M=4 or M=8) does not significantly alter the coding-
performance bound. Instead, it was shown that the temporal redundancy
constitutes a very important factor in the theoretical coding-performance
bound for wide baseline camera distances.

5.2.4 Coding efficiency versus random access and decoding

complexity

In the previous section, the compression efficiency of existing multi-view
coding structures was investigated in a straightforward fashion. However,
coding efficiency is not the only important aspect for consideration. A sec-
ond important feature is the ability for users to randomly access views in the

2In [89], the original MPEG sequences were down-sampled such that a comparison with
the results presented within MVC is not directly possible.
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Figure 5.2 — RD-curves of the texture sequences “Breakdancers” 5.2(a) and
“Ballet” 5.2(b) encoded using the simulcast and MaDC prediction structures.
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Figure 5.3 — RD-curves of the depth sequences “Breakdancers” 5.3(a) and “Bal-
let” 5.3(b) encoded using the simulcast and MaDC prediction structures.
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encoded bit stream. In practice, considering a free-viewpoint video sys-
tem, this feature enables a user to switch viewpoints at interactive rates,
i.e., at the frame rate of the video. A third aspect is the complexity of the
multi-view video decoder, either implemented on a regular computer or
as embedded system within a (low-cost) consumer electronics product.
Therefore, the design of the free-viewpoint video system is driven by three
aspects: (1) compression efficiency, (2) random-access, i.e., low-delay ac-
cess to a desired view and (3) low complexity of the multi-view decoder.
These three system aspects should be balanced at design time. Given the
importance of these aspects, we discuss them in more detail in this section.

A. Decoding complexity versus low-delay access. Because switching view-
points should be performed at the frame rate of the video, the decoding of
the desired views should be completed within a frame time (e.g., within
1/25 seconds). Therefore, to keep the delay of decompression reasonably
low, the number of dependencies should be limited. Although the cur-
rent monocular video coding standards do provide some random-access
capabilities (insertion of intra-coded frames), these were designed for ro-
bustness reasons and fast channel switching and as such, are insufficient
for the free-viewpoint video application. Specifically, depending on the
processing capabilities of the decoder and the periodicity of inserted intra-
coded frames 3, a simulcast compression of the views may not enable the
user to switch viewpoints at the frame rate of the video. One approach to
allow a user to switch viewpoints at the frame rate of the video is to pre-
pare and decode all views prior to the user-selection of the view. However,
this approach involves the parallel decompression of all views and all of
its reference views. For a simulcast prediction structure, this approach im-
plies the instantiation of one H.264/MPEG-4 AVC decoder for each view
and thus a high computational complexity. Hence, the multi-view video
player should be able to handle simultaneously multiple H.264/MPEG-4
AVC decoders, or be able to decode the user-selected view and all of its ref-
erence frames within the delay tolerated by the user. Alternatively, a prior
decompression of the views encoded using an MaDC prediction structure,
requires the decompression of the user-selected view/frame and all of its
reference frames. Therefore, the complexity of such a free-viewpoint video
decompression system grows as O(M) where M corresponds to the num-
ber of views and their reference views/frames. In the case the system can-
not handle the parallel decompression of all views, the desired view is
rendered with delays. Examples of coding scenarios will be provided in
Section C in the sequel.

3The period of inserted intra-coded frames corresponds to the Group Of Pictures (GOP)
size.
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B. Compression efficiency versus random access. Typically, random ac-
cess is obtained by reducing the coding dependencies between encoded
frames and it can be implemented by periodically inserting intra-coded
frames. Therefore, there exists a trade-off between coding efficiency and
random-access capabilities and an appropriate coding structure should be
selected such that it balances both the coding efficiency and the random-
access capabilities. To provide random access to an arbitrary view while
still exploiting the temporal and inter-view correlations, we propose to
use predefined main views as reference frames from which neighboring sec-
ondary views are predicted (see Figure 5.4). A closer inspection of the pro-
posed coding structure reveals that temporal correlation is exploited only
by two main views. Alternatively, the secondary views exploit only the
spatial inter-view correlation. Consequently, by exploiting an appropriate
mixture of temporal and inter-view predictions, views along the chain of
cameras can be randomly accessed. However, it should be noted that this
approach is obtained at the expense of a loss in coding efficiency. Thus, the
number of reference main views should be appropriately selected, such
that the compression efficiency is not dramatically reduced. The number
of reference main views can range from 1 to N−1, where the exact number
depends on the tolerated rendering latency and depending on the expected
compression efficiency (here, N corresponds to the number of views). Ad-
ditionally, the illustrative example presented in this chapter shows that the
number of reference main views also significantly depends on the proper-
ties of the sequences.

C. Scenarios for selecting prediction structures. From the previous dis-
cussion, four scenarios for adequately selecting a prediction structure can
be distinguished. The first scenario consists of encoding a short baseline
multi-view sequence and tolerating a high delay for accessing the views.
In this scenario, an MVC encoder or an MaDC prediction structure should
be employed because they feature a high coding performance. The second
scenario consists of encoding a short baseline multi-view sequence but re-
quiring a low delay for accessing a desired view. This scenario implies that
a limited rendering delay is tolerated by the viewer so that a complex pre-
diction structure should not be employed. To obtain a low-delay access,
the proposed coding structure from Figure 5.4 can be employed. How-
ever, to correctly balance the low-delay access with the coding efficiency,
a significant number of main views should be employed, e.g., N/3, where
N corresponds to the number of views. In the case the compression per-
formance should be preserved, the number of main views can be as high
as N . The third scenario consists of encoding a wide baseline multi-view
sequence and tolerating a high delay for rendering. In this case, a high
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prediction with random access to an arbitrary view. Main views exploit the
temporal correlation while the secondary views exploit the inter-view corre-
lation.

delay tolerated by the viewer does not necessarily imply that using a com-
plex prediction structure is beneficial. For example, the MVC encoder and
the MaDC prediction structure could not improve the coding efficiency for
the wide baseline distance sequence “Ballet”, when compared to a simul-
cast coding of the views (see Figure 5.2 and the JVT input document [87]).
Thus, for simplicity, simulcast compression may be preferred in this sce-
nario. The fourth scenario consists of encoding a wide-baseline multi-view
sequence and not tolerating a high latency for accessing and rendering im-
ages. In this last case, the proposed prediction structure from Figure 5.4
should be employed because a limited number of coding dependencies is
used. Furthermore, depending on the desired coding efficiency, the sys-
tem designer can select the number of reference main views, such that the
coding efficiency and low-delay access is appropriately balanced.

In this chapter, we provide an illustrative example, where two reference
main views are used. However, even this simple case will clearly illustrate
the trade-off between sequence properties and compression efficiency, as
our experimental results will show later in this chapter.

5.3 View Synthesis Prediction (VSP) for
N-depth/N-texture coding

In this section, we propose a novel multi-view encoder, based on H.264/MPEG-
4 AVC, that employs two different view-prediction algorithms in parallel.
In this section, the text and algorithm development concentrates on tex-
ture coding for simplicity reasons and because the author developed the
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algorithm in this way. However, after the design and experiments, it ap-
peared that virtually all descriptions equally apply to the compression of
multi-view depth sequences. The reader should therefore interpret the text
as being applicable to both depth and texture. At the end of this section, a
contribution which is specific to depth signals is appended.

5.3.1 Predictive coding of views

The first inter-view prediction technique is the disparity-compensated pre-
diction scheme. A major advantage of the disparity-compensated predic-
tion is that a coding gain is obtained when the baseline distance between
cameras is small. Additionally, the disparity-compensated predictor does
not rely on the geometry of multiple views, so that camera calibration pa-
rameters are not required. However, we have shown in Section 5.2.2 that
the disparity-compensated prediction scheme does not always yield a cod-
ing gain, especially for wide baseline distance camera setting. A reason for
this is that the translational motion model, employed by the block-based
motion-compensated scheme, is not sufficiently accurate to predict the mo-
tion of objects with different depths.

The second alternative, i.e., a View Synthesis Prediction (VSP) scheme,
is based on a view-synthesis algorithm that renders an image as seen by the
predicted camera [78, 79]. The advantage of the view-synthesis prediction
is that the views can be better predicted, even when the baseline distance
between the reference and predicted cameras is large, thereby yielding a
high compression ratio. However, as opposed to the previous approach,
the multi-camera acquisition system needs to be fully calibrated prior to
the capturing session and relies on an reasonably accurate depth image.
Additionally, because depth estimation is a complicated task, the depth im-
ages may be inaccurately estimated, thereby reducing the view-prediction
quality. Since VSP is new in the discussion, we further concentrate on its in-
tegration into a multi-view video encoder based on H.264/MPEG-4 AVC.

5.3.2 Incorporating VSP into H.264/MPEG-4 AVC

Important requirements of the view-prediction algorithm are that (a) it
should be robust against depth images which are inaccurately estimated,
and (b) a high compression ratio should be obtained for various baseline
distances between cameras. As discussed above, both presented view-
prediction algorithms have their limitations and cannot be used under
variable capturing conditions. Therefore, our novel strategy is to use both
algorithms selectively on an image-block basis, depending on their current
coding performance.
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Figure 5.5 — Architecture of an H.264/MPEG-4 AVC encoder that adaptively
employs a block-based disparity-compensated prediction or view-synthesis pre-
diction followed by a prediction refinement. The main view and the synthesized
view are denoted Ref and W(Ref), respectively.

An attractive approach to support coding efficiency is to integrate both
prediction techniques, i.e., the View Synthesis Prediction (VSP) and Dis-
parity Compensated Prediction (DCP), and then select the best prediction
for each block. It should be noted that both prediction techniques employ
two different reference frames: DCP uses the main view, whereas VSP ap-
plies the synthesized image. Thus, each block of a frame can be predicted
by one of the reference frames stored into the reference frames buffer (also
known as Decoded Picture Buffer (DPB)). A disadvantage of such a multi-
view encoder is that VSP generates a prediction image that does not neces-
sarily minimize the prediction residual error, so that the complete scheme
would not yield the minimum residual error accordingly. Consequently,
the adopted system concept is modified as follows.

• First, the VSP provides an approximation of the predicted view using
a pre-selected image rendering technique.

• Second, the DCP refines the view-synthesis prediction using a block-
based disparity-compensated prediction.

At the refinement stage, the search for matching blocks is performed in a
region of limited size, e.g., 32 × 32 pixels. In contrast to this, the disparity
between two views in the “Ballet” sequence can be as high as 50 pixels.
Figure 5.5 portrays an overview of the resulting proposed coding architec-
ture.
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There are multiple advantages for using an H.264/MPEG-4 AVC en-
coder. First, because the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC standard enables that each
macroblock can be encoded using different coding modes, occluded re-
gions in the predicted view can be efficiently compressed. More specifi-
cally, occluded pixels cannot always be predicted with sufficient accuracy.
In this case, the algorithm encodes an occluded macroblock in intra-mode.
Alternatively, when the prediction accuracy of occluded pixels is sufficient,
the macroblock is encoded in inter-mode. Summarizing, the flexibility of
H.264/MPEG-4 AVC provides a suitable framework for handling the com-
pression of occlusions. Second, in the case that the depth image is not
estimated accurately, the VSP coding mode is inefficient and will be sim-
ply not selected. Hence, the criterion automatically leads to the correct
coding mode selection. Third, the prediction mode of each image block
is implicitly specified by using the reference frame index, so that no addi-
tional information has to be transmitted. Specifically, as previously high-
lighted, the VSP and the DCP coding algorithms employ two different ref-
erence frames: the synthesized image and the main reference view, respec-
tively. Because these reference frames are stored into the DPB, an image
block can be predicted using, either the first (DCP), or the second (VSP)
frame buffer. The selection of the prediction scheme is therefore indicated
to the decoder by the index of the reference frame, which is an integral
part of the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC standard. Fourth and additionally, the
selection of the prediction tool is performed for each image block using
a rate-distortion criterion. In practice, the rate-distortion criterion can be
based on an R-D optimized coding-mode selection, as implemented in a
standard H.264/MPEG-4 AVC encoder. Thus, the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC
standard offers sufficient flexibility in providing the appropriate coding
modes for optimal matching with the varying prediction accuracies of VSP
and DCP.

5.3.3 Multi-view depth coding aspects when using VSP

A multi-view depth image sequence has correlation properties similar to
a multi-view texture sequence. More specifically, because each depth im-
age represents the depth of the same video scene, all depth images are
correlated across the views. This property is similar to the discussion on
multi-view texture coding in the previous section. This motivates why the
same coding concept for exploiting inter-view correlation can be equally
applied to both texture and depth coding.

As a consequence of the above, a coding gain for depth signals can
be obtained by exploiting depth inter-view correlation. Similar to multi-
view texture coding, the multi-view depth coding algorithm employs the
two different view-prediction algorithms, i.e., the DCP and VSP schemes.
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Figure 5.6 — Architecture of the extended H.264/MPEG-4 AVC encoder that
adaptively employs the previously encoded depth image Dt−1 or the corre-
sponding warped image W (Dt−1) as reference frames.

The most efficient prediction method is then selected for each image block
using a rate-distortion criterion. As opposed to recent contributions in lit-
erature, the presented solution is the first to employ a view-synthesis pre-
diction scheme for encoding multi-view depth sequences.

A further benefit of this approach is that depth signals are relatively
smooth and thus can be accurately predicted using a view-synthesis algo-
rithm. In this aspect, the predictive coding of depth signals is typically
more efficient than for multi-view texture signal, since view-synthesis pre-
diction of texture signals may not always be able to accurately predict fine
texture. A last advantage is that the predictive coding of depth views does
not require the transmission of side information, but instead performs the
prediction of neighboring depth views using the depth main view only.
Figure 5.6 shows an overview of the described depth-coding architecture.
This figure is nearly the same as the coding block diagram for texture.
There is only one major difference: to perform view-synthesis prediction,
the depth compression requires only camera parameters as input, whereas
the texture compression needs both camera parameters and a reference
depth image. In the depth coding loop, the reference main view enables
the simultaneous prediction of multiple secondary views without any side
informations such as motion vectors. Let us now evaluate the results of
DCP- and VSP-based coding algorithms for depth and texture multi-view
signals.
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5.4 Experimental results

5.4.1 Conditions

For evaluating the performances of the proposed multi-view texture- and
depth-coding algorithms, experiments were carried out using the “Ballet”
and “Breakdancers” texture and depth multi-view sequences. The pre-
sented experiments investigate the impact of the prediction accuracy on
the rate-distortion performance. For each presented rate-distortion curve,
the compression of multi-view images is performed under three different
conditions indicated as follows.

1. “Simulcast”: the compression of multi-view depth and texture video
is performed using a simulcast coding structure 4, i.e., limited random-
access capabilities. (Figure 5.1(a))

2. “DCP”: the prediction of depth and texture views is carried out using
only the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC block-based disparity-compensated pre-
diction. To enable better random-access capabilities, the coding struc-
ture illustrated by Figure 5.4 is employed.

3. “DCP/VSP”: the prediction scheme (VSP or DCP) is carried out adap-
tively, using a rate-distortion criterion for an optimal prediction-mode
selection. To enable better random-access capabilities, the coding struc-
ture illustrated by Figure 5.4 is employed.

For the coding experiments, we have employed the open-source H.264/MPEG-
4 AVC encoder x264 [86] using main profile encoding. The arithmetic cod-
ing algorithm CABAC was enabled for all experiments and the motion
search area was 32×32 pixels. We have set the number of reference frames
to 2: one reference for the block-based disparity prediction and a second
for the view-synthesis prediction. The Group Of Pictures (GOP) size is set
to 25 frames and the GOP structure is defined as IBBP (as proposed in the
JVT document [32]). Thus, as opposed to the JVT input document [87] that
investigates the compression performance of MVC for multi-view video
plus depth, no hierarchical B-pictures are employed in the presented exper-
iments. Prior to rendering, the reference depth is encoded with quantizer
setting QP = 29. An algorithm for optimally selecting this quantizer set-
ting is proposed in Chapter 7. It should be noted that depth images should
be encoded at a relatively high quality to avoid ringing-artifacts along ob-
ject borders in the depth map. This prevents that rendering artifacts occur

4At the time the presented experiments were performed and published [22, 23, 21], a
simulcast compression constituted the anchor for the coding performance comparisons [32].
In 2007, the reference software JMVM became the anchor for comparisons [90, 85].
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in the synthesized view. This remark is similar to the conclusions related
to recent depth compression results [70, 91]. Because depth data is nec-
essary for 3D rendering in any case, it can be assumed that depth images
are transmitted even in the case that no view-synthesis prediction is em-
ployed. Hence, employing the view-synthesis prediction does not involve
any bit-rate overhead. Therefore, it should be noted that the presented
rate-distortion curves for texture sequences do not include the bit rate of
depth images.

5.4.2 Experimental results for multi-view texture coding

The result of the comparison for multi-view texture compression is pro-
vided by Figure 5.7.

Comparison of “DCP” with respect to “DCP/VSP”. First, it can be ob-
served that the proposed “DCP/VSP” algorithm consistently outperforms
the “DCP” scheme. For example, observing the “Breakdancers” and “Bal-
let” rate-distortion curves (Figure 5.7(a) and Figure 5.7(b)), it can be seen
that the “DCP/VSP” algorithm yields a quality improvement of 0.6 dB and
0.2 dB at a bit rate of 250 kbit/s and 500 kbit/s, respectively. However,
at high bit rate of about 1 Mbit/s, no coding improvement is obtained.
In that case, the view synthesis does not provide a sufficiently accurate
prediction, so that the disparity-compensated prediction mode is mostly
selected. The proposed VSP-based predictor is therefore mostly efficient
at low bit rates and yields limited coding improvements at high bit rates,
because it cannot accurately predict very fine textures. Summarizing, the
adaptive “DCP/VSP” scheme always gives the best compression, but its
gain is especially visible for low bit rates.

Comparison of “DCP/VSP” with respect to simulcast coding. We es-
pecially evaluate the coding performance differences, while considering
the random-access capabilities of the decoder. First, observing the rate-
distortion curve of the “Breakdancers” sequence, it can be noted that the
“DCP/VSP” coder yields slightly lower coding performances than the simul-
cast coding (0.2 dB at 250 kbit/s). In this case, the random-access capabil-
ities are obtained at the cost of a limited coding-performance loss. For the
“Ballet” sequence, it can be observed that random access capabilities can be
obtained at the cost of a significant coding-performance loss. Such an im-
portant coding-performance loss can be explained by examining the prop-
erties of the “Ballet” multi-view sequence. More specifically, the “Ballet”
sequence was captured using a wide baseline camera setup and depicts
large foreground objects (the dancers). As a result, the sequence shows
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large occluded regions. Hence, the temporal correlation between consecu-
tive frames is more important than the spatial inter-view correlation. This
experimental result confirms the statistical analysis of [81], as discussed in
Section 5.2.1. As suggested in Section 5.2.4, a solution to increase the cod-
ing efficiency is to employ more reference main views. In the extreme case,
N reference main views may be employed to obtain the highest coding
gain, where N corresponds to the number of views. For the “Ballet” se-
quence, this extreme case corresponds to a simulcast compression of the
views and yields coding performances similar to those of an MVC en-
coder [87]. As a result, the system designer may employ the proposed
coding structure, where the number of reference main views corresponds
to a trade-off parameter that balances both the bit rate and the delay for
accessing a desired view. This trade-off between coding efficiency and ran-
dom access was discussed in Section 5.2.4. For each sequence, we summa-
rize in Table 5.1 the corresponding scenarios discussed in Section 5.2.4 for
selecting a prediction structure, such that the random access and coding
efficiency are appropriately balanced.

5.4.3 Experimental results for multi-view depth coding

Figure 5.8 depicts the comparison results for the compression of multi-
view depth sequences.

Comparison of “DCP” with respect to “DCP/VSP”. First, it can be ob-
served that the proposed “DCP/VSP” algorithm consistently outperforms
the “DCP” scheme. For example, observing the rate-distortion curve of the
“Breakdancers” depth image sequence (Figure 5.8(a)), the “DCP/VSP” al-
gorithm yields a quality improvement of 1.6 dB and 1.2 dB at a bit rate of
250 kbit/s and 500 kbit/s, respectively. For the “Ballet” depth image se-
quence (Figure 5.8(b)), the proposed algorithm provides an image-quality
improvement of 2.7 dB and 3.2 dB at a bit rate of 250 kbit/s and 500 kbit/s,
respectively. Therefore, the view-synthesis predictive-coding algorithm
brings significant coding improvements over a disparity-compensated pre-
diction scheme. Such coding improvements can be explained by two fac-
tors. First, the view-synthesis algorithm correctly models the motion ob-
jects in the video scene. As a result, a view-synthesis prediction provides
a more accurate prediction than a disparity-compensated prediction. Sec-
ond, it should be reminded that consistency between depth images across
the views was enforced during depth estimation (see Chapter 3). It can
now be seen, that, besides depth-estimation accuracy, the inter-view con-
sistency constraint for depth estimation also results in a coding efficiency
improvement.
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Figure 5.7 — RD-curves of sequences (a) “Breakdancers” and (b) “Ballet” en-
coded using simulcast, “DCP” and “DCP/VSP” coders.
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Comparison of “DCP/VSP” with respect to simulcast coding. For the
“Breakdancers” depth image sequence, it is interesting to note that the
proposed “DCP/VSP” now outperforms simulcast depth coding. The ob-
tained improvement is 1.6 dB and 1.7 dB at 250 kbit/s and 500 kbit/s, re-
spectively. Summarizing, for the “Breakdancers” sequence, the proposed
“DCP/VSP” algorithm provides random-access capabilities while improv-
ing the coding efficiency. For the “Ballet” sequence, a marginal coding loss
of only 0.2 dB is obtained at 250 kbit/s and 500 kbit/s, respectively. Al-
though no coding improvement can be reported for this particular case,
the proposed algorithm still enables random access to different views as a
remaining benefit.

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented two predictive coding tools: the disparity-
compensated prediction and the view-synthesis prediction. To increase the
coding efficiency, the presented coding tools aim at exploiting the inter-
view correlation by using various prediction structures. To this end, we
have investigated the MaDC prediction structure that leads to a complex
prediction structure and involves a large number of dependencies between
the frames (see Figure 5.1(b)). We have therefore proposed an alternative
coding structure that reduces the number of dependencies between the
frames as shown by Figure 5.4. Related to this, we have discussed mul-
tiple scenarios for selecting an appropriate coding structure, fulfilling the
requirements of (1) either high coding efficiency, or (2) low-delay access to
a user-selected view.

Using the proposed prediction structure, we have presented a new al-
gorithm for the predictive coding of multiple depth and texture camera views
that employs two different view-prediction algorithms: a disparity-compen-
sated prediction and a view-synthesis prediction. The advantages of the
algorithm are that (1) the compression is robust against inaccurately esti-
mated depth images and (2) the chosen prediction structure allows random
access to different views. For each image block, the selection between the
two prediction algorithms is carried out using a rate-distortion criterion.
Furthermore, we have integrated the view-synthesis prediction scheme
into an H.264/MPEG-4 AVC encoder, leading to an adaptive prediction,
using either disparity-compensated prediction, or view-synthesis predic-
tion. It was discussed that this integration can be performed smoothly and
leads elegant advantages. The most relevant benefits are that the predictor
selection is performed using the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC framework and that
the coding mode selection is indicated by the reference frame index.

Experimental results have shown that the view-synthesis predictor can
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Figure 5.8 — RD-curves of depth multi-view sequences for (a) “Breakdancers”
and (b) “Ballet”, encoded using simulcast, “DCP” and “DCP/VSP” coders.
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improve the resulting texture-image quality by up to 0.6 dB for the “Break-
dancers” sequence at low bit rates, when compared to solely perform-
ing H.264/MPEG-4 AVC disparity-compensated prediction. However, we
have found that the proposed coding structure yields a notable coding ef-
ficiency degradation for the “Ballet” texture sequence.

A major result of this chapter is that the view-synthesis prediction and
its integration to the multi-view coding framework can be equally applied
to the compression of multi-view depth images, thereby leading to a uni-
fied approach. The major difference between the texture and depth coding
algorithm is that the depth prediction does not require any side informa-
tion. As a bonus, the depth signals can be more easily predicted by the
view-synthesis prediction because of their smooth properties and inter-
view consistency. Experimental results have revealed that the proposed
“DCP/VSP” coder yields a depth image quality improvement of up to a
significant 3.2 dB when compared to the “DCP” coder. Finally, consider-
ing the multi-view depth sequence, we have indicated that random-access
capabilities can be obtained without significant loss of coding efficiency or
even coding gains.

At this point, it is relevant to briefly compare the results of this chap-
ter with the recent developments of the MVC framework. The discussed
MaDC prediction structure has a comparable performance to the MVC
framework. For both MaDC and MVC encoders, a limited coding perfor-
mance improvement occurs (when compared to simulcast compression)
for wide baseline camera setups. For example, for the “Breakdancers” and
“Ballet” multi-view sequences, an MVC encoder yields a compression im-
provement which ranges from 0.05 dB to 0.25 dB at 500 kbit/s for the tex-
ture compression, and -0.1 to 0.5 dB at 200 kbit/s for the depth compres-
sion. Bearing in mind that the MVC encoder has not provided a coding
efficiency improvement for this wide baseline camera sequences, we have
proposed to employ an appropriate number of reference main views that
balances both the coding efficiency and the random-access capabilities.

The presented view-synthesis prediction scheme exploits both the depth
and texture inter-view redundancy. The main arguments for employing
this scheme are that it facilitates random access to a user-selected view
(depth and texture) and we realize a significant improvement in multi-
view depth compression. In Chapter 6, it will be shown that the the en-
coding of depth data is of crucial importance for rendering high-quality
images. Subsequently, it will be described in Chapter 7 that the bit rate of
the depth data constitutes an significant part of the total bit rate, so that
improving the compression of depth signals will also improve the com-
pression of the total data set.
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6

Depth image coding using
piecewise-linear functions

“One would only need to cut
these paintings out... assemble
them following the indications
given by the colours, to end up in
front of a sculpture.”

Pablo Picasso. Spanish painter.

This chapter proposes a novel depth image coding algorithm which concen-
trates on the special characteristics of depth images: smooth regions delineated by
sharp edges. The algorithm models these smooth regions using piecewise-linear
functions and sharp edges by a straight line. To define the area of support for
each modeling function, we employ a quadtree decomposition that divides the im-
age into blocks of variable size, each block being approximated by one modeling
function containing one or two surfaces. The subdivision of the quadtree and the
selection of the type of modeling function are optimized, such that a global rate-
distortion trade-off is realized. Experimental results show that the described tech-
niques improve the resulting quality of compressed depth images by up to 3 dB,
when compared to a JPEG-2000 encoder.

6.1 Introduction

Previous work on depth image coding has used a transform-based algo-
rithm derived from JPEG-2000 [92, 93] and MPEG encoders [94]. The key
advantage of using a standardized video coding algorithm to compress
depth images is the backward compatibility with already existing technol-
ogy. However, transform coders have shown a significant shortcoming
for representing edges without deterioration at low bit rates. Perceptu-
ally, such a coder generates ringing artifacts along edges that lead to er-
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6. DEPTH IMAGE CODING USING PIECEWISE-LINEAR FUNCTIONS

Figure 6.1 — Example texture image (left) and the corresponding depth map
(right). A typical depth image contains regions of linear depth changes
bounded by sharp discontinuities.

rors in pixel positions, which appear as blurring within the depth signal-
definition along the object borders. An alternative approach is to use tri-
angular meshes [95, 96] to code depth maps. This alternative technique
divides the image into triangular patches and approximates each patch by
a linear function. If the data cannot be represented with a single linear
function, smaller patches are used for that area. However, the placement
of the patches is usually based on a regular grid, such that a large number
of small patches are generated along edges.

The characteristics of depth maps significantly differ from normal tex-
tured images (see Figure 6.1). For example, since a depth map explic-
itly captures the 3-D structure of a scene, large parts of typical depth im-
ages represent object surfaces. As a result, the input depth image con-
tains various areas of smoothly changing grey levels. Furthermore, at the
object boundaries, the depth map incorporates step functions, i.e., sharp
edges. Following these observations, we propose to model depth images
by piecewise-linear functions which are separated by straight lines. For
this reason, we are interested in an algorithm that efficiently extracts the
sparse elements of the geometrical structures within the depth signal, yield-
ing a compact representation and thus a low bit rate without significant
distortion. Several contributions have considered the use of geometrical
models to approximate images. Such a modeling function, the “Wedgelet”
function [97], is defined as two piecewise-constant functions separated by
a straight line. This concept was originally introduced as a means for de-
tecting and recovering edges from noisy images, and was later extended
to piecewise-linear functions, called “Platelet” [98] functions. To define
the area of support of each modeling function, a quadtree segmentation
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of the image is used. The concept is to recursively subdivide the image
into variable-size blocks and approximate each block with an appropriate
model.

The framework used within this chapter for compression of 3D video
signals is that we discuss depth-signal coding here independently from the
textured video. Hence, we make an attempt to find an algorithm that well
fits to the characteristics of the depth signal and we assume that the tex-
ture video is coded with any suitable video coder, such as H.264/MPEG-
4 AVC. Considering this compression framework, we have adopted the
“Wedgelet” and “Platelet” image-modeling method. In this way, we fol-
low the idea developed to code images using piecewise polynomials [99] as
modeling functions. More particularly, we consider four different piecewise-
linear functions for modeling. The first and second modeling functions,
which are a constant and linear function, respectively, have been found
suitable to approximate smooth regions. The third and fourth modeling
functions attempt to capture depth discontinuities, using two constant func-
tions or two linear functions separated by a straight line. The proposed
four modeling functions are used to approximate the entire image. To
this end, the depth image is subdivided into variable-size blocks, using
a quadtree decomposition. An independent modeling function is sub-
sequently selected for each node. The selection of the most appropriate
function is performed using a cost function that balances both rate and
distortion. In a similar way, we employ an equivalent cost function that
determines the optimal block sizes employed within the quadtree. Our re-
sults show that the proposal yields up to 1-3 dB PSNR improvement over
a JPEG-2000 encoder.

This chapter is organized as follows. In the next section of this chapter,
we define the previously introduced piecewise-linear modeling functions.
Afterwards, Section 6.3 describes the bit-allocation strategy for mapping
the model function outputs to code words, using rate-distortion principles.
Experimental results are provided in Section 6.4 and the chapter concludes
with Section 6.5.

6.2 Geometric modeling of depth images

6.2.1 Overview of the depth image coding algorithm

In this section, we present a novel approach for depth image coding us-
ing the piecewise-linear functions mentioned in Section 6.1. The concept
followed is to approximate the image content with modeling functions.
In our framework, we use two classes of modeling functions: a class of
piecewise-constant functions and a class of piecewise-linear functions. For ex-
ample, flat surfaces that show smooth regions in the depth image can be
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(a) (b)

f̂3

f̂3 f̂1 f̂3f̂4f̂1f̂3f̂3f̂3f̂1 f̂3 f̂3

f̂1 f̂1 f̂1 f̂1

(c)

Figure 6.2 — Example of quadtree decomposition. Each block, i.e., nodes, of the
quadtree is approximated by one modeling function.

approximated by a piecewise-constant function. Similarly, planar surfaces
of the scene like the ground plane and walls, appear as regions of gradu-
ally changing grey levels in the depth image. Hence, such a planar region
can be approximated by a single linear function. To identify the location
of these surfaces in the image, we employ a quadtree decomposition (see
Figure 6.2), which recursively divides the image into variable-size blocks,
i.e., nodes of different size, according to the degree of decomposition. In
some cases, the depth image within one block can be approximated with
one modeling function. If no suitable approximation can be determined
for the block, it is subdivided into four smaller blocks. To prevent that too
many small blocks are required along a discontinuity, we divide the block
into two regions separated by a straight line. Each of these two regions is
coded with an independent function. Consequently, the algorithm chooses
between four modeling functions for each leaf as follows.

• Modeling function f̂1: This function approximates the block content
with a constant function.

• Modeling function f̂2: This function approximates the block content
with a linear function.

• Modeling function f̂3: This function subdivides the block into two re-
gions separated by a straight line and approximates each region with
a constant function (a wedgelet function);

• Modeling function f̂4: This function subdivides the block into two re-
gions separated by a straight line and approximates each region with
a linear function (a platelet function);

The selection of a particular modeling function is based on a rate-distortion
criterion that is described in Section 6.3.1. This criterion trades-off the dis-
tortion and rate of the individual functions.
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Figure 6.3 — An example edge line that divides a quadtree block into two regions
A and B, using pixels P1 (index 3) and P2 (index 15) as marker points.

6.2.2 Modeling-function definitions

In this section, we define the four different modeling functions f̂j , for j ∈
{1, 2, 3, 4}, used to approximate each quadtree block.

To model the depth signal within each block, we focus on finding a
compression scheme that can compactly represent smooth blocks as well as
boundaries (contours) of objects. First, to approximate smooth blocks, we

employ a simple constant function f̂1(x, y) = α0. Second, to approximate

gradually changing object surfaces, we use a piecewise-linear function f̂2,
which defined by

f̂2(x, y) = (β0 + β1x + β2y), for (x, y) ∈ S. (6.1)

Third, to properly approximate blocks containing sharp edges, we segment
those blocks into two regions A and B divided by a straight line of arbi-
trary direction. Each region is subsequently approximated by one mod-
eling function. To define the position and direction of the subdivision-
line, we connect two pixels, P1 and P2, located at two different sides of the
block. For coding the key parameters of this line, instead of saving the co-
ordinates of both marker points, we use two indexes i1 and i2 addressing
the location of P1 and P2. The index is defined such that all pixels directly
surrounding the block are scanned in a clockwise fashion (see Figure 6.3).
To determine if a pixel belongs to region A or B, we use a numerical test
known as the orientation test in computational geometry applications.

The two resulting regions A and B can be approximated by either a
wedgelet function, or a platelet function. A wedgelet function is composed
of two piecewise-constant functions over two regions A and B, separated
by a straight line, and can be defined as

f̂3(x, y) =

{
f̂3A(x, y) = γ0A, for (x, y) ∈ A,

f̂3B(x, y) = γ0B , for (x, y) ∈ B.
(6.2)
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6.4 — (a)-(d) Examples of functions f̂1, f̂2, f̂3 and f̂4, respectively.

Similarly, a platelet function is composed of two planar surfaces covering
two different regions and separated by a straight edge (waterfall), and is
defined by

f̂4(x, y) =

{
f̂4A(x, y) = θ0A + θ1Ax + θ2Ay, for (x, y) ∈ A,

f̂4B(x, y) = θ0B + θ1Bx + θ2By, for (x, y) ∈ B.
(6.3)

Figure 6.4 depicts example patterns for each modeling function f̂1, f̂2, f̂3

and f̂4. Let us now specify the computation of the function coefficients.

6.2.3 Estimation of model coefficients

The objective of the estimation step is to calculate the coefficients of the
modeling functions subject to a constraint. We employ a constraint that
minimizes the approximation error between the original depth signal in a
block and the corresponding approximation. Specifically, the approxima-
tion error is the Mean Squared Error (MSE) over the block where the model
applies to. Let us divide the estimation of the modeling function into two
sections: one for the constant functions, and one for the linear functions.

A. Coefficient estimation for modeling the constant functions f̂1 and f̂2.

For f̂1(x, y) = α0, only one coefficient α0 has to be computed. Practically,

the coefficient α0 that minimizes the MSE between f and f̂1 simply cor-
responds to the mean value of the original data block, which leads to the
computation of α0 = 1

n×n

∑

x,y∈S f(x, y).

For f̂2, the function should approximate blocks that contain a gradient.
In order to determine the three coefficients β0, β1 and β2 of the linear func-
tion f̂2(x, y) = β0 + β1x + β2y, a least-squares optimization is used. This
optimization minimizes the sum of squared differences between the depth
image f(x, y) and the proposed linear model. Accordingly, coefficients β0,
β1 and β2 are determined such that the error

e2(β0, β1, β2) =

n∑

x=1

n∑

y=1

(β0 + β1x + β2y − f(x, y))2 (6.4)
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6.2. Geometric modeling of depth images

is minimized, where n denotes the node size expressed in pixels. This error
function e2(β0, β1, β2) is minimal when the gradient function crosses zero,
hence ||∇e2|| = 0. When taking the partial derivatives with respect to β0, β1

and β2 of this equation, we find a set of linear equations 1 specified by





t u v
u t v
v v n2









β1

β2

β0



 =





∑n
x=1

∑n
y=1 xf(x, y)

∑n
x=1

∑n
y=1 yf(x, y)

∑n
x=1

∑n
y=1 f(x, y)



 , (6.5)

with

t = n2(n+1)(2n+1)
6 , u = n2(n+1)2

4 , and v = n2(n+1)
2 . (6.6)

Since the matrix at the left side of the equation system is constant, it is
possible to pre-compute and store the inverse for each size of the square
(quadtree node). This enables to compute the coefficients β0, β1, β2 with a
simple matrix multiplication.

B. Coefficient estimation for modeling the linear functions f̂3 and f̂4.

For the wedgelet f̂3 and platelet f̂4 functions, we have to determine not
only the model coefficients, but also the separation line. For each model,
we aim at approximating the depth value f(x, y) with two functions in the
supporting areas A and B. Each area is delineated by a subdividing line
P1P2, as defined by points P1 and P2 (see Figure 6.3). The best set of co-

efficients for the wedgelet f̂3 and platelet f̂4 functions are those coefficient
values that minimize the approximation errors

e3 = ||f− f̂3A||2 + ||f− f̂3B ||2 and e4 = ||f− f̂4A||2 + ||f− f̂4B ||2, (6.7)

respectively. These minimizations cannot be solved directly for the follow-
ing reason. Without knowing the subdivision boundary between the two
regions, it is not possible to determine the model coefficients. On the other
hand, it is not possible to identify the subdivision line as long as the region
coefficients are unknown. To overcome this mutual dependence, we first
identify the separation line. For this reason, the coefficient estimation is ini-
tialized by testing every possible line that divides the block into two areas.
This step provides a candidate subdivision line P c

1P c
2 and two candidate

regions Ac and Bc. Subsequently, the wedgelet and platelet coefficients are
computed over the candidate regions using the average pixel value and
a least-squares minimization, respectively. At the end of the exhaustive

search for each function f̂3 and f̂4, the best fitting model is selected. The

1 To derive this equation, the following properties of series are needed:
P

n

i=1 i =
n(n+1)

2

and
P

n

i=1 i2 =
n(n+1)(2n+1)

6
, where i takes the parameter x or y.
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6. DEPTH IMAGE CODING USING PIECEWISE-LINEAR FUNCTIONS

major advantage of this technique is that it leads to the optimal set of coef-
ficients that minimizes the least-squares error between the model and the
image block.

Table 6.1 shows a summary of possible modeling functions of the pre-
vious subsections to approximate each block of the quadtree and their cor-
responding coefficient-estimation techniques.

6.3 Bit-allocation strategy

This section provides details about the bit-allocation strategy that opti-
mizes the coding in a rate-distortion sense. Lossy compression is a trade-
off between rate and distortion. Considering our lossy encoder/decoder
framework, our aim is to optimize the compression. This is realized by
specifying an objective Rate-Distortion (R-D) constraint. There are three
coding and modeling parameters that influence this trade-off.

• Quadtree decomposition. To accurately approximate a block that shows
fine details, the quadtree decomposition recursively subdivides the
block into smaller blocks. However, additional subdivisions lead to
a higher bit rate. Therefore, an appropriate subdivision criterion is
required, that prevents the creation of many small blocks.

• Selection of modeling functions. There are four different modeling func-

tions f̂j , j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, to approximate a depth pixel block. Each
modeling function has a different approximation accuracy, but also
different complexity (thus rate). Therefore, an appropriate model has
to be selected that balances both rate and model distortion.

• Quantization step size. The quantization process in the encoder is cov-
ered by a variable quantization accuracy of the model coefficients.
Thus, each function coefficient is quantized such that the model ap-
proximates the depth with a predetermined accuracy. In our case,
the involved quantization step size is adapted to the required R-D
constraint.

Concluding, the primary problem is to adjust each of the above parame-
ters such that the objective R-D constraint is satisfied. To optimize these
parameters in an R-D sense, a possible approach is to define a cost func-
tion that combines both rate Ri and distortion Di of the image i. Typically,
for this problem, the Lagrangian cost function J(Ri) is used with

J(Ri) = Di(Ri) + λRi, (6.8)

where Ri and Di represent the rate and distortion of the image, respec-
tively, and λ is a weighting factor that controls the rate-distortion trade-off.
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D

R

slope − λ

optimal R-D point to encode at slope − λ

R-D points on the convex hull

R-D points not on the convex hull

Figure 6.5 — Rate-distortion plane and convex hull of the R-D points.

For example, for λ = 0, we obtain a signal reconstructed at the lowest dis-
tortion and highest bit rate achievable. In the opposite case, for λ =∞, the
signal is compressed at the lowest rate and highest distortion. To achieve
an optimal encoding, the Lagrangian cost function J(Ri) should be min-
imized. This cost function is minimized when the derivative is set to 0,
which yields

λ = −∂D(Ri)

∂Ri

. (6.9)

Thus, the optimal encoding is obtained when compressing the image at
an operation point that has a constant slope −λ at the convex hull of the
R-D points (see Figure 6.5). Additionally, it can be shown that for an opti-
mal encoding, not only the image must be encoded at constant R-D slope
−λ, but also for each independent sub-image [100]. As a consequence, the
key principle followed in the discussed bit-allocation strategy is to adjust
coding and modeling parameters (i.e., quadtree decomposition, model se-
lection and quantizer step size), such that the image and also each quadtree
block is encoded at a constant slope −λ.

However, optimizing all parameters in a single iteration would be highly
complicated. For example, without a given quadtree segmentation, it is
not possible to select an appropriate modeling function for each quadtree
block. To come to a feasible solution for this optimization problem, we
divided the optimization procedure in three steps. We first assume that
an optimal quadtree segmentation and coefficient quantizer setting is pro-
vided. Using this information, the selection of modeling functions for each
quadtree block can be performed. Then, we describe a method to optimize
the quadtree decomposition and finally, we optimize the quantizer setting.
The complete solution will be developed later.
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6.3. Bit-allocation strategy

6.3.1 Modeling function selection

In Section 6.2.2, it was explained that a quadtree block can be approxi-

mated by four different modeling functions f̂1, f̂2, f̂3 and f̂4. The objective
is not only to select the most appropriate modeling function, but also to
incorporate this choice in the overall R-D constraint. The function men-
tioned in Equation (6.8) represents the global cost function for the image i.
However, the objective is now to select for each block the modeling function

f̂j , j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, that minimizes the global coding cost Di(Ri) + λRi.
Since the rate and distortion are additive functions over all blocks, an

independent optimization can be performed for each block. This statement
is valid because the modeling is performed for each block individually
without a relationship to neighboring blocks. Therefore, for each block,
the algorithm selects the modeling function that minimizes the Lagrangian
R-D cost function according to

f̃ = arg min
f̂j∈{f̂1,f̂2,f̂3,f̂4}

(Dm(f̂j) + λRm(f̂j)), (6.10)

where Rm(f̂j) and Dm(f̂j) represent the rate and distortion resulting from

using one modeling function f̂j . In the implementation, the applied distor-
tion measure is the squared error and the rate for each modeling function
is derived from the predetermined quantizer setting.

6.3.2 Quadtree decomposition

Let us now provide more details about optimizing the quadtree decompo-
sition. The objective is to obtain an optimal quadtree decomposition of an
image in the R-D sense. Because the quadtree segmentation is not known
in advance, the algorithm first segments the image into a full quadtree de-
composition up to the pixel level. From this full tree, the algorithm aims at
deriving a sub-tree that optimally segments and approximates the image
in the R-D sense. To obtain an optimal tree decomposition of the image,
a well-known approach is to perform a so-called bottom-up tree-pruning
technique [101]. The concept is based on parsing the initial full tree from
bottom to top and recursively prune nodes (i.e., merge blocks) of the tree
according to a decision criterion. From earlier work, we have decided to
adopt the already specified Lagrangian cost function for this purpose.

The tree-pruning algorithm is illustrated by Figure 6.6 and can be de-
scribed as follows. Consider four children nodes denoted by N1, N2, N3

and N4, that have a common parent node which is represented by N0. For
each node k, a Lagrangian coding cost (DNk

+λRNk
), k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, can

be calculated. Using the Lagrangian cost function, the four children nodes
should be pruned whenever the sum of the four coding cost functions is
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if
∑4

k=1(DNk
+ λRNk

) > (DN0 + λRN0)
then prune nodes N1, N2, N3, N4.

N1

N0

N3

N2

N4

N1

N0

N3N2 N4

DN0 + λRN0

DN2 + λRN2 DN3 + λRN3

DN4 + λRN4DN1 + λRN1

Figure 6.6 — Illustration of a bottom-up tree-pruning procedure.

higher than the cost function of the parent node. More formally written,
the children nodes are pruned whenever the following condition holds

4∑

k=1

(DNk
+ λRNk

) > (DN0
+ λRN0

). (6.11)

When the children nodes are not pruned, the algorithm assigns the sum of
the coding costs of the children nodes to the parent node. Subsequently,
this tree-pruning technique is recursively performed in a bottom-up fash-
ion. It has been proven [101] that such a bottom-up tree pruning leads
to an optimally pruned tree, thus in our case to an R-D optimal quadtree
decomposition of the image.

To estimate the bit rate at block level, we also include the side infor-
mation required to code the node of the quadtree, the modeling function
index and the bit rate resulting from using the modeling function. We ad-
dress all three elements briefly. For the side information, we assume that
the quadtree structure can be coded using one bit per node (one bit set
to “1” or “0” to indicate that the node is subdivided or not). For the in-
dex, two bits per leaf are necessary to indicate which modeling function is
used. The previous two aspects contribute to the bit rate. Hence, the rate
RNk

that is required to code one given node Nk can be written as

RNk
= 1 + 2 + Rm(f̃), (6.12)

where Rm(f̃) is the bit rate needed to code the best modeling function f̃
(see Equation (6.10)). The distortion DNk

for one node Nk corresponds to

the distortion introduced by the selected modeling function f̃ .

6.3.3 Quantizer selection

A criterion that selects the optimal quantizer is now described.
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6.3. Bit-allocation strategy

Up till now, we have discussed a scheme that subdivides the image into
a full quadtree, optimizes the decomposition of the quadtree and optimally
selects the modeling function for each node of tree. These optimizations
were carried out under a predetermined quantizer setting. Now, the prob-
lem is to select the optimal quantizer, denoted q̃, that yields the desired R-D
trade-off. We propose to select the quantizer q̃ out of a given set of possible
scalar quantizers {q2, q3, q4, q5, q6, q7, q8}, operating at 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8
bits per level, respectively. To optimally select the quantizer, we re-use the
application of the Lagrangian cost function and select the quantizer q̃ that
minimizes the Lagrangian coding cost of the image i according to

q̃ = arg min
ql∈{q2,q3,q4,q5,q6,q7,q8}

Di(Ri, ql) + λRi(ql). (6.13)

Here, Ri(ql) and Di(Ri, ql) correspond to the global rate Ri and distortion
Di(Ri), in which the parameter ql is added to indicate the influence of the
quantizer selection. To solve the optimization problem of Equation (6.13),
the image is encoded using all possible quantizers {q2, q3, q4, q5, q6, q7, q8}
and the quantizer q̃ is selected that yields the lowest coding cost for Ji(Ri, q̃) =
Di(Ri, q̃) + λRi(q̃).

6.3.4 Summary of the complete algorithm

Since we have now defined how to select the modeling function, perform
quadtree decomposition and know how to choose the quantizer setting,
a complete algorithm for the joint optimization can be described. The
algorithm requires as an input the depth image and a weighting factor
λ that controls the R-D trade-off. The selection of the weighting factor
λ that yields the desired bit rate can be calculated using a simple bisec-
tion search [102]. The image is first recursively subdivided into a full
quadtree decomposition. All nodes of the tree are then approximated by

four modeling functions f̂0, f̂1, f̂2, f̂3. In a second step, the coefficients of
the modeling functions are quantized using one scalar quantizer ql. For

each node of the full tree, an optimal modeling function f̃ can now be
selected using Equation (6.10). Employing the tree-pruning technique de-
scribed in Section 6.3.2, the full tree is then pruned in a bottom-up fashion.
Then, the previous step of the algorithm is repeated for all quantizers ql ∈
{q2, q3, q4, q5, q6, q7, q8} and the quantizer that leads to the lowest global
coding cost is selected (see Equation (6.13)). Subsequently, for each leaf
of the tree, the quantized zero-order coefficients (α0, β0, γ0A, γ0B , θ0A, θ0B)
are saved and because they are uniformly distributed, they are fixed-length
coded. However, the first-order coefficients (β1, β2, θ1A, θ2A, θ1B , θ2B) sat-
isfy a Laplacian distribution. For this reason, we encode these coefficients
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using an adaptive arithmetic encoder. The pseudo-code of the complete
algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Encode depth image - algorithm summary

Require: A depth image and a factor λ to control the R-D trade-off.
Step 1:

1. Recursively subdivide image into a full quadtree decomposition.

2. Approximate each node of the full tree by four modeling functions

f̂0, f̂1, f̂2, f̂3 (see Table 6.1).

Initialize l← 2, q̃ ← q2.
Step 2:

1. For each node of the full tree, quantize coefficients of the modeling

functions with quantizer ql, and select a best modeling function f̃
using the criterion of Equation (6.10).

2. Prune the tree in a bottom-up fashion.

3. If the global coding cost Ji(Ri, ql) ≤ Ji(Ri, q̃), then update the best
R-D quantizer, i.e., q̃ ← ql.

Step 3: l← l+1, as long as l ≤ 8, go to Step 2.

6.4 Experimental results

In this section, we first present rate-distortion curves of the proposed depth
image encoder. Second, the quality of rendered views synthesized using
coded depth images is evaluated.

6.4.1 Coding experiments

Since this depth coding algorithm is completely new at the design time and
there is no alternative, the performance was compared a number may be
compared to a number of alternative image encoders, e.g., the Bandelet en-
coder [103, 104], the Contourlet encoder [105] or the Ridgelet encoder [106].
However, each of these alternatives employs a wavelet-based encoder as a
reference. Because of the high coding performance of standard encoders
such as the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC and JPEG-2000, these coders will be used
for comparison.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.7 — (a) The original depth image “Teddy”. (b) The corresponding
reconstructed depth image using the complete algorithm, (c) Superimposed
nodes of the quadtree for the picture in (b). (Coding achieved with bit
rate=0.12 bit/pixel and PSNR=36.1 dB).

A. Comparison with JPEG-2000

For evaluating the performance of the coding algorithm, experiments were
carried out using the “Teddy”, “Cones”, “Breakdancers” and “Ballet” depth
images 2. The R-D performance of the proposed encoder has been com-
pared to a wavelet-based JPEG-2000 encoder [107]. Let us now examine the
resulting rate-distortion curves of Figures 6.8(a), 6.8(b), 6.9(a) and 6.9(b).
First, it can be observed that the proposed depth coder consistently out-
performs the JPEG-2000 encoder. For example, considering the “Teddy”
depth image, coding improvements over JPEG-2000 are as high as 2.5 dB
and 3.3 dB at 0.1 and 0.2 bit per pixel, respectively. For the “Cones” depth
image, an image-quality improvement of up to 2.8 dB at 0.3 bit per pixel
can be observed. For the “Breakdancers” and “Ballet” images, a gain of
0.9 dB and 0.4 dB can be obtained at 0.04 bit per pixel, respectively.

Let us now examine the subjective coding artifacts of the proposed
depth coder. First, experiments have revealed that the proposed algorithm
can approximate large smooth areas as well as sharp edges with a single
node (see Figure 6.7). As a result, sharp edges are compactly encoded
and accurately represented. An example is the left vertical edge in Fig-
ure 6.7(c). Perceptually, our algorithm reconstructs edges of higher quality
than the JPEG-2000 encoder. For example, the edge along the dancer in Fig-
ure 6.10(b) is accurately approximated when compared to the JPEG-2000
encoded signal (see Figure 6.10(c)), which is much more blurred.

2“Breakdancers” and “Ballet” depth image number 0 of camera 0. Note that the com-
plexity of depth images is not significantly varying over time and across the views, so that
including more depth images would not change the results.
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Figure 6.8 — Rate-distortion curves for the (a) “Teddy” and (b) “Cones” depth
images, both for our algorithm and JPEG-2000.
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Figure 6.9 — Rate-distortion curves for the (a) “Breakdancers” and (b) “Ballet”
depth images, both for our algorithm and JPEG-2000.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.10 — (a) “Ballet” depth image with a marked area. (b) The marked area
coded with piecewise-linear functions at 35.8 dB PSNR. (c) Same area coded
with JPEG-2000 at 35.5 dB PSNR. Both results are obtained at 0.038 bit/pixel.

6.4.2 Rendering experiments based on encoded depth

Let us now evaluate the quality of synthetic views rendered, using depth
images encoded by the complete algorithm. The described experiment em-
ploys as input a depth image combined with the corresponding texture
image and two neighboring texture views/images. To measure the ren-
dering distortion, one approach consists of rendering a synthetic view at
the position of a neighboring camera (same procedure as in Section 4.5).
A rendering-distortion measure can be obtained by calculating the PSNR
between the original and the rendered view. Practically, for this rendering
PSNR evaluation, we have employed two neighboring texture views/images,
from which the two resulting PSNR measures have been averaged. In Sec-
tion 3.4.5, we have discussed the problem of selecting an appropriate ob-
jective rendering quality metric. Specifically, two rendered synthetic im-
ages with very different subjective qualities may show a similar objective
PSNR quantity. This case will be illustrated by Figure 6.11. However, the
PSNR was finally selected as a quality metric because it remains widely
employed and the most broadly accepted metric by the research commu-
nity. To evaluate the impact of depth compression on the rendering quality,
the reference depth image is encoded at three different bit rates using two
different depth-coders based on: (1) JPEG-2000 and (2) piecewise-linear
functions. In this experiment, we investigate the impact of depth com-
pression on the quality of the synthetic views. Therefore, the reference
texture image is not encoded. The employed image rendering algorithm is
the relief texture mapping algorithm which was presented in Section 4.2.3.
Table 6.2 summarizes the rendering-quality measurements for the “Break-
dancers” and “Ballet” sequences.

Let us now discuss the obtained rendering quality. First, it can be ob-
served that the depth coder based on piecewise-linear functions consis-
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PSNR (dB)
Image Bit rate Piecewise-linear functions JPEG-2000

0.030 bpp 33.4 dB 33.2 dB
“Breakdancers” 0.065 bpp 33.6 dB 33.5 dB

0.09 bpp 33.6 dB 33.6 dB
0.058 bpp 29.3 dB 28.9 dB

“Ballet” 0.1 bpp 29.5 dB 29.3 dB
0.14 bpp 29.6 dB 29.5 dB

Table 6.2 — Rendering-quality measurements obtained using two different depth
coders based on: (a) piecewise-linear functions and (2) JPEG-2000.

tently outperforms the JPEG-2000 coder in terms of rendering. For ex-
ample, an image-quality improvement of up to 0.2 dB and 0.4 dB can be
observed for the “Breakdancers” and “Ballet” sequences, respectively. As
expected, the image-quality improvement is particularly significant at ob-
ject borders. For example, the depth discontinuity along the edges of the
lady dancer in the “Ballet” sequence is preserved (Figure 6.11(c)). At the
opposite, a JPEG-2000 coder deteriorates depth discontinuities, resulting
in rendering artifacts (Figure 6.11(a)). In this case, it should be noted that
the rendering-distortion values of both images are comparable and equal
to 29.5 dB and 29.3 dB. Hence, although both images show only a limited
rendering-distortion difference of 0.2 dB, important visual differences can
be observed. Similar conclusions can be drawn by observing synthetic im-
ages of the “Breakdancers” sequence (see Figure 6.12).

6.4.3 Comparisons with H.264/MPEG-4 AVC and MVC

Besides the coding performance comparisons with JPEG-2000, additional
comparisons with two encoders based on H.264/MPEG-4 AVC were car-
ried out in collaboration with P. Merkle from Fraunhofer HHI. In the dis-
cussed experiments, Merkle carried out the compression and the render-
ing of the multi-view sequences using the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC and MVC
encoders, while the author performed the encoding of the depth image se-
quences using the proposed platelet-based encoder (also termed earlier as
the coder based on piecewise-linear functions; in the remainder, we em-
ploy the platelet-based term to save text). To evaluate the compression
efficiency of the platelet-based encoder, we have employed two different
reference encoders. First, an H.264/MPEG-4 AVC encoder has been em-
ployed to compress the multi-view depth sequences. Note that the pro-
posed platelet-based encoder does not exploit the temporal and spatial
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.11 — (a) and (b) Synthetic image and corresponding magnified area
rendered using a depth image encoded by a JPEG-2000 coder. (c) and (d) Syn-
thetic image and corresponding magnified area rendered using a depth image
encoded by a coder based on piecewise-linear functions. Both reference depth
images are encoded at 0.1 bit per pixel.

inter-view correlations. Thus, to obtain similar compression settings, the
GOP size of the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC was set to 1 (intra-coding only). Sec-
ond, an MVC encoder has been used for compressing the multi-view depth
sequences. The compression settings of the MVC encoder have been ini-
tialized such that the CABAC and the rate control are enabled and that the
motion search range is ±96 pixels.

The first coding comparison [28] shows that the platelet-based encoder
is outperformed by an H.264/MPEG-4 AVC intra-coding. However, ex-
periments have also revealed that a lower coding efficiency does not imply
a lower rendering quality. Specifically, the rendering-quality evaluation
shows that a platelet-based encoder achieves an equal or better render-
ing quality, although its coding efficiency is lower than the efficiency of
H.264/MPEG-4 AVC intra-coding.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.12 — (a) and (b) Synthetic image and corresponding magnified area
rendered using a depth image encoded by a JPEG-2000 coder. (c) and (d) Syn-
thetic image and corresponding magnified area rendered using a depth image
encoded by a coder based on piecewise-linear functions. Both reference depth
images are encoded at 0.03 bit per pixel.

The second comparison [29] has revealed that also the MVC encoder
yields a higher coding efficiency than a platelet-based encoder. This higher
coding efficiency is obtained because the MVC encoder exploits the tempo-
ral and inter-view correlations. However, considering the “Breakdancers”
sequence, the proposed depth encoder renders synthetic images with higher
quality (when compared to an MVC depth encoder). For the “Ballet” se-
quence, the platelet-based encoder yields similar or slightly lower render-
ing quality. However, subjective evaluations of the rendered pictures show
that the depth images encoded with a platelet-based encoder yield syn-
thetic images with less rendering artifacts. For more details about the ex-
perimental settings and the experimental results, the reader is referred to
the corresponding joint publications [28, 29].
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6.5 Conclusions and perspectives

This chapter has resulted in a new coding algorithm for depth images that
explicitly exploits the smooth properties of depth signals. Regions are
modeled by piecewise-linear functions and they are separated by straight
lines along their boundaries. The algorithm employs a quadtree decom-
position to enable the coding of small details as well as large regions with
a single node. The performance of the full coding algorithm can be con-
trolled by three different coding and modeling aspects: the level of the
quadtree segmentation, the overall coefficient-quantization setting for the
image and the choice of the modeling function. All three aspects are con-
trolled by a Lagrangian cost function, in order to impose a global rate-
distortion constraint for the coding of the complete image. For typical bit
rates (i.e., between 0.01 bit/pixel and 0.25 bit/pixel), experiments have re-
vealed that the coder outperforms a JPEG-2000 encoder by 0.6 to 3.0 dB.
Finally, we have shown that the proposed depth coder yields a rendering
quality improvement of up 0.4 dB, when compared to a JPEG-2000 encoder.
It has been reported by Farin et al. [27] that the coding system discussed in
this chapter can be further improved. This improved coding performance
is obtained by exploiting the inter-block redundancy within the quadtree.
By decorrelating the remaining dependencies between each block, extra
improvements of 0.3 to 1.0 dB can be obtained. Also, Merkle et al. have
compared the proposed depth coder with an H.264/MPEG-4 AVC encoder
(intra-coding). Experimental results have shown that an H.264/MPEG-4
AVC based coder slightly outperforms the coding of the proposed coder
in bit rate. However, the result of this evaluation shows that the proposed
coding system, as it is specialized on the characteristics of depth images,
outperforms H.264/MPEG-4 AVC (intra-coding) in rendering quality.

Whereas the presented coding scheme is still at its early stage of devel-
opment, it has the potential of significantly improving not only the depth
compression performance, but also the rendering quality of synthetic im-
ages in a multi-view system. Given the promising results, it is interesting
to extend the encoder for exploiting the temporal and spatial inter-view
redundancy.

Finally, we briefly comment on the complexity of the proposed coding
framework. It should be noticed that the search for the best modeling func-
tion is computationally expensive, but only carried out at the encoder. The
corresponding decoder is very simple and can be executed on a regular
platform. The second important function is the rate-distortion optimiza-
tion. Given the consistency of depth images over time, it would be easy
to use R-D optimized settings of the previous frame and refine those set-
tings for the current frame. This would reduce the amount of computation
significantly without sacrificing much performance.
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Joint Depth-Texture Bit Allocation

“Joint undertakings stand a better
chance when they benefit both
sides, – Clavius added the axiom
that the whole is equal to the sum
of its parts.”

Euripides, Greek tragedians.

In this chapter, we propose a novel joint depth-texture bit-allocation algorithm
for the joint compression of texture and depth images. The described algorithm
combines the depth and texture Rate-Distortion (R-D) curves to obtain a single
R-D surface that allows the optimization of the joint bit-allocation problem in rela-
tion to the obtained rendering quality. We subsequently discuss a fast hierarchical
optimization algorithm that exploits the smooth monotonic properties of the R-D
surface. The hierarchical optimization algorithm employs an orthogonal search
pattern, so that the number of image-compression iterations for measuring quality
is minimized. Experimental results show an estimated gain of 1 dB compared to
a compression performed without joint bit-allocation optimization. Besides this
advantage, our joint model can be readily integrated into an N-depth/N-texture
multi-view encoder, as it yields the optimal compression setting with a limited
computation effort.

7.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4, we have seen that a possible 3D video representation format
relies on a technique that associates one depth with one texture image. To
enable the 3D-TV application, a simplified version of this representation
format, i.e., the 1-depth/1-texture format, was recently adopted and stan-
dardized in Part 3 of the MPEG-C video specifications [76]. Following this
initiative, a more advanced N-depth/N-texture format is currently inves-
tigated by the Ad Hoc Group on Free Viewpoint Television (FTV) [77]. The
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FTV framework is based on a representation that combines a reference tex-
ture image with the corresponding depth image that describes the depth
of the visible surfaces in the scene. Using a depth-image-based represen-
tation, the 3D rendering of novel views can be subsequently performed,
using image warping algorithms. Thus, employing a depth-image-based
representation in transmission leads to the compression of multiple texture
views and also their associated depth images.

Previous work on the compression of such a data set (texture and corre-
sponding depth images), has addressed the problem of texture and depth
compression by coding each of the signals individually. For example, sev-
eral approaches have employed a modified H.264/MPEG-4 AVC encoder
to compress either texture [78], or depth [20, 23] data. Such an independent
coding yields high compression ratios for texture and depth data, individ-
ually. However, the influence of texture and depth compression on 3D
rendering is not incorporated in these experiments, so that the rendering
quality trade-off are not considered. Furthermore, recent literature [54, 79]
confirms that the rendering quality trade-off is sometimes not well under-
stood.

To illustrate the problem of joint compression of texture and depth, let
us consider the following two cases. First, assume that the texture and
depth images are compressed at very high and low quality, respectively. In
this case, detailed texture is mapped onto a coarse approximation of object
surfaces, which thus yields rendering artifacts. Alternatively, when texture
and depth images are compressed at low and high quality, respectively, a
high-quality depth image is employed to warp a coarsely quantized tex-
ture image, which also yields low-quality rendering. These two simple but
extreme cases illustrate that a clear dependence exists between the texture-
and depth-quality setting. It goes without saying that this dependency ex-
ists in the general case as well. Consequently, the quantization setting for
both the depth and texture images should be carefully selected. For this
reason, we address in this chapter, the following problem statement:
given a maximum bit-rate budget to represent the 3D scene, what is the optimal
distribution of the bit rate over the texture and the depth image, such that the 3D
rendering distortion is minimized?

To answer this question, we propose a new compression algorithm with
a bit-rate control that unifies the texture and depth Rate-Distortion (R-D)
functions. The attractiveness of the algorithm is that both depth and tex-
ture data are simultaneously combined into a joint R-D surface model that
calculates the optimal bit allocation between texture and depth. We discuss
the optimization of the performance of the joint coding algorithm using
a slightly extended H.264/MPEG-4 AVC encoder, where the extension in-
volves a joint bit-allocation algorithm. However, note that the proposed ex-
tension can be employed as an addition to any encoder, e.g., H.264/MPEG-
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4 AVC, JPEG-2000 or even a platelet-based encoder. Additionally, we have
found that our joint model can be readily integrated as a practical sub-
system, because it influences the setting of the compression system rather
than the actual coding algorithm. As a bonus, this optimal setting is ob-
tained with a limited computation effort.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 7.2 for-
mulates the framework of the joint bit allocation of texture and depth. Sec-
tion 7.3 describes a fast hierarchical optimization algorithm. Section 7.4
discusses the relationship between the depth and texture bit rate and Sec-
tion 7.5 presents the possible applications of the proposed algorithm. Ex-
perimental results are provided in Section 7.6 and the chapter concludes
with Section 7.7.

7.2 Joint depth/texture bit allocation

In this section, we first present a joint bit-allocation analysis of depth and
texture and afterwards, we provide an experimental analysis of the two-
dimensional R-D model to enable a fast search algorithm for estimating
the optimal quantization parameters.

7.2.1 Formulation of the joint bit-allocation problem

Let us consider the problem of jointly coding a texture and depth image at a
maximum rate Rmax with minimum rendering distortion Drender. The rate
Rmax and distortion Drender functions can be defined as follows. First, the
maximum rate value Rmax is decomposed into the sum of the individual
rates required for texture and depth coding. Because the texture and depth
images are coded with two different quantizer settings (denoted qt and qd,
respectively), the texture and depth rate functions can be written as Rt(qt)
and Rd(qd), respectively. The joint rate function can therefore be specified
as

Rmax(qt, qd) = Rt(qt) + Rd(qd). (7.1)

Second, the rendering distortion function Drender depends on the image
rendering algorithm. The rendering algorithm relies on the quality of the
input texture and depth images and therefore on the quantization param-
eters qt and qd. Consequently, as there is one rendering quality, we define
a joint rendering distortion as Drender(qt, qd).

The goal of the joint bit-allocation optimization is to determine the op-
timal quantization parameters (qopt

t , qopt
d ) for coding the depth and texture

images, such that the rendering distortion is minimized. The optimization
problem can now be formulated as finding the minimum of the rendering
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distortion, hence

(qopt
t , qopt

d ) = arg min
qd,qt∈Q

Drender(qt, qd), (7.2)

under the constraint that the joint bit rate is bounded to Rmax, so that

Rt(q
opt
t ) + Rd(q

opt
d ) ≤ Rmax, (7.3)

where Q denotes the set of all possible quantizer settings. Without prior
assumption, the solution to Equation (7.2) involves an exhaustive search
over Q, in order to find the quantization setting with minimum distortion.
Fortunately, a more efficient search can be performed by exploiting special
properties of the R-D function. For example, assuming a smooth mono-
tonic R-D surface model, hierarchical optimization techniques can be em-
ployed to find the best setting. Therefore, prior to investigating fast search
algorithms, we provide a performance-point analysis of the R-D function
to validate the smoothness of the surface.

7.2.2 R-D surface analysis

To analyze the R-D function, we construct a surface using an input data
set, composed of multi-view images and their corresponding depth im-
ages. The rendering algorithm is based on the relief texture mapping (see
Chapter 4). We generate the R-D surface by measuring the rendering dis-
tortion for all quantizers (qt, qd), defined within a search range of qmin ≤
qt, qd ≤ qmax. In total, k = qmax − qmin + 1 compression iterations of the
depth and texture images are carried out, which yields k × k R-D perfor-
mance points. In our specific case, we employ an H.264/MPEG-4 AVC en-
coder to compress the reference texture and depth images. However, since
the proposed joint bit-allocation method is generic, any depth and texture
encoder can be employed, as long as they have a controllable quantizer.

To measure the rendering distortion, one solution is to warp a coded
reference image using the corresponding depth image. The rendering dis-
tortion is evaluated by calculating the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between
the rendered image and the corresponding image captured at the same
location and orientation (see Figure 7.1). Therefore, considering an N -
view data set and a selected quantizer set (qt, qd), N − r distortion mea-
sures can be obtained (excluding the r reference images). To obtain a sin-
gle rendering distortion measurement, the N − r measures are then av-
eraged. The pseudo-code of the R-D surface construction algorithm is
summarized in Algorithm 5. As a result, Figure 7.2 shows the R-D sur-
faces of the two multi-view sequences “Ballet” and “Breakdancers”. To
generate the presented curves, the first depth and texture of the reference
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reference
viewpoint

captured
image

captured
image

reference
texture and depth

images

rendered
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rendered
image
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depth image 
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Figure 7.1 — The rendering distortion is obtained by rendering a synthetic im-
age at the position of a neighboring camera. The rendering distortion is then
evaluated by calculating the MSE between the original captured image and the
rendered view.

Algorithm 5 R-D surface construction algorithm

Require: A set of multiple texture and depth image pairs.
Initialize a 2D array RDSurface[.][.].
for (qt = qmin; qt <= qmax; qt + +) do

Encode the reference texture image at QP = qt.
for (qd = qmin; qd <= qmax; qd + +) do

Encode the reference depth image at QP = qd.
for each non-reference view Vi do

Render an image at the position and orientation of the view Vi.
Calculate MSE mi between captured and rendered image.

end for
m̄=Average MSE mi;
RDSurface[qt][qd]=m̄;

end for
end for
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Figure 7.2 — (a) R-D surface for the depth and texture of the “Breakdancers”
sequence. (b) R-D surface for the depth and texture of the “Ballet” sequence.
Note the difference in scale of the rendering quality.

views are encoded with an H.264/MPEG-4 AVC encoder in intra-mode.
Considering Figure 7.2, it is readily observed that both R-D surfaces show
smooth monotonic properties. Up till now, we have only established an
empirical validation of monotonic nature of the R-D surface. Assuming
that the rendering function is indeed monotonic, a fast quantizer-setting
search algorithm can be employed.
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7.3 Hierarchical search optimization

The guiding principle of the hierarchical optimization is to perform a re-
cursive, coarse-to-fine, search of the optimal quantization setting. The al-
gorithm is summarized as follows. First, a search over a limited number
of quantizer candidate settings (qt, qd) is performed. Practically, we em-
ploy nine candidates shown as black R-D points and organized them in
a search pattern, as illustrated by Figure 7.3. Second, the algorithm se-
lects the candidate with the lowest rendering distortion that satisfies the
maximum bit-rate constraint. The search range is then refined and the
process is recursively performed by using the selected quantizer set as an
initialization, similar to the well-known Three-Step Search in motion estima-
tion [108]. The minimum corresponds to the lowest distortion point after
the last recursion.

This technique has two advantages. First, the hierarchical set-up of the
search significantly reduces the computational complexity by reducing the
possible amount of quantizer candidate settings. Second, by employing an
appropriate search pattern, the number of iterations for texture and depth
image compression can be decreased. For example, it can be observed in
Figure 7.3 that the 3 × 3 orthogonal pattern of the dark R-D points en-
able the re-use of depth and texture images, so that only six compression
iterations are required. Following this in the second step, by using the
pre-defined grid, only four compression iterations of depth and texture
images are necessary to obtain again nine R-D points (shown as dark grey
in Figure 7.3). In contrast to this, a less-structured search such as a de-
scent method, would require a much larger number of image-compression
operation points.

The previous considerations rely considerably on the assumption that
the rate-distortion surface model shows reasonable smooth monotonic be-
havior. This behavior is plausible because it combines two smooth mono-
tonic R-D curves from the individual signals. This is typically achieved
with properly designed coding and rendering sub-systems. Only poorly
designed systems would show a less smooth, noisy behavior. Having said
this, the use of a fast algorithm is even an advantage compared to a descent
method because it comes faster to a similar result. The hierarchical search
algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 6.

7.4 Relationship between the depth and texture bit rate

A recurring question in literature on multi-view depth and texture cod-
ing is how the bit rate is distributed over texture and depth [54]. A com-
mon approach is to employ fixed ad-hoc quantization settings that enable
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Figure 7.3 — Hierarchical search pattern of the involved quantization settings.

Algorithm 6 Hierarchical R-D search - algorithm summary

Step 1: compress the depth and texture images and render views to gen-
erate the R-D points of the search pattern shown by Figure 7.3.
Step 2: select the R-D point that yields the lowest distortion and satisfies
the constraint Rt(q

opt
t ) + Rd(q

opt
d ) ≤ Rmax.

Step 3: initialize a new, finer search pattern with halved step size around
the previously selected R-D point.
Step 4: go to Step 1 if the finest step size is not yet reached.

a sufficient rendering quality for most multi-view sequences. Practically, it
means that the depth bit rate is restricted to an arbitrarily selected percent-
age/ratio of the total bit rate, e.g., 10 − 20% of the total bit rate. However,
this approach of employing a-priori fixed ad-hoc quantizer settings is not
appropriate because of the two factors that influence the bit-rate ratio be-
tween the depth and texture. The first factor is the individual complexity
of the depth and texture images, and thus, the corresponding bit rate re-
quired for encoding. More specifically, there exists no fixed relationship
that couples the complexity of the texture and the depth signal. Our aim
is to show that fixed quantizer settings are not optimal for joint encoding
of the multi-view depth and texture video and that a joint optimization of
the independent quantizers is preferred. The second factor that influences
the rendering quality, and thus, the depth and texture bit-rate ratio, is the
number of reference views employed for rendering. For example, it can
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be readily understood that employing a large number of reference views
yields a high rendering quality. Therefore, an optimization of the quanti-
zation parameters should be performed not only for a specific multi-view
sequence, but also for the selected number of reference views. Therefore,
Section 7.6 presents experimental results obtained from using two different
multi-view sequences while also employing one and two reference views.

7.5 Applications of the joint bit-allocation framework

From the viewpoint of the system designer, the proposed joint bit-allocation
algorithm can be incorporated into various 3D video systems.

1. Visual rendering only. The first possibility is to integrate the proposed
algorithm into a 3D-TV system for solely maximizing the rendering
quality. The proposed algorithm can be further integrated into the
3D-TV video processing system to optimize the quantizer settings
such that the visual rendering quality is maximized within the N-
depth/N-texture coding framework.

2. View prediction/coding. The second possibility is to integrate the pro-
posed algorithm into a multi-view texture encoder, as proposed in
Chapter 5. Specifically, we have shown that image rendering can be
used as a view-prediction algorithm and can be incorporated into
an H.264/MPEG-4 AVC encoder to compress multi-view video. Be-
cause such a multi-view encoder relies on a depth image for view
prediction, an appropriate depth quantizer that maximizes the predic-
tion quality should be selected. Hence, by calculating optimal quan-
tizer settings, the proposed algorithm maximizes the rendering qual-
ity, i.e., the view-prediction accuracy, such that a high coding perfor-
mance is obtained.

Summarizing, the joint R-D algorithm attempts to maximize the render-
ing quality under a bit-rate constraint. This can be employed for rendering
only, or for maximizing the view-prediction accuracy in the encoder, when
that view prediction is applied in the coding algorithm. In both cases, no
further parameter optimizations are carried out at the decoder and it will
simply adopt the optimal quantizer settings for depth and texture and per-
form rendering accordingly.

7.6 Experimental results

To evaluate the performance of the search algorithm for the quantizer set-
tings, experiments are carried out, using the “Ballet” and “Breakdancers”
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Figure 7.4 — Rendering structures based on (a) one reference view and (b) two
reference views.

sequences. The impact of using a variable number of reference views is
measured by using two different, so called, rendering structures. As por-
trayed by Figure 7.4 (a) and (b), the investigated rendering structures in-
clude one and two reference views, respectively. To generate the R-D sur-
faces for both sequences, we set qmin

t = qmin
d = 27 and qmax

t = qmax
d = 51,

so that 25 × 25 R-D points are obtained. For coding experiments, we have
employed the open-source H.264/MPEG-4 AVC encoder x264 [86] and we
have encoded the first depth and texture frames of the reference view(s) in
intra-mode. The presented experiments attempt to quantify the rendering
quality obtained in three ways by using:

• a pre-defined depth bit rate (reserve 10% of the texture bit rate), or

• the quantizers qd, qt determined by performing a full search, or

• the quantizers qd, qt determined by employing a hierarchical search.

The pre-defined depth bit rate of 10% is based on experimental results pub-
lished in the framework of the ATTEST project jointly carried out by Op De
Beeck et al. and Smolic et al. [109, 110]. First, considering the experimental
setup that employs one reference view for rendering, it can be observed
in Figure 7.5 that the proposed joint bit-allocation framework consistently
outperforms the pre-defined depth bit-rate coding scheme. For example,
when inspecting Figure 7.5(a) and Figure 7.5(b), it can be seen that the
joint bit-allocation framework yields a quality improvement of 0.8 dB and
1.0 dB at a bit rate 75 kbit per frame, respectively. Additionally, employ-
ing the sub-optimal search does not sacrifice the rendering performance
compared to full search. Next, let us consider the second experimental
setup that uses two reference views for rendering (see Figure 7.6). It can
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be first noted that the proposed bit-allocation framework also consistently
outperforms the pre-defined depth bit-rate coding scheme. Specifically,
a rendering-quality improvement of up to 0.9 dB and 0.4 dB is obtained
for the sequences “Breakdancers” and “Ballet”, respectively. Note that the
depth of the “Ballet” sequence is encoded at 20% of the texture bit rate be-
cause a ratio of 10% is not sufficient and even provides annoying results
in terms of noise. Again, as previously observed, a fast hierarchical search
can be employed without loss of rendering quality. Thus, the sub-optimal
hierarchical search provides a fast and accurate estimation of the optimal
R-D point of operation.

Additionally, as expected, the rendering quality does not only depend
on the sequence characteristics, but also on the rendering structure. For ex-
ample, a rendering quality of 31.2 dB and 32.5 dB can be obtained at a total
bit rate of 150 kbit per frame for the depth and texture images when using
one and two reference views, respectively. This result simply highlights
that the rendering quality, and thus, the bit-rate distribution is not only in-
fluenced by the texture and depth characteristics of the sequence, but also
by the number of reference views employed for rendering. Finally, it can
be noted that the R-D curve, which is obtained by optimizing the quanti-
zation parameters, presents a smooth logarithmically increasing rendering
quality. In contrast, not optimizing the quantization parameters yields an
R-D curve with non-smooth and even erratic rendering quality.

Finally, Table 7.1 summarizes the measured rendering distortions for
the “Breakdancers” and “Ballet” multi-view sequences and the two ren-
dering structures depicted in Figure 7.4. As expected, it can be noted that
the ratio between the depth and texture bit rate depends not only on the
multi-view sequence, but also on the number of reference views employed
for rendering. Specifically, let us select four R-D points corresponding to
the maximal rendering quality in the Tables denoted (a) (b) (c) and (d) (see
Table 7.1). These four points (underlined in the table) are selected such that
the sum of the texture and depth bit rates is less or equal to 100 kbit/frame,
i.e., Rmax ≤ 100. For the “Breakdancers” sequence, it can be seen that
the depth bit rate corresponds to 40% and 29% of the total bit rate when
using one and two reference views, respectively. Next, for the “Ballet”
sequence, a bit-rate ratio of 50% and 38% is measured, when using one
and two reference views, respectively. Therefore, significant variations in
bit-rate distribution are observed for the two multi-view sequences. The
obtained bit-rate ratios can be explained by examining the properties of
the multi-view sequences. Specifically, the “Ballet” sequence shows richer
3D content when compared to the “Breakdancers” sequence. As a result,
rendering high-quality virtual images of the “Ballet” sequence requires a
higher depth bit rate when compared to the “Ballet” sequence.
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Figure 7.5 — (a) and (b) Obtained rendering quality for the sequences “Break-
dancers” and “Ballet”, respectively, when performing joint bit allocation using
one reference view.
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Figure 7.6 — (a) and (b) Obtained rendering quality for the sequences “Break-
dancers” and “Ballet”, respectively, when performing joint bit allocation using
two references views.
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(a) “Breakdancers” sequence.

Depth bit rate (kbit/frame)
62.9 37.7 22.6 13.3 7.8

207.8 31.9 31.7 31.5 31.1 30.4
Texture 89.4 31.8 31.7 31.5 31.1 30.4
bit rate 50.8 31.7 31.5 31.4 31.0 30.3

(kbit/frame) 30.8 31.3 31.2 31.1 30.8 30.2
18.0 30.6 30.5 30.5 30.3 29.8

(b) “Ballet” sequence.

Depth bit rate (kbit/frame)
69.1 47.0 30.2 19.2 12.1

140.3 26.6 26.6 26.5 26.4 25.9
Texture 75.6 26.6 26.5 26.5 26.4 25.9
bit rate 46.5 26.5 26.5 26.4 26.3 25.8

(kbit/frame) 27.6 26.4 26.3 26.3 26.2 25.8
15.8 25.9 25.9 25.9 25.8 25.5

(c) “Breakdancers” sequence.

Depth bit rate (kbit/frame)
125.3 76.1 46.3 25.9 15.9

450.4 33.0 32.9 32.7 32.3 31.7
Texture 198.5 33.0 32.9 32.7 32.4 31.7
bit rate 110.8 32.9 32.7 32.6 32.2 31.6

(kbit/frame) 66.6 32.5 32.4 32.3 32.0 31.4
39.2 31.7 31.6 31.5 31.3 30.9

(d) “Ballet” sequence.

Depth bit rate (kbit/frame)
142.7 94.4 62.9 38.8 24.1

299.0 27.4 27.4 27.3 27.2 27.1
Texture 160.1 27.4 27.4 27.3 27.3 27.1
bit rate 96.5 27.4 27.4 27.4 27.3 27.1

(kbit/frame) 57.6 27.3 27.3 27.3 27.2 27.1
33.5 27.0 27.0 27.0 27.0 27.0

Table 7.1 — (a) and (b) show the rendering quality (PSNR in dB) using one
reference view. (c) and (d) show the rendering quality (PSNR in dB) using two
reference views. The underlined points corresponds to the maximal rendering
quality for Rmax ≤ 100 kbit/frame.
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7.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented a joint depth-texture bit-allocation al-
gorithm for the compression of multi-view images. To perform a joint bit-
allocation optimization, we have proposed to combine both the depth and
texture R-D curves into a single unified R-D surface. We have empirically
verified that the R-D surface presents smooth monotonic properties so that
fast optimization algorithms can be employed. A hierarchical search for es-
timating the optimal quantization parameters, which is similar to the Tree-
Step Search for motion estimation, was implemented. Experimental re-
sults have revealed that the performance is comparable to a full-search pa-
rameter optimization. Because the algorithm features low computational
complexity, the described joint bit-allocation optimization technique can be
readily integrated into the N-depth/N-texture multi-view encoder, which
is currently investigated within the FTV framework of MPEG.

The original problem statement mentioned at the beginning of this chap-
ter formulated the R-D optimization as a function of the coding of texture
and depth signals and the applied rendering. In the experiments, we have
employed a specific rendering algorithm to come to feasible results. How-
ever, the total optimization should encompass an optimization of the ren-
dering algorithm as well. This was beyond the scope of this thesis.

The concept as posed in this chapter does not only apply to 3D-TV
transmission, but also to other cases where geometry and depth is en-
coded, such as in computer graphics. In such a case, the rendering function
would have a different behavior and may be different specifications, but it
would play an equally important role in the problem statement and op-
timization. Similarly, the concept can also be applied to different coding
algorithms involving the compression of geometry and texture signals.
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Conclusions and Prospects

To finish a work? To finish a
picture? What nonsense! To finish
it means to be through with it, to
kill it, to rid it of its soul, to give it
its final blow ... the coup de grâce
for the painter as well as for the
picture.

Pablo Picasso, Spanish painter.

This thesis has presented various techniques for multi-view video acquisition,
compression and rendering. A complete multi-view video coding system archi-
tecture, yielding high-quality image rendering while retaining high compression
efficiency, has been presented. In this chapter, the achievements are summarized
and possible extensions of the techniques are proposed. Finally, we discuss several
perspectives of multi-view video.

8.1 Results and discussion on the individual chapters

8.1.1 Chapter 3: multi-view depth estimation

For estimating accurate depth images, we have proposed a technique for
depth-estimation that allows the use of several views simultaneously and
circumvents the need of image-pair rectification. The algorithm integrates
two smoothness constraints, ensuring smooth depth transitions, both across
the lines and across the views. We have shown that both constraints can
be efficiently integrated into a one-dimensional optimization dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm. Note that this optimization for depth images is per-
formed independently for each frame.

To extend the above results and obtain a more accurate depth esti-
mation, the proposed frame-based scheme can be easily modified for the
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video domain. Specifically, it can be assumed that the depth of objects
varies smoothly along the temporal dimension because of the inertia of
natural objects. Similar to the two previously mentioned smoothness con-
straints, a temporal smoothness constraint can be integrated into the dy-
namic programming optimization algorithm. The integration of the tem-
poral smoothness constraint can be carried out by modeling the temporal
variation of depth into a cost function, penalizing fast transitions of depth
across consecutive depth images. This penalty cost is then integrated into
the dynamic programming graph by modeling the transition cost as an
edge of the graph. This technique would ensure the temporal stability of
the depth image and thus lead to temporally stable rendered images.

8.1.2 Chapter 4: multi-view depth image based rendering

To enable high-quality rendering and avoid occluded regions, the pro-
posed 3D video system is based on an N-depth/N-texture video represen-
tation format, where each camera view covers different regions of the video
scene. First, to render synthetic images we have proposed a variant of the
relief texture mapping. The described rendering technique efficiently han-
dles holes and occluded pixels in the rendered images and can also be exe-
cuted favorably by a Graphics Processor Unit. Second, we have proposed
an image rendering technique based on an inverse mapping method that
allows a simple and accurate re-sampling of synthetic pixels. Additionally,
the presented method provides a simple means for handling occlusions by
an elegant, unambiguous construction of a single synthetic image from the
two compositing neighboring views. Experimental comparisons with 3D
image warping show an improvement of rendering quality of up to 3.0 dB
for the inverse mapping rendering technique.

In future research, the rendering quality of images can be increased
by combining a higher number of source reference images. Specifically, it
can be envisioned that compositing from multiple source images would
enable the synthesis of super-resolution synthetic images. This technique
would not only yield high-quality synthetic images, but also high-quality
prediction views and thus increase the coding efficiency.

8.1.3 Chapter 5: multi-view depth and texture multi-view coding

We have presented an algorithm for the predictive coding of multiple depth
and texture camera views that employs two different view-prediction al-
gorithms in parallel: (1) a block-based motion prediction and (2) a view-
synthesis prediction. The algorithm selects the most appropriate predictor
on a block basis, using a rate-distortion criterion for an optimal prediction-
mode selection. The advantages of the complete algorithm are that the
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compression is robust against inaccurately estimated depth images and
that the chosen prediction structure features random access to different
views. Furthermore, we have integrated this prediction scheme into an
H.264/MPEG-4 AVC encoder, such that the disparity-compensation pre-
diction derived from the conventional motion compensation, is combined
with the view-synthesis prediction. Experimental results have shown a
modest gain for texture coding and a quality improvement of up to 3.2 dB
for the depth signal, when compared to solely performing H.264/MPEG-4
AVC disparity-compensated prediction. A major advantage of the pro-
posed multi-view depth encoder is that the depth prediction scheme does
not require the transmission of any side information (such as motion vec-
tors for motion-compensated prediction) because the depth image enables
the prediction to be based only on the depth signal itself.

The current algorithm requires the selection of reference views from
which neighboring camera views are predicted. This provides a simple
method for view prediction, but it requires a proper selection of the ref-
erence views. The automatic selection of reference views remains as an
interesting future research topic. This automatic selection can be applied
not only to the reference views, but also to the prediction structure. Specif-
ically, depending on the properties of the video scene, the prediction struc-
ture that yields the minimum bit rate for the lowest distortion may be au-
tomatically generated for further gain in compression.

8.1.4 Chapter 6: depth coding using piecewise linear functions

In this chapter, we have proposed a novel depth image coding algorithm
that exploits the properties of depth images, i.e., smooth regions delineated
by sharp edges. The proposed coding algorithm is modeling smooth re-
gions by piecewise-linear functions and sharp edges by a straight line. The
quadtree decomposition and the selection of the type of modeling function
and the quantizer setting for the model coefficients is optimized such that
a global rate-distortion trade-off is realized. A beneficial comparison in
coding and rendering with a JPEG-2000 encoder was made.

Possible future research involves the extension of the proposed com-
pression algorithm to the video domain. As performed by standardized
video encoders, a conventional approach is to reduce the temporal redun-
dancy between consecutive depth images. To this end, a simple approach
consists of encoding the motion-compensated differences between con-
secutive depth frames. Assuming that depth images can be modeled by
piecewise-linear functions, it can be deduced that the same modeling can
be applied to the residual difference of two depth images. Apart from the
already realized gain, it is evident that an additional coding gain will be
obtained using motion compensation.
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8.1.5 Chapter 7: joint depth-texture bit allocation

Finally, we have proposed a novel algorithm that concentrates on the joint
compression of depth and texture images. Instead of the conventional in-
dependent compression of texture and depth, we have presented an al-
gorithm that jointly optimizes both the rate and the distortion to obtain
optimal rendering quality. The presented algorithm optimizes the depth
and texture quantization parameters, using an iterative hierarchical search
similar to the well-known Three Step Search in motion estimation.

In the current scheme, the quantization parameters are entirely opti-
mized at the first video frame and remain fixed for the sequel of the same
video sequence. Instead of using fixed quantization parameters for the
video sequence, a possible way to reduce the complexity (per frame) is
to employ parameters of the previous video frame as an initialization for
searching the optimal quantization parameters of the succeeding video
frame. This approach would lead to an adaptive method for optimizing
the quantization parameters.

8.2 Key issues and open questions

Though the research in multi-view acquisition and compression is expand-
ing continuously, a number of key issues still needs to be addressed.

First, in order to gain acceptance of the 3D multi-view video technology
in the motion picture or consumer electronics industry, simple acquisition
systems should be easily accessible and ready for use. Specifically, compar-
ing the simplicity of acquiring monocular video against the difficulty of ac-
quiring multi-view video, it can be readily understood that there is a large
complexity difference between monocular and multi-view video technol-
ogy. For example, acquiring multi-view video data requires an acquisition
setup composed of multiple synchronized cameras. Also, to obtain a high-
quality image, the color of the multiple cameras should be calibrated, so
that the multiple images show consistent colors across the views. Addi-
tionally, to enable the usage of specific features, e.g., free navigation within
the scene (as discussed in Section 4.1.2), the multi-view acquisition setup
should be calibrated such that the positions and orientations of all cameras
are known. Finally, a high-performance system enabling the simultaneous
recording of multiple input video streams, is necessary. From this discus-
sion, it can be noticed that setting up a multi-view acquisition system re-
quires scientific expertise and hands-on experience. Presently, this forms
a high entry barrier for potential users, and thus a reduced acceptance of
the multi-view technology. More generally, the problem of working on
multi-view video is that it affects the complete communication chain, from
acquisition through coding and to rendering. This is clearly more compli-
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cated than introducing a new compression standard such as MPEG-1 or
MPEG-2.

A second issue is related to the estimation of depth data that is neces-
sary for rendering high-quality synthetic images. As discussed in Chap-
ter 3, depth image estimation is an ill-posed problem in many situations.
Currently, the problem of depth estimation remains an open research topic
for which no generic and very robust solution has emerged yet.

A final issue is the uncertainty related to the value of the potential ap-
plications of multi-view video technologies. Currently, it is not known
how much value such a technology would bring to entertainment or ad-
vertisement applications. It is fairly evident that it will enhance the video
production technology and improve the quality of professional video pre-
sentations, such as in the industrial design and medical system areas.

8.3 Perspectives

As elaborated at the beginning of this thesis, there are various applica-
tions that can be enabled by the multi-view video technology. The con-
sidered applications, i.e., 3D-TV and free-viewpoint video applications are
currently emerging in the movie and medical industry. However, instead
of restricting the multi-view video technology to this limited set of appli-
cations, multi-view video should be considered as a tool for paving the
way to other unforeseen applications. As a consequence, the investigated
N-depth/N-texture multi-view video coding (potential) standard should
provide sufficient flexibility. For example, in post-production studios, very
high rendering quality will be preferred to fast real-time image render-
ing. Alternatively, a specific application may require a real-time rendering
of the 3D scene. To handle both requirements, the multi-view acquisition
compression and rendering system should be able to handle those differ-
ent cases. It is the author’s opinion that sufficient flexibility of the multi-
view video coding standard is a key element to the potential success of
N-depth/N-texture multi-view video technology.

Moreover, in the near future, a convergence between natural image pro-
cessing and computer graphics techniques is anticipated. Since computer
graphics and multi-view video technology both provide 3D video content,
this merge can be facilitated and accelerated by standardizing a multi-view
video compression algorithm. Moreover, the continuous research in both
fields will stimulate further advances to their mutual benefit. At present,
already early applications that combine computer graphics and multi-view
video content are now introduced in the motion picture industry and by
content-producing companies.
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Appendix

A.1 Occlusion-compatible scanning-order

The following summary presents only a concept which could not be fully
verified at the time of writing the thesis.

Consider two 3D scene points P1 and P2, which are projected onto a
target image (virtual view) at the same pixel position p, and onto the ref-
erence view at pixel positions p′

1 and p′
2 (see Figure 4.8). To perform an

occlusion-compatible scanning order of the reference image, it is necessary
to scan first the background point P1 and then the foreground P2. Hence,
when projecting the 3D points P1 and P2 onto the reference view, it can be
derived that

|M ′P2 −M ′C| < |M ′P1 −M ′C|, (A.1)

which is equivalent to the same inequality using pixels in the reference
image, thus

|λ′
2p

′
2 − λ′

ee
′| < |λ′

1p
′
1 − λ′

ee
′|, (A.2)

where e′ corresponds to the epipole in the reference view. The points p′
1

and p′
2 are the projections of the background and foreground 3D points,

respectively. Points p′
1 and p′

2 are therefore background and foreground
pixels. By normalizing/dividing Equation (A.2) with the homogeneous
scaling factor λ′

e, two cases can be distinguished. First, assuming λ′
e > 0,

to perform the warping of background pixels p1 prior to foreground pixels
p2, it is sufficient to scan the reference image from the border of the image
towards the epipole e′. Second, in the case λ′

e < 0, the reference image
should be scanned from the epipole towards the borders of the image.
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Figure A.1 — Camera 3 of the sequence “Breakdancers”.

A.2 Test sequences and images

A.3 “Breakdancers” and “Ballet”

Figure A.1 and Figure A.2 illustrate the multi-view sequences “Breakdancers”
and “Ballet”, respectively. These test sequences were acquired by Microsoft
Research [111]. Table A.1 and Table A.2 provide the camera calibration pa-
rameters. The resolution of both sequences is 1024 × 768 pixels and the
frame rate is 15 frames per second. The calibration parameters were con-
verted into a right-handed coordinate system with the origin of the image
located at the top left of the image (see Section 2.2.3).

A.4 “Livingroom”

Figure A.3 illustrates the multi-view images “Livingroom” and Table A.3
provides the camera calibration parameters. The data set was acquired
and calibrated by the author. The acquisition of the images was performed
using a low cost digital still camera. The radial lens distortion parameters
are k1 = 8.06244e− 08, ox = 512 and oy = 384.

A.5 “Cones” and “Teddy”

Figure A.4 illustrates the multi-view images “Cones” and “Teddy”, respec-
tively. These multi-view images are available at the Stereo Vision research
page [37] and are provided without calibration parameters. The resolution
of the images is 450× 375 pixels.
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Figure A.2 — Camera 3 of the sequence “Ballet”.

K R t = −RC

Camera 0
1876.800 −2.018 580.603

0 1883.930 371.586
0 0 0.999

0.982 −0.005 −0.186
0.003 0.999 −0.008
0.186 0.007 0.982

11.3065
0.14609
−1.0407

Camera 1
1873.190 −1.057 578.622

0 1880.050 380.481
0 0 0.999

0.991 0.015 −0.129
−0.016 0.999 −0.009
0.129 0.0115 0.991

7.647
0.0123
−0.270

Camera 2
1871.210 −0.733 540.098

0 1877.300 354.338
0 0 0.999

0.998 0.017 −0.0431
−0.017 0.999 0.009
0.0432 −0.008 0.999

3.858
−0.069
0.606

Camera 3
1877.360 −0.415 579.467

0 1882.430 357.388
0 0 1

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

0
0
0

Camera 4
1872.910 −0.682 546.980

0 1877.090 386.771
0 0 0.999

0.996 0.007 0.0802
−0.006 0.999 −0.013
−0.080 0.012 0.996

3.841
0.0894
−0.083

Camera 5
1904.830 −0.425 497.943

0 1908.140 381.943
0 0 0.999

0.987 0.009 0.160
−0.007 0.999 −0.010
−0.160 0.009 0.987

−7.555
−0.0008
1.245

Camera 6
1897.980 −0.267 517.893

0 1900.800 384.172
0 0 0.999

0.975 0.026 0.216
−0.022 0.999 −0.016
−0.217 0.011 0.976

−11.316
0.167
0.701

Camera 7
1884.130 0.656 513.679

0 1887.490 371.371
0 0 0.999

0.962 0.000 0.272
−0.004 0.999 −0.007
−0.272 0.005 0.962

−14.833
−0.0930
−0.005

Table A.1 — Calibration parameters of the multi-view sequence “Breakdancers”.
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K R t = −RC

Camera 0
1929.070 −0.832 585.516

0 1937.2 350.050
0 0 0.999

0.975 −0.032 −0.217
0.033 0.999 0.002
0.217 −0.009 0.975

11.142
−0.201
−0.230

Camera 1
1910.560 −0.784 578.130

0 1916.27 362.528
0 0 0.999

0.988 −0.037 −0.146
0.037 0.999 −0.006
0.146 0.001 0.989

7.602
0.045
−0.044

Camera 2
1915.780 −1.210 527.608

0 1921.730 372.544
0 0 0.999

0.998 −0.028 −0.052
0.028 0.999 −0.006
0.053 0.005 0.998

3.849
−0.041
0.428

Camera 3
1908.250 −0.335 560.336

0 1914.160 357.404
0 0 1

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

0
0
0

Camera 4
1909.910 −0.568 545.067

0 1915.890 372.693
0 0 0.999

0.996 −0.026 0.08
0.026 0.999 −0.009
−0.081 0.011 0.996

−3.903
0.040
0.168

Camera 5
1914.060 −0.345 564.639

0 1918.490 338.576
0 0 0.999

0.989 −0.004 0.146
0.004 0.999 −0.003
−0.146 0.003 0.989

−7.784
0.431
1.392

Camera 6
1913.680 0.145 533.299

0 1918.160 368.824
0 0 0.999

0.972 −0.010 0.231
0.012 0.999 −0.009
−0.231 0.012 0.972

−11.589
0.355
1.045

Camera 7
1918.250 −2.492 494.075

0 1922.570 319.255
0 0 0.999

0.949 −0.046 0.310
0.042 0.998 0.021
−0.310 −0.007 0.950

−15.094
−0.189
1.383

Table A.2 — Calibration parameters of the multi-view sequence “Ballet”.

Figure A.3 — Camera 3 of the multi-view images “Livingroom”.
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K R t = −RC

Camera 0
1196.530 1.464 504.831

0 1228.550 407.943
0 0 1

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

0
0
0

Camera 1
1195.470 1.302 505.175

0 1227.760 406.939
0 0 1

0.999 −0.014 0.040
0.014 0.999 0.005
−0.040 −0.004 0.999

−12.060
−1.241
−0.434

Camera 2
1196.670 1.372 504.956

0 1228.720 407.877
0 0 1

0.996 −0.028 0.078
0.027 0.999 0.004
−0.078 −0.002 0.996

−16.240
−1.296
0.969

Camera 3
1197.850 1.560 504.606

0 1229.600 408.975
0 0 1

0.987 −0.053 0.145
0.052 0.998 0.009
−0.145 −0.001 0.989

−25.298
−3.044
4.765

Camera 4
1198.220 1.650 504.456

0 1229.860 409.380
0 0 1

0.973 −0.077 0.214
0.076 0.996 0.014
−0.214 0.002 0.976

−37.010
−4.009
7.947

Camera 5
1198.540 1.641 504.426

0 1230.130 409.569
0 −4.426 1

0.965 −0.092 0.243
0.090 0.995 0.020
−0.24 0.002 0.969

−50.5975
−6.59824
11.1911

Camera 6
1199.080 1.920 503.949

0 1230.350 410.596
0 0 1

0.947 −0.112 0.298
0.109 0.993 0.026
−0.299 0.007 0.954

−58.607
−7.458
14.924

Table A.3 — Calibration parameters of the multi-view images “Livingroom”.

(a) (b)

Figure A.4 — Leftmost view of the multi-view images (a) “Cones” and (b)
“Teddy”.
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